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ANALYSIS OF FACTORS THAT HAVE

INFUMJCM (oIurco OF BAniTLES AND WARS:

A DATA BASE OF BAMiLES AND aGA OM

In this report prepared by the Historical Evaluation and Research

Organization (HEO) for the US Army Concepts Analysis Age-cy, HEW has

compiled data on 600 major battles of modern history from the beginning

of the 17th Century through the first three quarters of the 20th Century,

and presented this data in a combination of matrices and narratives. The

matrices comprise seven tables which present all of the significant

statistical data available on the battles and show how major factors of

combat have influenced the outcaes of these battles. There is a concise

narrative for each battle, which summarizes the principal sources consulted

in the research for that battle. The data, information, and analysis area presented in Volmnes II-VI, as follows:

Volume II: 1600-1800

Volume III: 1805-1900

Volume IV: 1904-1940

Volume V: 1939-1945

Volume VI: 1939-1973 \\
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AIALYSIS OF FACTORS THAT HAVE INFLUENCED

XTrCCMES OF BAITLES AND WARS:

A, DATA BASE OF BALES AND ENGAGEMDM

Introduction to Final Report

This study was performed by the Historical Evaluation and Research

Organization (HEM) pursuant to Contract ?4DA903-82-C-0363, for the

US Army Concepts Analysis Agency (tSACAA).

The purpose of this study was to undertake a comprehensive analysis
of the factors that have significantly influenced the outcomes of the major
battles or modern history, commencing with the Netherlands' War of

Independence and the Thirty Years' War, and continuing through the

Fourth Arab-Israeli War of 1973, to develop a matrix of significant

factors concerning conflict as they relate to battle situations in

past wars.

The 500 battles and engagements which are included are described

and analyzed in Volumes II-VI and have been arbitrarily divided
chronologically into two parts and five roughly equal groups, as follows:

9 1600-1800 Part One: Wars of the 17th, 18th, and 19th Centuries

Volume II: Wars from 1600 through 1800

* 1805-1900 Part One: Wars of the 17th, 18th, and 19th Centuries

Volume III: Wars from 1805 through 1900

* 1904-1939 Part Two: Wars of the 20th Century

Volume IV: Wars from 1904 through 1939; the Russo-Japanese

War, the Balkan Wars, World War I, the Russo-Polish War,

the Spanish Civil War, the Mongolian and Manchurian

Incidents, and the Russo-Finnish War.
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* 1939-1945 Part Two: Wars of the 20th Century

Volume V: World War II, 1939-1945; Campaigns in North

Africa, Italy, and Western Europe.

* 1939-1973 Part Two: Wars of the 20th Century
Volume VI: World War I1, 1939-1945; Campaigns in

France, 1940, on the Eastern Front, and of the War

Against Japan. The 1967, 1968, and 1973 Arab-Israeli
Wars.

It will be noted that the majority of the battles and engagements included

were fought in the 20th Century, and that about 30 percent of the
total number were fought in or since World War II.

The authors of this work recognize that there has been no military

historical effort of courqarable scope, even though the need for such a
work has long been recognized. The closest thing to such an effort is

the massive Kriezslexicon of Gaston Rodaart (Vienma, 1908) which --

while including more battles, and alsn a large number of sieges --

made no attempt to provide as much detail on the battles as does this
work; its statistical contents ar's also less than completely reliable.

Nevertheless, the authors of this work must acknowledge their substantial
debt to Bodart and his Kriegslexicon; it was consulted for most of the
battles which we have included through the Russo-Japanese War.

In reviewing what we have done in preparing this report, it is

obvious to the authors tlat the value of the work -- both historically
and for purposes of military analysis -- can be substantially enhanced

in the future in the following respects:

. There is a need for inclusion of all the important battles that
contributed to the outcome of any significant war that we have

included (and possibly a few minor wars that we have overlooked). The
reason for this is that it is not possible to make an overall assessment
of the war itself, or emen its campaigns -- as opposed to the individual

battles we have considered in detail here -- without being reasonably
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certain that the whole picture, quantitati.*vely and qualitatively, is

availabl~e to the analyst.

* There is a need to review the contents of this work in terms
of types of operation -- including such specialized operations as river
crossings, mountain warfare, and operation-, in desert and arctic

regions - - to be sure that the contents reflect a suitable sample of
actual historical experience in all kinds of operations. Again,, the
analyst will be able to benefit if he has assurance that the coverage
of any specialized type of operLat ion is truly representative, and

p' reasonably comprehensive.

*There is need for a substantial sampling of wars and battles

* before thp 17th Century. This is not just for reasons that might be

considered pedantically historical. Rather, it is perceived as a
service to analysts who are interested -In war as a humuan experience,,
from -which important insights, and even lessons, can be drawn. Again,
such analysts will have more confidence in the results of their work

if they r.an be certain of the universality and comprehensiveness of

their data base.
* Possibly most important, there is a need for the most thorough,

rigorous, and critical review of the contents of this work as herein
pi esented. What we have done here has been based upon a truly massive
research effort, but the work has been carried out in a very short

* period of time, considering the nature of the subject matter. We know
there are sources which, when located, will enable us to fill some of
the gaps, expand and correct some of the narrative deta.1s, and thus
some of the analytical assessments, as well as to be more precise in
our statistics.

This latter point is an important one. We do not wish either to
be overmodest or to claim too muich. We know we have - - within strict

limitations in time -- produced a work of which we can be proud. We

are equa'lly aware that the combination of those time strictures and
our own limitations has resulted in a work that is less than perfect.

We hope it can be perfected, and thus we welcome all responsible commnents,
suggestions, and criticisms.
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The one person most responsible for the strengths of this work is

HERO's Executive Director for Research, C. Curtiss Johnson. Next most

responsible is HERO's former Vice President, now retired, Grace P.

Hayes. Other staff menbers who have made significant contributions
are: Brian Bader, Arnold Dupuy, Michael Eisenstadt, Gay M. Hamwerman,

Paul Martell, Edward Oppenheimer, Brendan Rehm, Richard G. Sheridan,
and Charles R. Smith. All of us are indebted to the secretarial staff
that has helped us put this together, including Alane A. Fraser,
Robyn Lucas, Virginia Rufner, and Mary Stolzenbach, and to Vicki
Stumpf, HERO's Executive Director for Administration. The undersigned
admits his own substantial contribution to the details, the concept,

and the organization of this work, and assumes full responsibility
for it.

T. N. apuy
Col., USA, Ret.
President



ORGANIZATION, DEFINITIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS

Organization

The battles and engagements treated in this work have been divided,

by chronology, into five approximately equal groups, defined by the

following time periods:

"* 17th and 18th Centuries (1600-1800; Volume II)

"* 19th Century (1805-1900; Volume III)

"* early 20th Century (1904-1940; Volume IV)

"* mid-2Oth Century to 1945 (1939-1945; Volume V)

"* 20th Century since 1939 (1939-1973; Volume VI)

Within each time period, major wars are listed, and within each

war significant details of a number of selected battles and engagements

are presented. In the cases of wars from which we have selected only a

few engagements, all these engagements are often grouped together,

primarily for organizational simplicity.

For each major war, or group of wars, we have prepared a comprehensive

matrix in which we have attempted to summarize all important elements of

data and qualitative information concerning each battle, plus a

historical assessment of the factors that were impcrtant to the course of

the battle and its outcome. Following each such matrix or group of

matrices are narrative summaries of the battles listed in the matrix or

matrices. These narrative summaries include a brief assessment of the

significance of the battle, and also list the sources consulte•L with

respect to the presentation for that battle.

Discussed below are the siglLificant definitions for each of the

seven major tables of the matrix, as well as the abbreviations and

symbols used for the presentation.

Definitions

All terms defined below were developed by HERO and are used in this
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report to characterize the nature and outcomes of the various engagements
analyzed.

The terms and the definitions developed for each of them are
as follows:

Table 1. Identification (For abbreviations see p. 19)
A. Enigagement

- - In this report the term is used in a broad sense and
comprehends significant combat encount ers between hostile
forces at various levels of aggregation from small unit
up to and includ~ing corps, army, and army group. The
descriptor used in each case provides the engagement name
and (in Table 1 only) th~e geopolitical area in which the
engagement took place.

B. Dates

-- The point or period of time at or within which a
particular engagesownt takes place. Ov'ernight engagements
are designated by the use of the virgule [ /I . For
example, the date of the overnight engagement at Rafid
during the 1973 Arab-Israeli wmar is given as 6/7 October
1973, not 6-7 October, which woula indicate a two-day
engagement (soe the definition of engagement duration
below).

C. Campaign

-- The recognized or appropriate designat ion for a connected
series of military operations forming a distinct stage
in a war.

D. War

-- A contest by military force, involving extreme violence,
waged between two or more nations, .;tates, or other politically

organized bodies.

E. Attacker

- - That military force which, at the beginning or in the first
phase of an engagement, initiates and sustains significant
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offensive action against its opponent.

F. Defender

-- That force which, at the outset or in the first phase of
an engagement, chooses to maintain or is forced to adopt a
defensive posture.

G. Attacker COD

- - The officer or general officer who exercises coimmand over
the defending force.

11. Defender CO
- - The officer or general officer who exercises command over
the defending force.

I. Duration

-- The extent of timet, expressed in n~umber of days, durin

which an eng'agement takes place. For purposes of this report,
a portion of a day is considered a full day. The sole (and

logical) exception to this rule occurs in cases of overnight
engagements in which significant combat began in the
late afternoon or evening of one day and was concltude
before noon of the following day. In such cases the

engagements are considered one-way engagements, since the
duration was less than 24 hxaws.

J. Width of Front

- - The space from side to side or flank to flank occupied
or covered by a force just before the onset of the
engagement. This distance is measured in kilometers, the
measurement generally following the front and ignoring
minor salients or reentrants. Where there is a significant
difference between the fronts occupied by the opposing forces

in an engagement, the width of the attacker' s front is
entered as the descriptor.

Table 2. Operational and Environmental Variables (For abbreiviations see p. 21)

A. Defender Posture

-- The level of resistance to, or protection from, any
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and all forms of enemy attack. Five basic levels are

identified for purposes of this study:

Hasty defense: A defense normally organized while in

contact with the enemy or when contact

is imminent and time available for

organization is limited. It is
characterized by improvement of the
natural defensive strength of the
terrain by utilization of foxholes,
emplacements,, and obstacles; if occupied

for a protracted period the hasty
defense position can be improved to
the status of prepared or fortified

defense.
Prepared defense: A defense system prepared by a defender

who has had time to organize the defensive
position, but which (due to lack of time
or resources) has less than the strength
of a fortified position.

Fortified defense: A comprehensive, coordinated defense system
prepared by a defender with sufficient
time to comuplete planned entrenchments,
field fortifications, and obstacles in
such a maner as to permit the most

effective possible employment of
defensive firepower.

Delay (delaying action): A retrograde movement in which, in
successive positions, the defender inflicts
maxim=n delay and damage on an advancing
enemy to gain time, without becoming
decisively engaged in combat or being

outflanked.
Withdrawal from action: A retrograde maneuver whereby a force

disengages from combat, or contact with
an enemy force, in accordance with the
will of its conunander. Frequently,
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S. it should be noted, descriptors entered

in this category reflect a defensive

posture best defined as a combination or
average of two of the five basic
categories. For example, a defender

may adopt two postures during the course

of an engagement, or the level of

defensive preparation may not be

uniform across a lengthy front or
throughout the depth of a defended zone.

B. Terrain

-- The nature of the ground on which the engagement was fought,
described by its most prominent characteristics.

C. Weather

-- The meteorological conditions prevailing at the time

of the engagement, described generally.

D. Season

-- The season during which the engagement took place: spring,

summer, fall, or winter. This descriptor is -aluable

"principally for providing a rough measure c- the hours of

daylight available for the employment of weapons.

E. Surprise

-- For each engagement considered, a dete..ination was made

as to whether or not surprise had been achieved by one side
or the other, and if it had been, by -Amn and to what degree.

Surprise is here defined as a condition which comes into

existence when one military forvce (or its commander) is able
to confront the opponent with circumstances that the opponent

did not anticipate or adequately provide for. Surprise may
be achieved with respect to time, place, or performance.

""r', this study, three degrees of surprise were posited:
coamlete, substantial, and minor. Assessments of the
degree of surprise achieved were subjective military

historical judgments based on the historical record.
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17, 11F. Air Superiority
- -Tis f~actor is applied only to engagements of World

War I (where applicable) and later. It identifies the

side whose air force has established a degree of capability

over the opposing air force which permits it to conduct air

operations at the time and place of the engagement without
prohibitive interference from the opposing air force.

Table 3. Strengths, and Caubat Ouztcomes

This table presents,, for attacker and defender, quantitative

descriptors of personnel strengths, battle casualties, and, for
maj or items of materiel, strengths and losses. It also provides,

for battles fought before the advent of the tank in warfare, an

indicator of the successful force, whether attacker, defender, or
both sides. (This column, labelled "Success," was omitted from
Table 3 on the matrices for battles fought since the advent of the

tank in order to make room for coluins providing quantitative data
on tank strengths and losses.) Finally, the table shows the distance
advanced, in kilomters, on a per day basis.

A. Strength

-This category provides, where appropriate or kniownx, data
on the personnel, and major materiel strengths of the
opposing forces.
1. Total [personnel]. The sun, at the start of an

engagement, of all personnel subject to enemy fire,I~I~ including generally combat .and combat support troops
but also servrice troops if subject to enemy fire. For

IA- lengthy engagements in which both sides were significantly
reinforced after the beginning of the engagement, an
average of the daily start strength(s) was e~ntered.

2. The mauuber of mounted troops, including dragoons and
mounted infantry, at the start of the engagement. This
category was employed for engagements prior to World War I.I; 3. Artillery Pieces. Complete projectile-firing weapons,
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including cannon, artillery mortars, and multiple

rocket launchers.

4. Armor. Armored track-laying vehicles mounting a

cannon-type weapon. In this report the armor totcl includes

tanks, arrored, self-propelled antitank guns, and

armored assault guns, such as the World War II Geiman

sturmaeschutz. Where the available data permits, the

armor total is further broken-down according to whether

the armored vehicles ewployed were light or MBT (i.e.,

main battle tank). This breakdown was made according

to the standards or nomenclature eMuloyed by the user

force. In the absence of such guidance, the following

criteria were employed to differentiate between the

two categories:

a. Light. Includes armored fighting vehicles up

-.• to 25 tons in weight, usually fast and mobile, with

prinuzy missions Of security and recommissance.
Does not include armored cars, halftracks, infantry

carriers, and armored infantry fighting vehicles.

b. MBT. Armored fignhting vehicles over 26 tons

in weight; including, generally, the principal AIr

of armored divisions with the primary mission of

engaging and defeating the enemy's armor, all self-

propelled antitank guns, and all armored assault guns.

5. Air Sorties. The muber of single aircraft missions

flown by aircraft against enemy targets in the

engagement area. The number includes sorties by

fighter, fighter-bomber, and bomber aircraft.

B. Battle Casualties.

-- The number of personnel killed, woumded, or missing

(including prisoners) during the ergagament. Does not

include personnel losses resulting from illness, disease,
or non-battle injuries. Battle casualties are entered as

[11
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the arithmnetical total over the course of the engagement (not
including prisoners taken in puirsuit following the terminat ion
of significant combat) and as a figure representing percent per
day casualties.

C. Artillery Pieces Lost.
-- Artillery pieces destroyed, damaged (i.e., out of action for at

least one day), or captured as a result of enemy action. Such losses
are entered as an arithmnetical. total and as a figure representin

AN percent per day losses.

D. Armor Losses.
M~ -- Tnks and other AFVs (according to the definition above) de-

stroyed, damaged, or captured as a result of enemy action. Such
losses are entered as an arithmetical total and as a figure
representing percent per day losses.

E. Aircraft Losses.
-- Combat aircraft lost as a result of enemy action. Such losfes

P are represented as an arithmetical total and as a figure represent-
ing aircraft losses calculated on a percent sorties per day basis.

1'.In all cases above involving enuaerations or figures, instances in which
a rxnuber is not known or is not ascertainable -from the historical record are
indicated by a "?9". In such cases it was not possible to calculate percent per
day or percent per sortie rates for casualties and materiel losses (or no loss
occurred); in these cases the use of a dash [ 11-1 ] indicates the absence of a
calculable figure. The sawe sy'stfm applies to calculations of advance rates,
although in this case the use of a dash indicates that the defender had no
measurable advance.

F. Success

-- The victor, if not apparent from the decisive resolution of the
combat in favor of one side or the other, is determined by an
assessment of the extent to which each side mes successful in
accomplishing its mission. In many engagements, neither side can
be designated the victor. Success is designated by the entry of

' an "1x1 in the line for attacker or defender. In drawn battles or
battles in which both sides attained success, an 11x11 is entered

12
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for both attacker and defender.

G. Distance Advanced
-- The distance, in kilometers, from the line of departure to

the farthest point reached by significant maneuver elements of
the attacking force, measured along the axis of advance. The

distance advanced, if negligible, is indicated by an 'N"; if
qunknown or not ascer.ainable from the record, it is indicated

"by a "

* •Table 4. Intangible Factors (Indicators). (For abbreviations see p. 23)
For each of these factors, Judgments based on the military historical

record are made. These judgments assess whether the factor was:

a. Comparable for both sides

b. No factor With respect to the

I! •c. Advantage attacker and defender in

d. Disadvantage ech. engageme analyzed

A. Combat Effectiveness
-- A complex factor, subsuwing--amung other elemeints--leadership,

training and experience, morale, and logistics.

B. Leadership
-- The art of influencing others to cooperate to achieve a

comon goal, including, for military leaders at all commad

strata, tactical competence and initiative.

C. Training and Experience. S

-- Training: the relative adequacy of instruction and prepara-
tion to meet the exigencies of campaign and combat.

-- Experience: the relative awomt of time spent under field

and combat conditions, thus gaining knowledge, skills, and

techniques otherwise unavailable.

D. Morale

-- Prevailing mood and spirit conducive to willing and dependable

performance, steadiness, self-control, and courageous, determined

conduct despite danger and privations.

E. Logistics

-- Supply capability.

-13



F. ftgnentUin

-- An advantage comprised of both space and time factors and

having to do with impetus.

G. Intelligence
-- Information about the organization, dispostons, intentions,

and activities of the forces of the opponent.m'~.H. Technology
-- The application of scientific knowledge, methods, or

resea~rch to the art of warfare.

I.Initiative

-- An advantage gained by acting first, and thus forcing the

opponent to respond to one's oam plans and actions, instead of

being able to follow his own plans.

Table 5. Outtcome

This table provides assess mts of coumbat outcomes in three categories:

Victor, Distance Advanced, and Mission Accomplishmnent. The definitions of
these categories are:3A. Victor

- - The definition of victory i-s identical to that employed to

assess success (see the definition of success,. Table 3, Entry
F, above).

B. Distance Advanced (kilometers/day)

-- Identical to the definition for the sane entry in Table 3,

---. h numericalve score on a scale of 0-10 indicates the extent

to which each force was successful in accomplishing its mission.

The score is determined by the use of HERO's Mission Accomplish-

menit Worksheet (see Appendix A). The Mission Accomplishment
Worksheet is a score sheet which allows the ass ignmaent of

quantitative values of from 0-2 in each of five categories

determined to indicate the relative success or failure of a

force in accomplishing its mission during an engagement. The
scores awarded in each category are totalled to give the total

14



mission accomplishuent score. Scores assigned are- the result of

the application of experienced subjective military historical

judgment. Occasionally, as the blank score sheet indicates,

penalties or bonus points may be deducted or awarded for

extraordinarily poor or good performances in one or more of

the five categories. Definitions of the five elements of

mission accomplisbment follow:

1. Conceptual Accomplishment. The relative success or

failure of the force in executing the optlrational plan

of the com.ider.

2. Geographical Accomplishment. The relative success or

failure of the foice in taking or holding positions or

position areas in conformity with the operational plan

of the cnAmader.

3. Prevent Hostile Mission. The relative success or

failure of a force in denying to the enemy the fulfillment

of his objectives.

4. Commn aIKI Staff Performance. An evaluation of the

efficiency and efficacy of the decisions mude and actions

taken by the officers in cImd ,and staff positions in
connection with the onset, course, and outcome of an

eNagement.

5. Troop Performnce. fn evaluation of the overall combat

efficiency and effective-aess of the troops engaged in the

course of an egagament.

Table 6. Factors Affecting outcoe (For abbreviations see p. 23)

Here are listed those factors, tangible and intangible, that seem to

have had particular effect upon battle outcomes; the extent to which these

are relevant in each battle is indicated. The factors are:

Force Quality. The relative combat capability of the forces engaged,

including the quality of lower-level and intermediate leadership, but not

that of top leadership, which is considered to be a discrete factor.

Reserves. The extent to which reserves were available and were

committed in a timely manner.
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Mobility superiority. The relative quality or nunbers of mornted

forces, whether horse, horse--drawn, or automotive, expressed in terms of

tanks and armored and unarmored vehicles.

Air Superiority. The effect one force's command of the air space

above the battlefield, if present, had on the outcome of the engagement.

Terrain, Roads. The extent to which terrain considerations affected
one side to a significantly greater extent than the other.

Leadership. The relative capability of top leadership.

Planning. The relative effectiveness of pre-battle plans and

preparations.

Surprise. How surprise, if present, aided one side or the other.

Maneuver. The effect of a commander's decision, and action

implementing the decision, to position his forces for optimm effective-
ness in accomplishing his mission, to include the massing of forces on

a narrow front.
Logistics. The extent to which logistics inFluenced a battle, remem-

bering that the effects of logistics usually affect a campaign, rather

than a single battle.

Fortifications. The influence of a defender's fortifications.

Depth. The impact of either the attacker or defender being arrayed

in depth.
Table 7. Combat Forms and Resolution (For abbreviations see p. 24)

This table permits representation, through symbols and abbrtriations,
of the general nature of the combat in a battle, in terms of force
dispositions and maneuver, plus representation of the outcome and
immediate after-effects of the battle or engagement. This is shown in

terms of the following:
Main attack and scheme of defense: Abbreviations show various forms

of deployment and aneuver of both sides.

Secondary attack: This is shown in the same fashion.
Success: Indicates which side was successful.
Resolution: Shows what happened as a result of the battle to

both sides.
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Bibliographical Note

Lists of sources consulted in the course of research for each volume are
appended to each volume. These bibliographies are arranged by group, each

group representing a block of sources, either general, that is, consulted
frequently for many of the engagements researched, or specific, that is,

consulted only for engagements in a particular subset of aigagents--for

example, the 17th Century.

Each block of sources is assigned a letter uhich identifies it for
reference purposes. When sources are cited following each engagement narrative,

this letter is the first element of the citation.
Individual sources--books, articles, etc.--are organized in alphabetical

order within each block. Each source is assigned a umber %hich identifies it

for reference purposes. This amber is the second element of each citation;
it follows the block letter identifier and is separated from it by a point.
For example, the source identified as 11A.1" is Gaston Bodart's grielslexicon:
the "A" is a reference to the General Bibliography (block A), and the "1" refers

to the first entry in that block of sources.
Occasionally it is necessary to provide an identifier for the volume mber

of a work cited. Whn this is done an arabic amber citing the referenced
volume is utilized and forms the third elmPnt of the citation, separated from
the source identifier by a point. For exmple, 'L.9.S" is a reference to

volume S of source B.9, the Documenta Bohmica. The one exception to this
rule is in the citation of individual voluw' of the 16-volume British official
history of operations on the Western Front during World War I. In this case
individual volumes are referenced as in the original--by year of operation and
volume. For example, the citation L.9.1916.2 is a reference to the second
volume of the British rfficial history's accoumt of operations on the Western

Front during 1916.

Note on Primry Sources

The research for volumes IV-VI of this report has utilized original
records to the extent they were available and accessible. Generally, '.he
original records searched fall into four categories: 1) the operational

17
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records of US units in World War II, on deposit at the US National Archives,

or, in the cases of the US 1st and 2d Divisions in World War I (and the

German units opposing them), on deposit at the Library of Congress, the

US Military History Institute (US4HI), Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania,

and the US Marine Corps Historical Center, Washington Navy Yard, Washington,

D.C.; 2) The operational records (War Diaries) of British units in World
War II, on deposit at the "ublic Record Office, Kew, Richmond, Surrey,

England; 3) The operational records of German and Italian units in World
War II, on deposit with the US National Archives; and 4) The extensive

collection of historical manuscripts (Foreign Military Studies) written by
German officers for the Historical Division, Headquarters, US Army, Europe,
during the immediate post-World War II period. These manuscripts are on deposit
at the US National Archives and the UbM4I, Carlisle Barracks, Pemnsylvania.

18



Abbreviations and Syfbols

A system of abbreviations and symbols is used for matrix entries. These

are shown below.

Table 1: Identification

The symbols used in this table are as follows:

National or Other Forces, Units, and Ranks

American

Amph Amphibious

Armd Armored
Aus Austrian
Bay Bavarian
Bde Brigade
Bn .Battalion

Boer Boer

Boh Bohenian

Br British
Br Exped Force British Expeditionary Force

Brig Brigadier

Brig Gen Brigadier General

Bul Bulgarian

Car Cavalry

Col Colonel

Coy Scots Covenanter

CCA Combat Ctuuind A

CCB Comibat Command B
CCR Combat Coau d Reserve

CG Commanding General

Co Comimpy
Cos Coppanies
Cr Pr Crown Prince

CS Confederate States (of America]

Qunb'd Cunberland

Dan Danish

19



Det Detachment

Dk Duke
Du Dutch

Eg Egyptian
elms Elfemnts

kn Eg English
Eth Ethiopian
Fid Field

"F Field Marshal
Ft Rgt Foot Regimuut
Fr Frenh

GerG n
Gds Guards
Gr Grenadier

Han Hanoverian
IMP bqweialist
Ind Inf Bn Irdepmdumt Infantry Bttalion (Japanese)

Is Israeli
It Itali

Jap Japanese

SJgr Jaeger

Jor Jordanian
KG Kaupfgruppe [Geama oSmbat team)
N•ktm Nmeluke

•i ar - Marine
Mech Mechanized
Mes Mesopotamnian
Mex Mexican
MG Ml•jor General

Para Paratroop
Parl Parliament

PG Panzer Grenadier
Pied Piedmontese (Piedmont-Savoy or Piedmont-Sardinia)

PLA Palestine Liberation Army
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POl Polish
Port Portuguese
Pr PrussiL
Prot Protestant
Reb Rebel
"Res Reserve
Rgt Regiment
Raun Raxnmnian
Roy Royalist
Russ Russian
Sax Saxn

Serb Serbian
Sp Spanish
Sp Rep Spanish Republican
Spec Estab Rgt Special Established Regiment (Japanese)

• Soy Soviet
Sw Swedish

* Syr Syrian
TF Task Force

STk Turk

SU/I Unidentified [unit]
us United States
VG Volks Grenadier
Vol Volunteers
S(+) Reinforced
(-) Elements, part, or a portion of a unit

Table 2. Operational and Environmental Variables

Defender Posture:

HD - Hasty defense

PD - Prepared defense
FD- Fortified defense

WDL - Withdrawal

Del -Delay
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Terrain:

RD - Rolling, desert
RgB - Rugged, bare

RgM - Rugged,. mixed

RgW - Rugged, heavily wooded

RB - Rolling, bare

RIM - Rolling, mixed

RW - Rolling, heavily wooded

FB - Flat, bare

FM - Flat, mixed

FW - Flat, heavily wooded

FD - Flat, desert

R Dunes - Rolling dunes

U - Urban or built-up area

M - Marsh or swamp

Weather:

S - Dry, sunshine, hot

DST - Dry, sunshine, temperate

DSC - Dry, sunshine, cold

DCH - Dry, overcast, hot
DOT - Dry, overcast, temperate

DOC - Dry, overcast, cold
WLiH - Wet, light, hot

WLT - -Wet, light, temperate

WLC - Wet, light, cold

*Ui - Wet, heavy, hot

H - Wet, heavy, temperate

WHC - Wet, heavy, cold

Season:

Months Northern Hemisphere Southern Hemisphere

March, April, May Spring Fall
June, July, August Summer Winter
September, October, November Fall Spring

December, January, February Winter Summer

22
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Season Codes

SpT - Spring, temperate

ST - Summer, temperate

FT - Fall, temperate
WT - Winter, temperate

SpTr - Spring, tropical

STr - Summer, tropical

FTr - Fall, tropical

WTr - Winter, tropical

SpD - Spring, desert

SD - .Smer, desert

FD - Fall, desert

SWD - Winter, cLeseit

Surprise

Y: Surprise a'hieved.

N: surprise did not influence olitcame of battle.

x: Symbol showing which side achieved surprise,

Table 4. Intangible Factors

C: Comparable for both sides

N: Not a Factor

x: Advantage

3: Disadvantage

Table 5. Outcome

x: Designates successful side

N: Negligible advance

V, Table 6. Factors affecting Outcome

Same as for Table 4, with the following additions:

Sx: Advantage decisively affecting outcome
0: Disadvantage decisively affecting outcome
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Table 7. Combat Forms and Resolution

Main Attack plan and Scheme of Defease:

F: Frontal attack

E: Single envelopment

EE: Double envelopment

FE: Feint, demonstration, or holding attack

D: Defensive plan

D/O: Defensive-offensive plan

LLF) Left flank
(RP) Right flank
(LR) Left flank and/or rear

(RR) Right flank and/or rear

P: Penetration
RivC: River crossing
S--: No secondary attack

Success: Indicated by an '"Y

Resolution:

S: Stalemate

R: Repulse
P: Peneltration

B: Breakthrough
WD: Withdrew

WDL: Withdrew with serious loss
A: Amihilated

ps: Pursued
&q.
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Appervlix A

Mission Accomplishment Worksheet

Engagement name:

Engagement date: , _,_ _

Assessment date: Assessor's Initials:

i: 7Attacker Defender

i~ •oUnit: Unit:

TrConceptual Accomplre: t: 0 Conceptual Acc:mplishoent: 0

11

2 2

'an St egrpi aff Performanhen : 0 GeograpicndSaff A Performanen : 0

•,•2 2

;•CTropmn Pefran c tf e:~ rne 0 Toop Perfora£ eornce: 0

S[[1 1

""2 2

; Bonus cr Penalty: Bonus or Penalty:
Expla..n: Explain:

Total Score: Total Score:

.. ,..5
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S4AGEETS ANALYZED AND DESCRIBED IN VOUJME II

The Seventeenth Century

Netherlands' War of Independence

Ni.epo•:t (the Dunes) 2 Jul 1600

Thirty Years' War

White Hill (Weisser Berg) 8 Nov 1620

Wimpfen 6 May 1622

Dessau Bridge 25 Apr 1626

tLutter 27 Aug 1626

Breitenfeld I 17 Sep 1631

The Lech 15-16 Apr 1632

Alte Veste 3-4 Sep 1632

Luetzen 16 Nov 1632

Nordlingen 1 6 Sep 1634

Wittstock 4 Oct 1636

Breitenfeld HI 2 Nov 1642

Rocroi 19 May 1643

Tuttlingen 24 Nov 1643

Freiburg 3-9 Aug 1644

Jankau 6 Mar 1645

Mergentheim 2 May 1645

Allerheim (Nordlingen II) 3 Aug 1645

pp Lens 10 Aug 1648

English Civil War

Edgehill 23 Oct 1642
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The Seventeenth Century (Continued)

English Civil War

Marston Moor 2 Jul 1644

Tippermuir 1 Sep 16444 Kilsyth 15 Aug 1644
Newbury II 27 Sep 1644

Naseby 14 Jun 1645

Second English Civil War

Preston 17-19 Aug 1648

Dumbar 3 Sep 1650

Worcester 3 Sep 1651

"The Fronde, 1648-1653

St. Antoine 5 Jul 1652

Franco-Spanish War, 1653-1659

The Dunes 14 Jun 1658

Austro-Turkish War, 1662-1683

The Raab 1 Aug 1664

Vienna 12 Sep 1683

Polish-Turkish War, 1671-1677

"Chocim II 11 Nov 1673

Dutch War, 1672-1678

Sinsheim 16 Jun 1674

-Senef 11 Aug 1674



The Seventeenth Century (Continued)

DtzC~h War, 1672-1678

Muoiuith's Rebellion

Sedgemoor 6 Jul 1685 (O.S.)

Kira William's War

Killiecrankie 27 Jul 1689

Walcourt 25 Aug 1689

Fleurus 1 Jul 1690

The Boyne 11 Jul 1690it! AughriiA 22 Jul 1691
Steenkerke 3 Aug 1692

Neerwmnden (Landen) 29 Jul 1693

?varsaglia. 4 Oct 1693

Austro-Turkish War, 1688-1699

Zenta. 11 Sep 1697

The Eighteenth Century

Great Northern War

Poltava 28 Jun 1709

W War of the Spanish Succession

Blenheim 13 Aug 1704



The Eighteenth Century (Continued)

War of the Spanish Succession

Ra;millies 23 May 1706
-udnarde 11 Jul 1708

Malplaquet 11 Sep 1709

Austro-Turkish War, 1716-1718

Peterwrdein 5 Aug 1716

War of the Austrian Succession

Ml11witz 10 Apr 1741

Chotusitz 17 May 1742

Dettingen 27 Jim 1743

Srontenoy 11 May 1745

Hohenfriedberg 4 Jun'. 1745

Sohr 30 Sep 1745

Kesseldorf 14 Dec 1745

J :obite Rebellion. 1745 ("the '45")

estonpans 21 Sep 1745
Culloden 16 Apr 1746

L •The Seven Years' War

Lobositz 1 Oct 1756
Prague 6 May 1757

Plassey 23 Jun 1757

Kolin 18 Jun 1757

Hastenbeck 26 Jul 1757
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The Eighteenth Century (Continued)

The Seven Years' War

Rossbach 5 Nov 1757

Leuthenn 5 Dec 1757

SCrefeld 23 Jim 1758

Zorzndorf 25 Aug 1758

Hochkirch 14 Oct 1758

Bergen 13 Apr 1759

.• •Minden 1 Aug 1759

Kunersdorf 12 Au 1759

-- Plains of Abraham (Quebec) 13 Sep 1759

Nkaxen 21 Nov 1759

Warburg 31 Jul 1760

Liegnitz 1S Aug 1760

Torgau 3 Nov 1760

American Revolution

Bunker Hill 17 Jun 1775

Quebec 31 Dec/i Jan 1775

White Plains 28 Oct 1776

=- •" Trenton 26 Dec 1776

K Princeton 3 Jan 1777

Freeman's Farm 19 Sep 1777

Germantown 4 Oct 1777

"4" rBemis Heights 7 Oct 1777

Mormmuth Court House 28 Jun 1778

Ca••nilen 16 Aug 1780

,4.. Cowpens 17 Jan 1781
• "..



The Eighteenth Century (Continued)

AAmerican Revolution (Continued)

Guilford Court House 15 Mar 1781

Hobkirk's Hill 25 Apr 1781

Butaw Springs 8 Sep 1781

The Revolutionary-Napoleonic Wars, 1791-1815

War of the First Coalition

SVamy 20 Sep 1792

Jeuppes 6 Nov 1792

I tNeerwineie 18 Mar 1793

Hondschoote 6 Sep 1793

Wattignies 15-16 Oct 1793

Fleurus 26 Jun 1794

Lodi 10 May 1796

Castiglione 5 Aug 1796

Neresheim 11 Aug 1796

"WUrzburg 3 Sup 1796

Arcola 15-17 Nov 1796

Rivoli 14-15 Jan 1797

1 Pyramids 21 Jul 1798

Mount Tabor 16/17 Apr 1799

War of the Second Coalition

Stockach 1 25 Mar 1799

Zurich I 4 Jun 1799

Novi 15 Aug 1799

Zurich III 24-25 Sep 1.799
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IA _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

The Revolutoruy-Napoleonic Wars, 1791-1815 (Continued)

War of the Second Coalition (Continued)

Moskirch 5 May 1800

Marengo 14 Jim 1800

Hohenlinden 3 Dec 1800

• ,
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UME NMERhLANDS'I WAR OF INDEPENDENCE

Nieuport, 2 July 1600
The Dutch States General ordered Prince Maurice, despite his objections,

to corquer the Spanish-held coastal strip of West Flanders, including the

seaports of Dunkirk and Nieqport. The Spanish, with a large portion of

their Netherlands Army in mutiny, appeared to be too weak to resist.
Maurice crossed the Scheldt (21-22 June), drove off Spanish forces

blockading Ostend, and descended on Nieuport, which he prepared to

besiege (1 July).
The Spanish viceroy, Archduke Albert, won over the mutineers by

appealing to their patriotism and professional pride as soldiers and by

promising to make their arrears of pay his first order of business once

Maurice had been defeated. By a rx rkable effort he gathered an army

together and marched to relieve Nieuport.
Maurice, on learning of the approach of the Spanish, began to

concentrate his armzy (which was divided by the Yser estuary) on the east

bank of the Yser. Since the process of fording the Yser estuary and

forming for battle would take several hours, Maurice detached 2,500 man
to delay the Spanish approach march at Leffingher Bridge. This detachment

was destroyed by the Spanish in a brief morning action, and Albert's

army continued toward Nieuport, following the beach from Westende-Bed.

The Dutch, meantime, drew up on the beach east of Nieuport. The tide
began to change when the armies came into contact, and both armies shifted

into the tract of dunes adjoining the beach. In a hard-fought battle,
Maurice sacrificed his vanguard division in a fight with the Spanish

vanguard, main body, and rear guard. The Dutch cavalry defeated the
Spanish cavalry, and the Spanish infantry, entirely committed, became
jumbled together and lost cohesion. Maurice launched a counterattack
with his infantry reserves and cavalry, and the Spanish, much fatigued
by days of hard marching, collapsed entirely.

Maurice did not pursue the Spanish, since his lines of ccimmunication

were still threatened from Spanish Flanders. Instead, he raised the

siege of Nieuport and retreated to Holland.
Significance: A defeat for the Spanish, but Maurice was unable to

exploit his victory because of the vulnerability of his lines of conmunication.

Source: B.24.
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THE THIRTY YEARS' WAR

White Mountain (Weisser Berg), 8 November 1620

The rebellious Protestant provisional govermnxt of Bohemia elected

a Protestant prince, Frederick, Elector Palatine, as their king (August

16i9) and continued to defy the central authority of the Austrian emperor.

Bohemia, which had been in rebellion since Mky 1618, was supported by

Lusatia, Silesia, and Moravia. The Emperor Ferdinand II issued an

ultimattur directing Frederick to withdraw from the throne of Bohemia,

but Frederik defied the Imperial mandate. An Imperialist army invaded

Bohemia, where it was joined by the army of the Catholic League (Bavaria).

The combined Imperialist/League army attacked the Bohemian Rebel army

at the White Hill west of Prague (8 November 1620) and utterly routed it

after a brief combat. The Bohemian infantry resisted stoutly in the

Stern gardens, where some units fought to the last man, but the Bohemian

cavalry, which had a large contingent of irregular horsemen, mainly

Hungarians. jas unable to stand up to the heavy cavalry of the Austro-

Bavarians, and fled the field. At least 1,000 troops of the defeated

army drowned attempting to swim the Nbldau to safety.

The victors entered Prague in triumph, and Frederick fled to Breslau,

becoming the refugee "Winter King" of Bohemia. The Protestant Estates

of the Empire, eventually backed by foreign Protestant powers, rallied

to his cause and continued the war, but Bohemia's short-lived independence

wms ended.

Significance: White Mountain was the first major field battle of

the Thirty Years' War. A crushing defeat for the imperial pretensions

of Frederick, Elector Palatine, it marked, more significantly, the end of

Bohemian independence until the emergence of Czechoslovakia after World

War 1.

.Sources: A.1; B.9.2; B.11.1.
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THE THIRTY YEARS' WAR

Wimpfen, 6 May 1622

The Margrave of Baden-Durlach led an army of the Protestant Evangelical

Union in pursuit of a Catholic League army under Count Johan Tilly that had

recently been defeated by another Protestant army at Mingolsheim (27 April

1622). Tilly was reinforced by a Spanish army under General Gonzales de

Cordova and turned to confront his pursuer at Wimpfen in the Palatinate.

The two armies fought an inconclusive action during the morning but

broke off combat at midday because of intense heat. The Protestant army

fell back behind a wagon laager. When the battle resumed the Leaguers

attacked the wagon laager and won a victory.

Significance: The League victory broke up the margrave's army, one of

three Protestant armies in the field in the Rhineland-North German theater.

Tilly and Cordova marched to confront the remaining armies.

Sources: A.1; B.11.1.
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T1E THIRY YEARS' WAR

Dessau Bridge, 25 April 1626

A Protestant League army commanded by the soldier of fortune Count

Ernst von Mansfeld attempted to force a crossing of the Elbe River at

Dessau in Anhalt by attacking a fortified bridgehead held by a small
contingent of Count Albrecht von Wallenstein's Imperialist amy.

Wallenstein, with the main force, had been preparing to attack the

army of Danish King Christian IV but moved to the aid of the defenders

of the bridgehead. On 25 April he passed his army into the bridgehead

and, aided by surprise, counterattacked Msnsfeld's force, winning a complete
victory. Wallenstein pursued Mmnsfeld's remnants into Silesia. Nbnsfeld

died soon aftenward.

Significance: Mansfeld's army, one of the two Protestant forces
operating in North Germany, was defeated and eventually broken up. This

was a severe blow to the Protestant cause. Wallenstein's reputation as a

military leader was established.
Sources: A.1; B.9.4; B.19.
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MIRTY YEARS' WA

Lutter, 27 August 1626

A Danish army led by King Christian IV was withdrawing northward
through the Duchy of Brunswick followed closely by the army of the Holy

League, commanded by Count Tilly. At Lutter am Bareberg in the Harz

Mountain district the Danish King decided to make a stand. Tilly, whose

forces had recently been reinforced by a contingent from Wallenstein's

army, attacked at once.
The morale of the Danish troops was reportedly low because of the

failure of the English subsidy on which their pay depended, but nonetheless

they fought bravely at first, counterattacking the League force. However,

the Danish cavalry was defeated and driven into a morass, and the infantry
attack collapsed entirely. A rout ensued, and the Leaguers won a lopsided

victory, destroying or capturing the bulk of Christian's force and capturing

all of the Danish artillery and baggage. Christian fled to his stronghold

of Holstein with the reumnts of his army.

Si&'ficance: Brunswick and other North German territories submitted

to the EMire. Protestant fortunes were at low ebb.

Sources: A.1; B.16.
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-1BTI THIRTY YEARS' WAR

Breitenfeld I, 17 September 1631

Breitenfeld I was the major engagement of the Leipzig Campaign of

1631. The prelude to the battle was the Imperialist ravaging of Saxony
and seizure of the city of Leipzig (15 September). 'Ihe Swedes, led by
their great warrior-king, Gustavus Adolphus, joined the inexperienced
army of their Saxon ally (11 September) and marched on Leipzig to do battle
with the Imperialists. The Imperialist conmmander, Comt Tilly, marched
out of the city with his army to meet the Swedes at Breitenfeld, aboutV_ 6½ kilometers north of Leipzig.

:. '• The battle was opened by a cannonade and Imperialist cavalry charges
launched from both flanks. The right wing of Imperialist cavalry drove
the Saxon army, which formed the left wing of Gustavus's army, pell mell
from the field but, unfortunately for Imperialist hopes, pursued them

too far and too long. The left wing of Imperialist cavalry was defeated
by the Swedish cavalry. Tilly attempted to fall on the exposed left flank
of the Swedish infantry, but the Swedish left and left-center changedI •fface from front to flank with remarkable agility and stopped this threat.
Gustavus then led his victorious right-wing cavalry around Tilly's left
and rear, rolling up the Imperialist army from flank to center. The

W Imperialist infantry, hemmed in on three sides and imder fire from its

own artillery (captured by Gustavus) and that of the Swedes, collapsed and

routed. The Swedes pursued until nightfall.
"Significance: The victory resulted in the extension of Swedish-

Protestant power over all of northwest Germany. The Saxons followed up

by seizing Prague in Bohemia. Gustavus captured Mainz and went into winter
•' ' quarters. The Emperor, threatened by 80,000 Swedish and allied troops,

recalled the ambitious and politically dangerous Czech soldier of fortune,

Wallenstein, from retirement to raise a new army to resist Gustavus.

Sources: A.3.2; B.23; B.26.
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THE THIRTY YEARS' WAR

The Lech (Rain), 15-15 April 1632
Following Breitenfeld I, the Swedish Army entered the Rhineland

and captured Mainz, where it went into winter quarters. In the spring

of 1632 Gustavus led it into Bavaria to attack the reorganized army of
the Imperialists and the Holy League, still commanded by Count Tilly.

The armies met in the Battle of the Lech River. Tilly's force
occupied a strong position on the east bank of the river, having con-
structed a fortified camp which barred the route to Mumich and southern
Bavaria. Gustavus used massed artillery fire to cover the establishment
of a bridgehead on the east bank and constructed ponton bridges linking

the bridgehead with the west bank. Imperialist counterattacks were beatera

back, and the Swedes crossed the bridges and built up for an assault

against the Imperialist position (15 April).-

On the 16th the Imperialists again attempted to eliminate the bridgehead,

but once again, the crossfire of the Swedish artillery repelled them. The

Swedish cavalry forded the Lech on the right flank of the bridgehead and
attacked and routed the Imperialist cavalry. Tilly and his second-in-command,
Johan von Aldringen, were wounded, depriving the Imperialist army of direction.
The Imperialist infantry then fell back to its entrenched camp. During
the night the Elector of Bavaria, Maximilian, decided to withdraw. Gustavus
did not order a pursuit.

Significance: Following the engagement the Swedish army occupied
Augsburg, Munich, and all southern Bavaria. Count Tilly died of his wound
two weeks after the battle.

Sources: A.1; B.10.

F.n
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t •,lte, Veste, 3-4 September 1632
Following the Battle of the Lech the League army united with an

Imperialist army raised by Wallenstein. The combined army, under

Wallenstein's command, marched to Nuremberg, where Gustavus was

concentrating his numerically much inferior army following his successes

in Bavaria. Arrived at Nuremberg, Wallenstein fotud the Swedish army

strongly entrenched. The Imperialist general instituted a blockade
of the approaches to the city and the camp in order to starve the

Swedes and their allies out and established his own army in a fortified

camp west of the city.

As time wore on both armies suffered from lack of supplies, and
the Imperialists were much reduced by desertion and disease. On 31

August the Swedish army debouched from its entrenchments and offeredI ~ battle, but Wallenstein refused to budge frim his camp. During 1-2

September the Swedes marched north and reduced an Imperialist post

at Puerth in a surprise assault. They then wheeled to the south and

began to dig approaches to the most formidable portion of the Imperialisti m lines, the tall Burgstall Hill crowned by the castle of Alte Veste. On
the night of 2/3 September Gustavus received a false report that

Wallenstein was planning to withdraw, and he ordered an infantry assault
for the next day.

At 1000 hours on 3 September the Swedish infantry advanced -- without

artillery support, since it was not possible to deploy guns in the rugged
terrain. Wallenstein reinforced the threatened sector, and furious to-

•i and-fro fighting on the Burgstall Hill continued for twelve hours until,
finally, after nightfall, the Swedes withdrew.

On 4 September the Swedes renewed the attack, but Wallenstein
counterattacked with fresh troops, and Gustavus was forced to concede

the field to the Imperialists. The Swedes withdrew to the vicinity of

Fuerth and constructed a fortified camp west of the town. For two weeks
7 following the battle the armies remained in their fortified camps, usi'g

up the last resources of the devastated Nuremberg region and suffering
greatly from disease and starvation. Finally, 1Wallenstein marched off --

to invade Saxony.
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Alte Veste, 3-4 September 1632 (Continued)

Significance: The Alte Veste engagement was the first battle

between Wallenstein and Gustavus, two of the greatest commanders of
the time. It was a serious defeat for the Swedish king but ultimately
signified little. Die war was now transferred to Saxony.

Sources: A.1; B.10.
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Lajetzen,. 16 November 1632

In October 1632, following the Battle of Alte Veste, Wallenstein and
his army invaded Saxony, threatening Gustavus's line of comamication
and the Swedish King's ally, John George, Elector of Saxony. Gustavus
followed the Imperialist generalissimo northward. Wallenstein, who had

interposed his army between those of Gustavus and John George, missed
a superb strategic opportunity when he failed to take advantage of his
central position and superiority in numbers. Indeed, perceiving that
the Swedish king, who was awaiting reinforcements, was going into winter
quarters, Wallenstein split his own force, sending a large contingent

under Count 'Pappeiheim to Halle, about a day's march from the main body
at Luetzen near Liepzig.

Gustavus quickly took advantage of the opportuni.ty presented to
him. On 15 November he marched te, attack the Imperialist main body at

Luetzen. On learning of Gustavus's approach Wallenstein sent an urgent
summons to Pappenheim to rejoin him imnediately with his contingent.

On 16 November Gustavus's army attacked the Imperialists, who
were drawn up in a strong position behind a ditched road. The battle

raged from late morning into the night, and neither side was able to
gain a clear advantage. Gustavus was killed during a cavalry melee,

and Duke Bernard of Saxe-Weimar took command of the Swedish forces.I Pappenheim's contingent arrived during the afternoon to reinforce the
defenders, who were hard pressed. Pappenheim was killed by a round of
case shot. Finally, after dark, Wallenstein ordered a withdrawal,

4L• abandoning his artillery and baggage. The Swedes, who were exhausted,
did not pursue.

LN •Significance: The Swedes had won a victory, but the cost had been
heavy. The death of Gustavus, the Protestant champion, was mourned

throughout Europe, and the fragile alliance he had forged with the German

Protestants was threatened. Wallenstein withdrew with the remnants of
his army into Bohemia. His power, arrogance, and independence of the

court at Vienna had made him many enemies. On 24 February 1634 he was
assassinated by a group of his own officers.

Sources: A.1; B19; B.30.6.
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THE THIRTY YEARS' WAR

Nordlingen 1, 6 September 1634

A combined Spanish and Imperialist army, commanded by royal cousins --

Ferdinand, Cardinal-Infante of Spain, and Ferdinand, King of Hungary (son

of the iperor) -- laid seige to Nordlingen in Bavaria, which was

garrisoned by a Swedish force. A Swedish-Protestant army comanded by

SDuke Bernard and Field Marshal Gustavus Horn marched on Nordlingen to

raise the siege.

The Swedish-Protestant plan of battle was poorly conceived and
poorly executed. The army was divided, Horn taking the left to attack

the Imperialist right, commanded by King Ferdinand, and Bernard, with
* the left wing, marching to demonstrate against the Spanish contingent

on the Imperialist right. Horn was at first successful, carrying the

Imperialist entrenchments on a commanding hill, but his troops fell into

confusion (which was heightened when a captured powder magazine exploded)

and were driven back by a counterattack. Horn then ordered a withdrawal
and sent word to Bernard to cover his retirement. Bernard's troops,

meantime, were broken by a counterattack and fled. This exposed Horn's

force, which was retiring across Bernard's rear through a defile, to
the full fury of the Imperialist and Spanish attack. The Catholic forces
fell on the flanks of Horn's columns and overwhelmed them; the Swedish
army was virtually annihilated.

Significance: The battle was a catastrophe for Sweden and her
Protestant allies. France, led by the able Catholic Cardinal Richelieu,
was forced to dec!tre war on Spain (21 May 1635), bringing the struggle
between Bourbon and Hapsburg into the open. The war entered its last

phase (called by historians the French Period, 1634-1648), and France

assumed leadership of the anti-Hapsburg coalition.
Sources: A.1; B.4.
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UME THIRY YEARS' WAR

Wittstock, 4 October 1636

Swedish Marshal Johan Baner engaged a strongly positioned Imperialist
army commanded by Count Hatzfeld and the Elector of Saxoy at Wittstock

* in eastern Germany. Baner's plan was to make a holding attack against
the Imperialist front, which was arrayed on the Vineyard Hill, while
his left wing, commanded by General King, enveloped the enemy's right
flank and rear. King's approach march, which would traverse 11
kilometers, would be concealed by woods and scrub.

Baner's holding attack was lamched in the morning and achieved
minor surprise. The Saxon contingent of the Imperiaist army fled
-imnediately, but the Bavarians and Austrians fought stubbornly and
counterattacked, eventually driving the Swedes frau the hill. By
sunset the Imperialists were close to victory, and Baner looked

anxiously for King, who had not yet appeared. Baner's line was on
the verge of dissolving when King's attack finally developed in the
rear of the Imperialists. The Imperialist army was caught between two

forces and routed. The Swedish pursuit was pressed throughout the

night and the following day. Baner won a great -ictory by the narrowestSof margins.

Significance: Wittstock restored the reputation of the Swedish
army at a time when the Swedish cause seemed hopeless -- following
the disaster of Nordlingen and the defection of Saxony to the &upire.

Sources: -A.1; B.31.
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* THI MY YEARS'I WAR

Breitenfeld II, 2 November 1642
An Imperialist army commanded by Archduke Leopold William marched

on Leipzig to relieve the Imperialist garrison of the city, which was
& being blockaded by a Swedish army commanded by Count Lennart Torstensson.

The Swedes fell back before the Imperialist approach but turned

about suddenly and formed for battle at Breitenfeld, the scene of the

battle between Gustavus and Tilly in 1631. The Imperialists were not

so quick to form as the Swedes. The Imperialist left wing cavalry was

"still deploying when it was hit by the cavalry of the Swedish right
wing and overthrown. The victorious Swedish cavalry then wheeled
left and fell on the flaik of the Imperialist infantry in the center,
which was already at "push of pike" with the Swedish infantry. The
Imperialist infantry collapsed under the weight of this attack. Having
disposed of the infantry, the Swedish cavalry continued its attack
down the Imperialist line and engaged the Imperialist right wing

cavalry, driving it off after a hard fight.

Significance: The Swedish victory deprived the Hneror of an army

and placed the Imperialist cause in great jeopardy. Torstensson

followed up by ravaging Bohemia and Moravia.
Sources: A.I; B.II.2..

4.3
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THE THIRTY YEARS' WAR

Rocroi, 19 May 1643

The Franco-Spanish War of 1635-1659, which began during the Thirty

Years' War and continued after that and was concluded by the Treaty of
Westphalia (1648), was marked by fighting on France's northeastern frontier,

where the Spanish held Spanish Flanders (largely modern Belgium) and by
operations on the Pyrenees front. A serious Spanish threat to France

occurred in May 1643, when Francisco de Mello led 26,000 men of the Spanish
Netherlands Army through the Ardennes toward Paris. Mello stopped to

besiege the fortress town of Rocroi and rendezvous with reinforcements

before proceeding. The French army covering the northeast frontier was
commanded by Louis, Duc d'Enghien (the future "Great Conde"). Enghien

marched on Rocroi and, mindful of the imminent arrival of 6,000 Spanish
reinforcements under Beck, decided to attack Mello's larger force at once
(18 May). Mello failed to block Enghien's approach march through a nariw

wooded defile, and both armies bivouacked on the plain southwest of the

town.

3 Shortly after dawn on 19 May Enghien attacked. The duke personally

led a cavalry charge against the Spanish left wing cavalry, which he
routed. He then wheeled and descended on the exposed flank of the Spanish

infantry in the center. Meantime, the French cavalry on the left flank
had engaged the Spanish right-wing horse and been defeated and driven
into swampy ground. When Enghien heard of this disaster, he rode through

the rear of the Spanish army and attacked the victorious Spanish right-wing

cavalry from the rear. When these horsemen were defeated, the Spanish

infantry in the center was isolated. The Spanish infantry formed a huge

block facing their antagonists on all sides and refused offers to surrender.

Two French infantry attacks against this square were beaten back, but,

finally, Enghien had same guns dragged forward to batter the square into

surrender. Seeing this, the Spanish asked for quarter. When Enghien

rode forward to treat with their officers he was fired upon by Spanish

musketeers who assumed the duke and his party were leading another assault.

The French army was enraged by this event and furiously attacked the square
from all sides. The defenders were overwhelmed, and many butchered in

cold blood.
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THE THIRTY YEARS' WAR Page 2

Rocroi, continued

This ended the battle. The Spanish casualties -- 14,000 out of

26,000 engaged -- had fallen mainly on the fine, veteran infantry of the

Spanish Netherlands army. This army was, in effect, destroyed, and the

century or so of Spanish military predominance in Europe ended. Rocroi

was the first victory of Enghien, one of France's greatest military leaders.

Enghien followed up his victory by capturing the fortress of Thionville

(23 June 1643). This secured Lorraine and the Rhine Valley area against

the threat from the Spanish Netherlands and Germany.

Significance: An important victory for France and her young king,

Louis XIV. The old Spanish Netherlands Army was destroyed, and Enghien

followed up by capturing the city of Thionville. The victory ended the

threat against France from Spanish Flanders.
Source: A.1; B.3.
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flI THIRTY YEARS' WAR

Tuttlinen, 24 November 1643

The French Army of Germany, led by General Josias Rantzau, a Dane

in French service, invaded Bavaria and penetrated to Tuttlingen, a
town on the Danube about 45 miles east of Freiburg. There, on

24 November, the French were surprised and routed by a Bavarian army

commanded by Baron Franz von Mercy. Rantzau was captured. French

field marshal Viscount Henri de Turenne succeeded to the command of
the renmants of the Army of Germany and withdrew into Alsace.

Sigpai.tcance: TuttlLien was a severe setback for France,

diminishing much of the prestige the lrench had won by their victory
at Rocroi amd weakening the position of French diplomats at the

preliminary peace negotiations of the Congress of Nmster (1644).

Sources: A.1; B.33.
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T THIRTY YEARS' WAR

Freiburg, 3-9 August 1644
Following French General Josias von Rantzau's defeat and capture by Count

Franz von Wrcy at Tuttlingen, Marshal Tuenne took command of the French Army

of Germany and reorganized it in Lorraine. In the spring of 1644 he led

this force into the Black Forest region near the headwaters of the Danube to

contend with Count Mercy's Bavarians. Turerme, however, was too weak to

prevent the Bavarians from taking Freiburg. He camped near the town and

a-aited reinforcements. These arrived in July, when Prince Louis II of

Bourbon and C-nde conveyed the French Royal Army to Breisach and joined

Turenne and assumed command of the united armies. The Bavarians, meantime,

improved their position near Freiburg by constructing fortifications and

obstacles on the approaches to the town.
On 3 August Conde attacked, sending Turenne's army through a mountain

valley to envelop the Bavarian position, while the Royal Army, under Marshal

Grammont, made a frontal attack on it. Turenne's movement was stopped by

entrenched Bavarians, but Grammont's men stormed the Bavarian camp and broke

in before being repulsed. Mercy, threatened by Turenne's turning movement,

witldrew during the night to a second entrenched position based on his old

lines of countervallation at Freiburg.

On S August the French assaulted this position without success. Both

armies were exhausted, and ccmbat was suspended until 9 August, when Turenne

again marched against the Bavarian line of commications and caused Mercy

to withdraw from his entrenchments. Mercy set off through the Black Forest

for Wuertemberg and clashed sharply with Turenne's advance guard. The

Bavarians were able to overcome this force and continue on their way.

Significance: "The Three Days of Freiburg" -was a great victory for

Conde, althoug~h he had lost half his army. The French followed up by taking

many fortresses in the Palatinate.
Sources: A.l" A.5; B.8.1.
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THII YEARS' WAR

Jankau, 6 March 1645

A Swedish army commanded by Torstensson invaded Bohemia to assist

Sweden's ally, George I Rakoczy, Prince of Transylvania. An Imperialist

army commanded by Count Melchior Hatzfeld intercepted Torstensson's

march at Jankau and barred the route to the Danube and rendezvous with

Rakoczy.

On the night before the battle the armies were encamped close to

one another in broken country, the Swedes seemingly secure on a

commanding hill. The Imperialist General Goetz, howieer, persuaded

Hatzfeld to risk a surprise attack before first light and outlined an

ingenious plan by which the Imperialist infantry would drive the Swedes

from their camp on tho hill into the plain beyond, where the cavalry,

having made a long circuit, would fall on then and complete tle victory.

The attack of the Imperialist infantry, led by Goetz, was

brilliantly executed and achieved complete surprise. The Swedes were

driven from position to position and not allowed any time to form, but,

at a most inopportune moment, Goetz was killed by a stray bullet and

his infantry, leaderless, lost cohesion. A large number of them began

to pillage the Swedish baggage, and Torstensson, allowed a respite,

rallied his men and led them on to attack the disorganized Imperialist

infantry. The Imperialist cavalry, meantime, was still proceeding

toward the plain, unable to intervene as envisioned by the plan because

the infantry's success had been so sudden.

The rallied Swedes drove the Imperialist infantry into a region

of ponds and hillocks and cut them to pieces. The remnants of the

Imperialist army, including the cavalry, fled through a narrow pass

where many were captured by the pursuit.

Significance: Jankau eliminated the &peror's last field army

defending the approaches to Vienna. Torstensson and Rakoczy imnediately

marched on Vienna, but Rakoczy, suborned by the Bmperor's promises and

a message from the Sultan (he was a tributary of the Sultan) to cease

hostilities, defected. Torstensson was too weak to attempt to take

Vienna alone and fell back to Brý!nn and then into Bohemia.

Sources: A.1; B.11.2; B.31.
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Mergentheim (Marienthal), 2 May 1645

The French Marshal Turenne invaded Bavaria, crossing the Rhine and

the Neckar and penetrating to within 30 kilometers of Wurzburg. Un-

aware of the close prt-ence of an Imperialist army commanded by mercy

and Werth, he went into camp at Mergentheim and permitted his force

to disperse in widely se oarated cantonments. The Imperialists made

a surprise attack on the French cantorments and routed Turenne's force--

much to the Frenchman's embarrassment.

Significance: Turenne prevented a greater disaster by conducting

a skillful retreat; the remnants of his force joined a strong Franco-

Swedish army led by Conde at the Rhine and prepared for further

offensive operations against Bavaria.

Sources: A.5; B.11.2; B.33.
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THE TIiRTY YEARS' WAR

Allerhein (Nordlingen 11), 3 August 1645,

The armies of Conde and Turenne, united after Turenne's retreat

from Mergentheim, advanced on Nordlingen, which was defended by an

S•i Imperialist army commuanded by Mercy and Werth.

The Imperialists were entrenched in a strong position, and the

battle that ensued was desperate, described by Turenne (with some

exaggeration) as the greatest of the war. The French attacked the

Imperialist center, but were checked. The Imperialists counterattacked

and began to make headway against the French right. Turenne then led

the French left wing against the Imperialist right, which he threatened

S-to envelop, The battle continued after nightfall, and the commanders

on both sides performed prodigies of valor. Finally, Mercy, "who had
inspired the defense, was killed. The Imperialists quit the field,
withdrawing in order. The French were too exhausted to pursue.

Significance: Conde, who had been wounded three times, fell ill,
Sand Turenne ordered a withdrawal across the Rhine. Bavaria gained a

temporary respite from invasion.
Sources: A.I; B.5; B.11.2; B.33.
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-~ ThE THIRTY YEARS' WAR

Lens, 10 August 1648
Austrian Archduke Leopold William led an Imperialist army across Artois

*~.: ;~.in pursuit of Conde' s French army. At Lens Conde doubled back on the
* ~Imperialists and struck their coltun while it was on the march. The

surprise was complete, and Conde won an overwhelming victory.
Significance: Condo's victory, described as a "second Rocroi,"1 helped

to induce the Emperor Ferdinand to sign the Treaty of Westphalia, which
ended the Thirty Years' War. The Franco-Spanish War continued.I Sources: A.1; A.5; B.11.2.
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THE ENGLISi CIVIL WAR

Edgehill, 23 October 1642

The main Parliament army, commanded by the Earl of Essex, sought to

secure the region of the Severn River Valley for the Parliament. The Royalist

army, counanded by King Charles I, aimed to take Oxford and, ultimately,

London. Charles managed to get between Essex and London, and the two

armies met in battle at Edgehill, north of Oxford.

The Royalists descended from Edgehill to attack the Parliament army.

The Royalist cavalry drove off the weaker and less skillful cavalry of the

Parliament on both wings but pursued too far and too long. meantime, the

infantry of both armies clashed, and in a long, stubborn fight, the Parliamentary

infantry won the upper hand. The Royalists reformed, however, and checked

the advance of the Parliamentary infantry. This ended the battle, and both

sides withdrew.

Significance: Essex abandoned the battlefield and seven guns to the

Royalists. Charles won the initiative but wasted it by a slow advance to

Oxford and then to the environs of London. At Turnham Green, west of London,

Essex' s army combined with the London Trained Bands to stop Charles's

advance in a bloodless confrontation. The King returned to Oxford, which

became his capital for the rest of the war.

Sources: A.1; A.3.1; B.6.
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THE ENGLISH CIVIL WAR, 1644

Marston Moor. 2 July 1644
Prince Rupert of the Rhine, commanding a Royalist army, relieved

the besieged city of York and pursued the Earl of Manchester's Parliament

and Scottish Allied army to the south. He caught up with Manchester

at Marston Moor but was delayed attacking him by the tardiness of his

infantry, coming from York.

Both armies were deployed in line of battle in the late afternoon

when the Parliament forces suddenly and unexpectedly attacked. The

Parliamentary left wing of horse, led by Generals Oliver Cromtell and

David Leslie, orerthrew Rupert's right wing and made a circuit around

the Royalist rear to attack the Royalist left wing of cavalry, which

had routed its opponents, including the bulk of the Scottish infantry.

Cromwell and Leslie defeated the Royalist left wing and th3n combined

with the Parliamentary foot to defeat the Royalist foot in the center.

The fighting continued after nightfall, the last of the Royalist foot,

deserted by its horse, making a brave stand to the last man in an

enclosure.

Significance: The largest battle of the English Civil War,

Marston Moor was a disaster for the Royalist cause, since it cost

the King an army and the north of England. York and Newcastle
capitulated to the Parliament on 16 July and 16 October respectively.

Sources: A.1; B.6; B.35.
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THE ENGLISH CIVIL WAR

Tippermuir, 1 September 1644

The Scottish nobleman James Graham, Marquis of Montrose, raised the

Highland clans for King Charles I in Perthshire and, joined by a contingent

r'f veteran Irish musketeers from Antrim, marched on Aberdeen. At Tippermuir,

on 1 September 1644, M*ontrose's army was attacked by an army of Scots Covenant

militia, led by Lord Elcho.

The Covenant army outnumbered Montrose's better than two to one, but

Montrose deployed his men in shallow lines,, three deep, so that they would

not be outflanked and could bring all their firepower to bear on the Covenanters.

The Covenanters attacked Montrose's right wing with infantry and cavalry but

were broken by the salvo fire of the Irish. Montrose then ordered a general

cotnterattack, and the Irish and Highlanders charged ferociously with clubbed

muskets and claymore swords. The Royalist attack was more than the Covenant

militia could stand, and they fled the field in disorder.

Significance: Montrose had won the first in a series of great victories

and was able to advance on Aberdeen, which he took after a battle (13 September)

with the Covenant militia garrison, led by Lord Burleigh. The Royalist cause

in Scotland was revived.

Sources: B.13; B.22.
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Kilsyth, 15 August 1644

The Royalist Marquis of Montrose, campaigning in Stirlingshire,

Scotland, met the Covenant army of General William Baillie at Kilsyth.

Baillie's a.my initially had the advantage of position, but the

Convenanting Comnittee advising the general persuaded him to march

his men to the right (across Montrose's front) to secure a hill and

prevent the "escape" of Montrose's army.

While Baillie's force was on the move, cavalry leading, Montrose

launched his attack. The Royalist cavalry defeated the Covenant

cavalry at the head of Baillie's colum, and Montrose's Irish and
Highland infantry attacked the isolated Covenant infantry in the

center. Baillie's army collapsed and fled from the field.

Significance: Montrose had won another lop-sided victory and

might have occupied Edinburgh but was prevented from doing so by an

outbreak of plague in the city. Within a month, on 13 September,

Montrose's small army was surprised by a large force of Covenant cavalry

while it was encamped at Philiphaugh, near Selkirk. After a brave

stand, the Royalists surrendered on terms. The Covenanters then
massacred them. Montrose escaped but years later was captured and

executed for treason.
Sources: A. 7; B.13.
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THE ENGLISH CIVIL WAR, 1644

.e-ury ,II, 27 Septuber 1644

King Charles I, having campaigned successfully in the south and

southwest of England, was returning to the Thames River Valiey when

he was confronted at Newbury by a Parliamentary army commanded by the

Earl of Manchester. The Royalists took up a strong position, which

they entrenched.

Manchester attacked the Royalist position from the front and sent

a force under Sir William Waller to attack the Royalist left, which

was ccmaanded by Prince Maurice. This flank attack failed, and the
Parliamentary frontal attack was repulsed. The battle ended at darkness.

During the night the Royal army withdrew.

Significance: The Royalists were outnunbered but fought fiercely,

preventing the destruction of their army. The battle preceded a truce,

the so-called Treat;- of Uxbridge (January-February 1645), during which
the king considered, but rejected, Parliament's peace proposal.

Sources: A.3.1; B.35.
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THE ENGLISH CIVIL WAR, 1645

Naseby, 14 June 1645

The King's army and the Parliament army commanded by Sir Thomas
Fairfax clashed at Naseby, in the Midlands, after the Royalists had
taken Leicester by storm and threatened the "Eastern Association"

stronghold of the Parliament. The Parliaentary army outnumbered the

Royalist army, but the King chose anyway to fight.

The Royalists attacked. Prince Rupert leading the Royalist horse
of the right wing, drove the left wing of the Parliamentary horse,

cammnanded by General Henry Ireton, from the field. Rupert's cavalry,

however, got out of control ai.d pursued Ireton's wing too far. Meantime,

General Oliver Cromwell's cavalry on the Parliamentary right defeated

its opponents and turned against the Royalist foot, who were driving
the Parliamentary infantry in the ce.iter. When the King refused to
employ his reserve to aid his infantry the battle was lost. The

Royalist foot was for the most part killed or captured.
Significance: Naseby was the mortal blow to the King's cause.

The last significant Royalist army was destroyed, and the King lost
all hope of retrieving his throne. Charles fled and the last minor
Royalist field forces and strongholds were defeated or surrendered
within a year.

Sources: A.1; B.6; B.3S.
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-.�I TI, SECOND ENGLISH CIVIL WAR, 1648

Preston, 17-19 August 1648

In the sumier of 1648 a Scottish/Royalist army commanded by the

Duke of Hamilton invaded England. The Scottish march was disorderly,

and Hamilton permitted his forces to become dispersed. By mid-August
the Scottish column, as it approached the bridge over the Ribble River
at Preston, wps extended over 30 miles of road. Cromwell, hoping to
cut the Scots in two at the bridge, chose this moment to attack with
a smaller force of Parliamentary troops.

_a the 17th, in "filthy weather," Cromwell struck the Scottish
cavalry and some infantry at Preston, achieving surprise, capturing
4,000 men, and driving the rest off in disorder. The remnants of the

* Scottish army attempted to draw off, but, on the 19th, the Parliament

~ •forces caught up with the Scots infantry at Winwick and destroyed it
after a fierce fight. Cromwell then pursued the reimnants of the

Scottish cavalry, which surrendered in a group on the 25th.
Significance: The- Battle of Preston was decisive; the Scots army

was destroyed, and the Second Civil War ended. King Charles I was

seized by the army, tried by a court canposed c(f members of the House
of Commons, and executed (30 January 1649).

Sources: A.3.1; B.1; B.2; B.17.
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"•' • TE SECOND E14GLISH CML WAR, 1648-1651

"-: :Dunbar, 3 September 1650

SWhen 
the Parliament executed King Charles I (January 1649), Scotland

declared for the Royalists and proclaimed his son, Charles II, king. In

July 1650, Cromwell, leading a Parliament army, invaded Scotland. The
Scottish commander, Sir Alexander Leslie, conducted a brilliant scorched-

Searth canipaign which forced Cromwell to rely on supply by sea. In late

August-early September, Cromwell's army, much reduced by privation and

sicknes , fell back to Dunbar, east of Edinburgh, where the Scots ma~euvered

*" it into a valley and took up a position threatening its evacuation.

At this juncture Leslie erred, and Cromwell, by a brilliant maneuver,

* won an overwhelming victory. Leslie, listening to the mistaken advice of

a committee of the Scottish Estates, moved his army down from its commanding

position on the hills near Dunbar and offered battle. Worse still, during

the stormy night of 2/3 Scotember, he permitted five of every six of his

• •, musketeers to extinguish their matches. Cromwell, offered the opportunity,

made a surprise attack at dawr against the Scottish right wing, which

collapsed. The Scottish army was rolled up from flank to flank with heavy

losses -- but few of the infantry escaping.

Significance: Leslie withdrew with thc rnmnants of his army to Stirling,

while Cromwell occupied southern Scotland and Edinburgh.
Sources: A.1; A.7; A.12.1.
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MTh SECOND ENGLISH CIVIL WAR, 1648-1651

* Worcester, 3 September 1651

Following the Battle of Dunbar, Cromwell's illness and Leslie's skillful

maneuvering prevented any major action from occuring in Scotland. The Scots

initiated peace talks with the English Parliament, but these failed. When

Cromwell recovered (June 1651), he maneuvered against Leslie's lines of

commaunications, deliberately leaving the road to London open. King Charles II,

seeing (as Cronwell intended) an opportunity to regain his throne by a march,

invaded England with the Scots army.
Charles, following the west coast route, reached Worcester. Cromwell

concentrated by convergent marches four separate contingents of Parliament
regulars and militia against the Royalists, achieving an overwhelming

superiority of numbers on the battlefield. The Battle of Worcester that

followed was anticlimatic. The Scots, having fortified their position,
fought manfully, but were submerged by the strength and professionalism of

the Parliament army.

Significance: Few of the Scots escaped. The Battle of Worcester was

"' ' the final field engagement of the English civil wars. King Charles II fled

to France, where he lived in exile trtil 1660, when, following Cromwell's

death (1658) and the failure of Cromwell's son, Richard, to control either

the army or the Parliiennt, he was restored to his throne.

Sources: A.1; A.12.1.
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THEMODE. 1648-16S3

Faubourg Saint Antoine, 5 July 1652
The French Marshal Turenne, leading a Royalist army, attacked the

army of the Frondist rebels, led by the Prince of Conde, at the Paris

suburb of Saint Antoine, on S July 1652. The Frondists, wh were

outmobered, made use of entrancbuents dug earlier by the inhabitants

of the suburb for their am protection and, in addition, barricaded

streets and hoaes for defense. The Frondists were in a desperate

* 4situation, fighting with their backs to the Seine River and the

battleaments of Paris. (The city was nominally neutral, having

closed its gates to both parties.)

The Royalist attack was made so vigorously that the IVrondists

were pushed back from the trenches and gardens outside the suburb
and into the streets leading to the gate of Paris guarded by the

Bastille fortress. The street fighting that ensued was fierce, but

the Frondists gave ground and might have been destroyed completely

had not the citizens of the city opened the gate and permitted then
inside the walls. Turenne's force was denied entry. The Frondists

then marched through the city and eventually escaped to the northeast.

Turerme followed the Frondlsts, initiating operations against them

j and their allies north and east of Paris.
Significance: The Royalist victory was a significant setback

for the Frondists. In subsequent operations Turenne was successful,

and the rebellion collapsed (February 1653). The French war with

Spabi, which had supported the rebels, continued.

Sou•_es: A.1; B.12; B.29.
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FRANCO-SPANISH WAR, 1653-16S9

The Dunes, 14 June 1658

In May 1658 French Marshal Turenne, comumning a French army reinforced

by a contingent of English infantry (Protector Oliver Cromwell's English

Comwlnwealth was allied with France), laid siege to the Spanish fortress

town of Dunkirk in Spanish Flanders. The Spanish attempted to raise the siege,

sending against Turenne an army commanded by Don Juan, the natural son of
King Philip IV and the actress Maria Calderon. Don Juan's amy included

a force of French rebels led by the Prince of Conde, Turenne's old comrade

in arms.

The Spanish approached Dunkirk from the northeast, along the coastal

strip of dunes from Furnes. Don Juan left his artillery behind at Furmes
and, on the day of battle, unwisely allowed his cavalry to disperse for forage.

Turenne drew his army out of the siege lines for battle and marched to attack
the Spanish in battle order on the morning of 14 June. The Spanish were

surprised by the approach of the French but nonetheless formed for battle,

minus a large proportion of their cavalry.

Turenne, utilizing combined arms tactics to perfection, made his main effort

against the Spanish right, where the Spanish infantry had taken up a position

somewhat inland because of the presence of an English fleet. The English

infantry, supported by artillery, successfully stormed a high dune and broke
a Spanish regiment defending it; the French cavalry, meantime enveloped the

Spanish right. This was the decisive action of the battle, although

Conde, with the cavalry of the Spanish left, made a series of charges that

were contained and defeated by the French right. The Spanish were routed,
pursued from the field.

Significance: Turenne won a complete victory, and Dunkirk subsequently

surrendered. The Peace of Pyrenees, ending the French-Spanish War, followed

in November 1659. Spain ceded much of Flanders and other frontier regions
to France.

Sources: A.1; A.7; B.25; B.29.
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AUSIRO-TURKISH WAR. 1662-1683

The Raab (St. Gotthard.-4 ersdorf), 1 A&ust 1664
In the late spring of 1664 a Turkish army commaded by the Grand

Vizier Achmed Koprulu marched northwest up the Drau River from Esseg

in Hapsburg Hungary. On 2 June, at Zrinyvar, Thprulus army began to
march due north, threatening Vienna. The Imperialist camumler, Field

'Marshal Count Raizm•o Montecuccoli, chose to defend the approaches to
Viemna along the line of the Raab River. Montecuccoli's army consisted
of Austrians, troops from the German Bmpire states, and French.

In late July the two armies maeuvered along the line of the Reab,

the Turks on the southern bank, seeking an unopposed crossing place. On
31 July the armies were encamped opposite each other, upstream from St.

Gotthard, separated by the Raab, which was fordable in several places.

!Nkntecuccoli's so-called Coalition Army had Austrian troops on the right,

German Bpire troops in the center, and the French contingent on the left.

These troops defended a broad bend in the river which curved toward the

Turks on the opposite bank.

At 0600 hours on 1 August the Turks attacked violently, crossing

the river in two places with infantry and cavalry. The main effort was

made in the center against the Empire troops, and a holding attack was
made against the Austrian cavalry on the Turkish left. By 1000 ours
the Coalition Army-'s center had collapsed udler the Turkish onslaught,
but the French and Austrians, pinching in from the flanks, had contained
the Turkish penetration. The Turks attacking the Austrian cavalry on the
Coalition Arm's right wing were easily stopped and defeated.

In the afternoon the Austrians and the French counterattacked, driving

the Turks steadily into the bend of the river, where the mass of Turkish

troops masked their own artillery opposite the one ford. By 1800 hours

the battle was over. The Turks trapped in the river bend were cut down.

The Coalition Army did not pursue the Turks, who withdrew, abandoning their
camp to the Christian Allies.

Significance: Montecuccoli's victory was followed in ten days by the

signing of the Peace of Vasvar by which Austria and Turkey agreed to a

20-year truce.

Sources: B.21; B.37; B.38.
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AJS'-1EMJ&I EAR, 1662-1683

Relief of Vienna. 12 Septmber 1683
In June 1683 a large Turkish army commanmded by the Grand Vizier Kara

Mstafa invaded Austria. By mid-July the Turks were before Vienna, which

was dfended by a small Imperial garrison, the court having fled to safety

and the main Imperial field amy having fallen back on Linz. The Turks

invested Vienna and began to raid the Dmnube Valley.

Duke Charles of Lorraine, cmmndlng the Imperial field army, was

reinforced during the summer by troops of the German states and a Polish

amy, led by King John Sobieski, which Joined the Austrians and Germans west
of Vienna. The Christian allied army then marched to relieve the beleaguered

city.

On the mirning of 12 September the allies descended on th Turkish

cap in a surprise attack from the Kahlenberg Hill in the Weinenmald about

five and one-half miles northwest of the city, Duke Charles and the Imperial

army on the left (Danube) flank, the Saxon and German ontingnts in the center,

and Sobieski's Poles on the right. The Allies planned to envelop the Turkish

right and push the Turks toward Sobieski's wing, which was largely cavalry.

In hard fighting, which lasted until mid-afternon, the allies succeeded in
their plu; Sobieski's Poles finally delivered the cromming blow, a furious

cavalry charge which swept the Turks from the field and their cup in confusion.

SiUnficance: Following the battle the allies (chiefly the Poles)

conducted a cautious pursuit, liberating much of northwestern Hungary by the

end of the year. The Imperial recoqxuest of Hungary wms completed in 1688.

Sources: A.1; A.3.2; A.7.
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7Ms POLISH-RIS WAR 1671-1677

aocia II, 11 November 1673

The Turks, seeking to assert their authority over the Polish Ukraine,

declared war on Poland on 9 December 1671. Poland was unprepared for war

and suffered a number of humiliating setbacks. In 1673, however, Polish

Grand Hetmon John Sobieski rallied the nation and led an army against a

Turkish army that was dug in along the Dniestr River at (hocim, south

of Zwaniec.

The Turks were dug in on the west bank of the river with a bridge

leading to the east bank, where they had a small bridgehead. On 11 Novu I

the Poles attacked the west bank defenses all along the front with infantry
supported by artillery. The Turkish cavalry counterattacked the Polish

right center with some success but was beaten back by the Polish cavalry

reserves. emantime, on the Polish right, the Poles broke through the

defenses, and Polish cavalry flooded into vQhe breach. Also, a detachment

of the Polish right wing cavalry crossed the river and moved against the

Ttrkish bridgehead. When the Turkish counterattack was beaten a panic

developed, and the Turks began to flee toward their bridge. Large numbers

of Turks were killed by the Poles in the pursuit on both sides of the river.
Sn cn: Sobieski's victory rid Poland of the immediate

Turkish threat.

Sources: 3.27.
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IM DM WAR, 1672-1678

Sinsheim• 16 JUme 1674
The French Marshal General Turenne took the offensive in the Rhineland

against an Imperialist army commanded by General Enea Sylvio Caprara.

an 16 Juie Tume encountered the Imperialists at Sinsheli near

ftilipsbUrg.
Caprara's force was defending a very strog position. A detachmnt

of the Imperialist army defended Sinsheia, a walled village protected

by the Elsenz River. Beyond the villape, defeding a narrow defile

from high ground, was the bulk of the Imperialist army. TUrMW.Z's
army forced a passage of Je Elsenz, took Sinsheja, and formed for
battle in the cramped space at the mouth of the defile. The French

then advanced on the Imperialists, wAD counterattacked. A fierce

melee involving the infantry and cavalry of both amies ensued, and

the French gradually gained the upper hand. Bventuflly, the Imperialists
broke off the combat and retreated. The French were too fatigued to

pursue.

Siod4ficance: Considering the strength of the Imperialist
position, Sinshel, must rank as one of Turense's greatest victories.

However, the Prench were too weak to exploit their success, and Thrum.

recrossed the Rhine to Alsace.

Sourc•s: A.1; B.8.1; B.25; B.33.
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THE DIJ7 WAR, 1672-1678

Senef, 11 Au&Mt 1674

The Prince of COnde, commnding on of three French anMies arrayed
against the Dutch in Flanders, comstructed a fortified cap at beton, near

Charleroi. Prince William of Orange, Stadtholder of Holland, moved against

Coode with superior mabers but declined to attack the Frencmn in his cop.

Instead, Orange marched around Conde's left, toward Senef, atteopting to

draw him from his trenches. The Dutch army became mch dispersed and exposei

on its march, and Conde, with the cavalry of his amy, attacked the closest

elements. These were driven from Senef but rallied on another portion of

the Dutch army at St. Nicholas au Bois, and CGode had to call for reinforce-

ments. Both sides fed mn piecmeal into a stubborn, bloody battle that lazted

until dark; then the armies withdrew. Conde returned to the battlefield the

next day with his entire army but found that Oraige had contivad his with-

drawol, leaving the French wasters of the field.

Significance: Conde justifiably claimed a victory. Orange's plan to

force the line of the Mouse and invade France had been foiled.

Sources: B.8.1; B.12.
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7W MW WAR, 1672-1678

Enzheis, 4 October 1674

The French Warshal General Turenne, having ravaged the Palatinate

(July 1674), campaigned in Upper Alsace against the Imperialists and their

German allies under the Prince of Bournonville. In early October Turwme

received information that the Imperialists would soon receive a large

reinforcent from the Elector of Brandenburg, who had declared war on

France. Since the Imperial army was already much stronger than the French
army, Turenne resolved to attack immediately in order to defeat the

Imperialists before the reinforcement arrived.

Turerme encountered the Germans at their camp on a plain near

the village of kbizheim. The Germans were in a strong position,

entrenched and with practically their entire front covered by ditches.

In a thick fog, Turenme attacked the Imperialist left, which was

entrenched in a wood. A severe fight developed, and both sides fed

men into the battle. After three hours the French appeared to have gained

an advantage, and *lIurme's left wing commander advanced his cavalry

to pressure the Germ=s on his front. This move was met by a great

charge of the German cavalry, which swept around the French left and

threatenaed the French rear. The French cavalry and infantry recovered,

however, and beat back this threat. Heavy rain and darkness nut an end

to the fighting.
Both armies withdrew during the night, but Rrme prepared to

renew the battle on tin Sth. lb his surprise, he discovered that

the Germns had withdrawn completely, despite their superiority in

numbers.

Significance: The Battle of Enzheim was inconclusive. Following

the battle, the Germans were reinforced by the troops of the Elector

of Brandenburg. Threnne constructed an entrenched camp and awited

reinforcements.

Sources: A.1; B.8.1; B.2S; B.33.
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M EUTOI WM, 1672-1678

zrcikheim, S JamUry 1675
Following the Battle of Ehtzheim the forces of the Imperialists and

their German allies opposing French Marshal General Turweus French

arm in the Rhineland were substantially reinforced. The opposing

armies took up winter quarters, the Germans in Alsace and the French

in Lorraine. Thrme received a reinforcemnt from the Prince of

Conde's army and resolved to strike a blow at the Germas while they

were dispersed in their camps.

Using the Vosges Mountains to shield his concentration and

subsequent march, Tunrene, in mid-Decomber, began a march that brought

him into the rear of the German cantownts. In early January, as

Turenne approached Colmur, the Germans, commanded by the Prince of

Dourmmille and the Elector of Branden, g, took up a strong position

between Colmar and Turckheim to oppose him. The German line was

protected along its front by a strem and on both flwks by rivers,

although the Fecht River at Turcik•id on the Ge!1 right was

fordable.

On S January Tlwenm attacked this position, dastrating aaLinst

the Germ• center and left and making his main effort against Turckhei,

with a view to enveloping the German right. The French took Turckhoia

and, in hard fighting that contimhed into the night, forced the Gexmn

right back. At dawn Tureme discovered that Bouwnomvile had withrwAu.

Sigvificance: The German allies recrossed the Nhne and left the

French in possession of Upper Alsace. Turmine's winter campaign is

regarded as one of the most brilliant in military history.

Sources: A.1;B.8.1; B.2S; B.33.
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INE DUTCH WAR, 1672-1678

Fehrbellin, 28 June 1675

In January 1675 a Swedish army commanded by Count Carl Gustav Wrangel

invaded Brandenburg with the object of forcing the Elector, Frederick William

(the Great Elector), from his alliance with the Epire. The Swedes plundered
and burned and by May were threatening Berlin. In mid-June the Elector moved

against Wrangel, catching up with the Swedes at Fehrbellin in a heavy mist on

the morning of 28 June. The Brandenburg army consisted entirely of cavalry

and dragoons and 13 guns. It was much weaker than that of the Swedes,

but the Brandenburgers took the initiative and kept the Swedes off balance

throughout the engagement.

The Brandenburger advance guard charged the Swedes on their line of
march at 0600 hours, surprising then and creating confusion. The Swedes

were forced to deploy. At 0800 hours the Brandenbug main body came up and
took up a position opposite the Swedish right. The Brandenburg artillery,

commanded by Derflinger, deployed on a hill behind the Swedish right flank

and held its fire until the cavalry charged. The Swedes were again thrown

into confusion but rallied and charged Derflinpr's guns. A two hour struggle

for the guns ensued, but eventully the Swedish right was crushed. The

Swedish center and left then withdrew. The BzazdWbrers did not pursue but

followed the Swedes to the border with Mecklenburg.

Significance: Frederick William followed up his victory by invading
Swedish Pomerania, taking Stettin, Straslued, and Greifswald. The defeat was

a severe blow to Swedish military prestige. The iamment erected at Fehrbellin

in 1800 reads: "Here the brave Brandenburgers laid the foundation of Prussia's

greatness."

Sources: A.I.
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UflH' S REBELLION

S§dgemor, 6 July 1685 (O.S.)

The Duke of ,nuouth, the natural son of King Charles II, proclaimed

himself rightful king of England after his father's death in 1685. Monmouth

entered England from Holland and raised a rebellion against King James II

among the Protestants of the economically depressed west of England. Royalist

forces commanded by Lord John Churchill and the French Huguenot expatriate,

Louis Duras, Earl of Feversham, marched against the Rebels in Cornwll in a

campaign that lasted less than a month. In early July Noxuouth was trapped

by the Royalists near Bridgwater in a flat lowland cut up by ditches and

dikes. Desperate, he attempted a night surprise attack on the Royalist
camp at Westonzoyland.

M•ramth's approach march of five miles was masked by a fog rising from

the moors. His guide lost his way. In the confusion, his men were

discovered by Royalist cavalry who gave the alarm. The Royalist azzy formed

for battle. At about 0200 hours, S July (Old Style), a firefight develomed

between the two forces. This lasted until dawn, when Feversham directed a

double envelopment of the Rebels, who broke and fled. Mmnxith was captured.

His men were hunted down and many of them butchered in cold blood.

Significance: Mommuth was exeuted at London on 15 July. The Rebels
were ruthlessly punished by the famous "Bloody Assizes." Sedgemoor was the
last battle fought on English soil.

Sources: C.3.
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KIM WILLIAM'S WAR

Killiecrankde, 17 July 1689

After the flight of King James II from England his Scottish

supporters, led by JDM Graham of Claverhouse, Viscount [M.xiee, opposed

the decision of the Scots Convention to accept Xing William Qnd queen

Mary as sovereigns. Dundee led a rebellion of Highlanders for Jams II,
raising an army to oppose the "Glorious Revolution" which had placed

William and Mary on the throne.

A Williamite army cmuunded by Gmeral Hugh Mlacmy marched into

the highlands to oppose Iundee and met the Jacobite army at the Pass

of Killiecrankie on the road from Perth to Inverness. The Williamites
formed for battle on a narrow plain within the pass. The Jacobites

attacked at dusk, led by Dundee. The Williamites loosed orw volit,

at the charging Highlanders and were fumbling with their awbmrd plug

bayonets when the Highland charge collided with their line. The

Highlanders won an easy victory, but Dundee was killed in the melee.

Significance: The Jacobites won a complete victory, but Dundee's
death caused his army to disband. Within a year most of the Highland
chiefs had sworn allegiance to King William III. The pacMfkatm of
the Highlands was carried out with extrem severity, including the

famous Mabssacre of Glencoe (1692). The result was a fastering hatred
of the English royal govermmnt among the Highlanrs that led to Highland
support for Jacobite rebellions in 1715 and 1745.

Sources: A. 7.
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KIM WILLIAM.S WAR

Walcourt. 2S Au&sMt 1689

On 24 higust 1689 a Dutch Allied azr commned by the Prince of Waldeck

crossed the Sabre River from Flanders and entered Prench territory at

Walcourt. Waldeck stopped at Walcourt and sent our foraging parties. The

French M1bshal d'HIieres on 25 August marched against Waldeck and, at 0900,

attacked Waldeck's outposts and their supports. For two hmun, a single
English infantry regiment posted north of Walcourt delayed the Frenc, coucting

a masterful fighting withdrawal. Finally, at n-m-, the French %ere able to

deploy opposite the main Allied position,, which included the town of Walcourt

and a hill on the eastern side of the town. D'Ikimeres ordered in infantry

attack on the town, and, although this attack was pressed most gallantly, it
was repulsed. The French marshal then attempted to widen the front, maving

troops against the Allied right flank, but the Allies comformd and ended

their line to the west of Walcourt, thm-ting the Fruch m=ay. Waldeck

then ordered a double envelopment of theFrmuh line, suidig Dutch infantry

around the French left and English infantry and cavalry uner the Earl of

Marlborough around the French right. This attack s made at 1800 houws.

The French infantry was trapped and might have been destroyed but for the

intervintion of the mmrous French cavalry, cmmeded expertly by the Duke

of Villars. D'Hm•ieres withdrew, having lost 2,000 ran ad six pus.

Significance: Walcourt was the only success of the Allies in 1689, but

it had no important effect on the overall military situation. D'Htmieres was

sacked and replaced by the Marshal Duke of Lxumbourg, a master of the art

of war.

Sources: C.4.1. _
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KIG WILLIAMI'S WAR

Pleurus. I July 1690
The campign of 1690 in Flanders was initiated by the French army

comnnded by Makrshal Di~e Francois do Lwcaourg in late tky. Luuwdbourg
advanced. boldly into the Sanish Netherlands (Belgium) 9 seeking battle with
the Allied army comainid by Primce Georg Friedr'ich von Waldeck. Mwn two
armies met at Fleumin, northeast of Qiarlezoi,, an 1 July. Waldeck took up
a defenive position facing east; Lwamourg arodm d- f frm the most.

Lanuourgtook advantaep of his superiority in maders and Waldeck's
inertia to attempt a rerkaible tactical mnuver that resulted in a great
victory. Dividing his a=W in the mear pressen of the aim". he left his
left wing at Fleurw to demnstrate against Waldeck 's right and miched his
rigt wing around the Allied left. 71w ground be ti mn the two wings. wh~ich
wa not suitable for the deployment of a line of battle, was cvrdby
artillery with weak Infantry styports. Luntmuim-gIs daring emuslqpmet
succeeded. The French descended on the Allied left frca the nortiaest.
and the Allied amy was driven steadily from the field. An attemt by
Waldeck to reinforce his left was made too late. The Allied disaster might
haew been greter but for the heroic com~ct of the Allied Infantry, which
fought a stihborn rear guard action into the night.

Significance: Luxembog wished to r-loit his victory by striking
deep into Holland and Germanyt but King Louis XrV forbade him to do so and
ordered his to confom to the sluggish movements of ofthr French armies
ammezering an the Neuse and the moslle.

Sources: A.1; A.12.1; A.16.



KIM1 WILLIAM' S WAR

The I*Me U1 July 1690
The Irish Jacobites (supporters of deposed English King James II),

having failed in their attemt to reduce the Villiamito stronghold of
Landonderry (April-July 1689) in northeast Irelmd,, withdriw south dW=
a Willisite aray co9--i -mded by the Dukem of Schcaberg landed near Belfast.
Both amiss wintered in the region north of Dublin.

In the sumr of 1690,, the Willimmites, led by KIMg William, III, took
the offensive, watching against the Jacobites, led by King James 119 wh
took up a strong defensive position on the south bank of the Bayne River,
north of Dulin. Wiim, with superior niftrs, attached the Jacoites
an 11 July, waking his mai effort against the Jacobite right-cuiter --

where the Duke of Schonerg was. killed in an assatdt rive crossing -- -n

3anding a column to envelop the Jacoite left. Both attack es m successful,
and the Jecobites were driven from. the field, their witdreaml covee by
a disciplined rear guard action by French infantry loaned by King Louis XIV.
Willinm's army camed on the battlefield, and the Jacobites retreated thrv.gh
Dubliln to the vast of IreLamd.

Sinznificane,: The Willimates' victory delivered Dublin and about three-
fourths of Ireland to then. Jamas fled to exile in Prance. 71w Irish
Jacobites ini prepared to defend Galway from the line of the River Shanno.

Sources: 'A.1; A.3.1.
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KING WILLIAM'S WAR

A.himr 22 July 1691

Following their victory at the Battle of the Boyne the Willimites

consolidated their hold on Ireland, laying seige to the Jacobite stronghold

of Limerick and taking Cork aind Kinsale. On 21 July 1691 the Franco-Irish

Jacobite army, comanded by the French Marquis de St. Ruth, met the Willimaite

army, cmmaded by tai Dutch General Godert do Ginkel, at Aghrim, in
Galway, in the decisive battle for the control of Ireland.

The Jacobites were strongly posted, occupying a hill fronted by a mrsh

and intersected with hedges. The Williaites attacked all along the front

and won after a bitrer day-long struggle in which St. Mith was killed by a

cann shot, and the Irish, unable to coordinate the defns following his

death, attempted to withdraw in a thunderstorm. Casualties on both sides

were heavy, but the Irish suffered terribly in the pursuit.

Significance: The defeat destroyed the last Irish Jacobite field armV

and ended Jacobite hopes in Ireland. Limerick fell in October, and Wilim,

free from preoccupation with Ireland, could devote all his efforts to the

war against France on the Cotinent.

Sources: A.1; A.3.1.
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KING WILLIAM'S WAR

Steenkerke, 3 &gust 1692

In the Flanders Caqxa4in of 1692 the French were, as usual, the first

to take the field, and profited by the capture of Nuar, following a siege

conuicted by King Louis YIV himself. When Louis quit the army for the

court, he left the Nbrshal Duke of Lwxedbourg in cwmend with strictly

defensive orders. The Allied army, cmmanded by the English Xing and

Dutch Stadtholder, William III, marched on Namur. Luxembourg, however,

drew the Allies off by moving toward Brussels. The French eventually camped

in difficult country rear the village of Steenkerke.

William, hoping to achieve surprise, mrde a night march against the French

coop p, which he attacked on the morning of 3 August. The Allied march and

subsequnt deploymnt. howver, were poorly plamed, and the result was that

only a fraction of the Allied army was able to get into action initially.

An apparent misunderstanding of orders and lack of initiative compouoded these

failures, and the Allied infantry that did attack was not supported, even

though the bulk of the Allied army was massed in pzradcity to the bitter

fighting that developed on the French right. LLumourg reinforced his

right wing, and eventually the French prevailed. The Allies withdrew, having

suffered a bloody setback.

Significance: The victory at Steenkerke allowed the French to prevail

in Flanders in 1692. Heavy losses in the English contingent of William's

army caused mach adverse cument in the English Parliament.

Sources: A.1; A.S; A.12.1.
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KING WILLIAM'S WAR

Neerwindei iLanden), 29 July 1693

Th, King of England and Dutch Stadtholder, William of Orange, entrenched

his Allied army near Inden in the Spanish NetherlandLs to resist the advance

of a French army commanded by Marshal Duke Francois de Luxembourg. In late

July William foolishly weakened his army by detaching a force to support

Liege, which was threatened by another French army. Luxeborg, now by far

the stronger, moved immediately to attack the Allies.

Since the Allied flanks were covered by water obstacles that made them

virtually unassailable, Luxembourg massed his troops bWfore the Allied center

and, after three unsuccessful assaults, penetrated the Allied defenses. The

Flench cavalry, which had made the initial penetration, poured into the Allied

rear, completing the victory. In the rout that ensued, Allied casualties

and material losses were heavy. The French, who had suffered severely them

solves, did not pursue beyond the battlefield.

Significance: The French followed up their victory by taking Charleroi

and consolidating control over the Sabre region southwest of Nm•r.

Sources: A.1; A.7; A.12.1.
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KING WILLIM'S WAR

Marssalia, 4 October 1693

The French Marshal Nicolas de Catinat, campaigning in Savoy in the fall

of 1693, forced a Piedmontese (Savoyard) army commanded by Duke Victor

Aaadeus II of Savoy to raise the siege of Pinerolo and retire on Turin.

Catinat followed the duke's army and brought it to battle at Marsaglia,

southuest of Turin, on 4 October.

The duke formed for battle on a plain between the Cisola River, on his

left, and an open wood but neglected to occupy a height to his left front.

When Catinat cam up he directed his right wing to occupy the height, thus

threatening the duke's left. The French center and left deployed opposite

the duke's line in the plain.

The French initiated the engagemnt by attacking the Savoyard line all

along its front. Then the French right enveloped the Savoyard left and pushed

it back an its center. The Savoyard left and center were crushed, and the

reamants of the duke's army fled the field in disorder.

Significance: The French victory forced the Duke of Savoy to cmclude

peace on term favorable to France. Catinat's army then marched north to

reinforce the French amies on other fronts.

Sources: A.I; A.S.
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HE AIBSM-JURKISH WAR, 1688-1699

Zenta,. 11 September 1697

Prince Eugene of Savoy led an Austrian army to oppose a major Turkish
invasion of Hungary. The Turkish army, criunded by Sultan M4istafa II,

advanced from Belgrade. Both armies were on the right (southern) bank of the

Thiess River in early Septerber. The Turks had built a bridge of boats

protected by earthiarks across the river at Zenta and were endeavoring to

cross the river and move eastard into Transylvania. The Austrian army

•arched to Zenta on 11 September, arriving in the late afternoon. Eugene
scw that a portion of the Turkish army had already crossed to the left bank

and decided to attack at once, while the Turkish army was divided.

The Turkish earthworks were assaulted all along the front, and the

Turkish infantry, ill organized and conined in a narrow space, were pushed

backwrd toward the river and the single escape route of their bridge of

boats. In a short period of time the Turks lost all cohesion and were routed.

The Austrian infantry gave no quarter, and in Eugene's words, "a frightful

bloodbath" ensued. The Turkish amy was destroyed.

Significance: The Austrian victory at Zenta ended the last serious

Turkish threat to Hungary. By the Treaty of Karlowitz (26 January 1699)

Turkey ceded all of Hungary and Transylvania, except the Banat, to Austria.

Sources: A.1; A.7; C.10.
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TE GEA N[)1HERN WAR

Poltava, 28 June 1709

On 1 January 1708 the Swedish King Charles XII, leading an army of

veterans, invaded Russia. Charles advanced on Moscow but turned south and

made for the Ukraine, where the Cossack Hetman Mazeppa promised an anti-

Russian uprising. The Russian Tsar, Peter I, meantime assembled a large

army, well equipped, disciplined, and trained -- in contrast to the Russian

armies that had opposed the Swedes earlier in the war -- and prepared to

combat the Swedish invaders.

In the Ukraine Charles besieged the Russian fortress of Poltava, but

his situation gradually deteriorated. Mazeppa's insurrection did not

materialize, and a Swedish army, moving south from Livonia with supplies

for Charles's army, was destioyed by the Russians. In May 1709 Tsar Peter,

with the main Russian army, appeared near Poltava and began to maneuver

against Charles's smaller army. Charles decided to attack.

The Russians had constructed a prepared defense in depth near Poltava,

with a series of redoubts blocking the way to their main c@aW, which was

entrenched. The Swedes attacked with the bayonet in columns on the morning

of 28 June. Charles, who had been wounded in an earlier skirmish, directed

the attack from a litter. The oedes, despite their weakness in numbers,

were at first successful, capturing the outlying kussian redoubts and

advancing on the Russian camp, where Peter waited with the bulk of his

force. Reaching the camp, the Swdes formed into line and prepared for a

final assault, but this was broken up by massed artillery fire, and the

Russians counterattacked, driving the Swedes from the field. The remnants

of the Swedish army were pursued and captured in a group at Perevolchna,

on the Dnieper, two days later. Charles fled to Turkey.

Significance: Poltava is considered one of the great decisive battles

of world history. It signalled the military and political decline of Sweden
from great power status and indicated the rise of Tsarist Russia as a great
power. Peter followed his victory by occupying Poland; his allies made other

territorial acquisitions at Sweden's expense.

Sources: A.1; A.7.
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WAR OF THE SPANISH SCCESSIMI41701-1714

Blenheim, 13 August 1704

In an attempt to rescue the beleaguered Austrian capitel from the designs

of Louis XIV and his ally, the Elector of Bavaria, the Duke of Marlborough,

with his Allied Army, joined forces with the Austrian Amy of Prince Eugene

of Savoy on 12 August near Donauworth. Eleven kilometirs to the southwest

the Franco-Bavarian Army was encamped near Blenbeim. Marlborough and Eugene

decided to attack. Marlborough's army, on the left, would make the main

effort against Marshal Tallard's French army, while Eugene was to contain

the French-Bavarian left with an aggressive holding attack. The Allied armies

moved out at 0200, and Marlborough's force surprised the Franco-Bavarian

outposts at 0700. Eugene's army did not arrive until nearly noon, because
it had to travel on a longer more difficult route. Marlborough and Eugene

* attacked simultaneously. Marlborough initially attacked the villages of

Blenheim (beside the Danube) and Oberglau (3 kilometers west). Although the

British suffered heavy casualties, Tallard was forced to commit his reserves.

Meanwhile, as planned, Eugene advanced very slowly against strong resistance

on the Franco-Bavarian left. At 1630 Marlborough launched his cavalry in an
attack which after abo-ut an hour of tough fighting broke through Tallard's
center. Tallard's army was shattered, and he was captured. Marlborough

then began to swing right, but the conmanders of the Franco-Bavarian left wing,

the Elector and Marshal Marsin, were able to withdraw most of their comnand

from the planned double envelopment.

Significance: Vienna was saved. The Elector of Bavaria had to flee his
country, which was annexed by Austria. Perhaps equally important, the prestige
of France and the French armies was shattered. There is probably no finer

example in history of allied coordination and cooperation that that of

Eugene and Marlborough in this campaign and battle.
Sources: A.l; A.7; C.3; C.4.2.
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THE WAR OF THE SPANISH SUCCESSION, 1701-1714

Ramillies, 23 fay 1706

In an attempt to seize the initiative and prevent the British Allied

amy of the Duke of Marlborough from seizing Ilanr, n 18 May the French
Duke of Villeroy marched south toward Namur frm his positions by the Dyle

River. Marlborough marched southwest and int'ercepted the French at Ramillies.

The French deployed on high ground in a defcnsive position, partially entrenched.
Marlborough deployed his British troops on his right and feinted against the

French left, causing Villeroy to shift his reserves and draw some units out

of his right wing. Meanwhile, Marlborough's Dutch troops, on the Allied left

(southenr) flank, seized two key positions on the Frencl, right at the villages

of Franq:cenay and Taviers. Villeroy dispatched dragoons to regain these
positions, but their counterattack was repulsed. A Dutch cavalry charge

virtually annihilated the retreating dragoons. Villeroy continued to commit
his troops piecemeal on his beleaguered right flank, while the Dutch and

French infantries battled in the center. How-ever, the Frenoh comsander's

main concern was the Pnglish holding attack on his left. Marlborough then

withdrew the bulk of his cavalry from his right flank and passed them behind

his center to the left flank. They charged, smashing the French right. In

the north the British troops dernvstrating against the French left were

withdr-awn -nd refo-med as a reserve behind the Allied cemter. Villeroy

attempted to fcrm a new line on his right flank at a right anle to his center

to cover a withdrawal. Marlborough formed a new line on his left and,

attacking, broke both the center and the right flank of the French line. His
cavalr/ pursued, inflicting heavy casualties on the retreating French.

Significance: The destruction of the French Army of Villeroy enabled
Marlborough to win control over the Spanish Netherlands.

Sources: A.1; A.7; A.12.1; C.3; C.4.3.
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THE WAR OF ThE SPANISH SI=ESSION

Oudenarde, 11 July 1708
Having seized the initiative in the spring of 1708, the Duke of Burgundy's

French force, actually commanded by the Duke of Vendome, captured Ghent and
Bruges on 4 July and then turned south to threaten the Allied garrison at
Oudenarde. But the Duke of Marlborough, whose Allied army wa, west of the
Scheldt River, was eager for battle, and prepared to move.

While Burgundy and Vendcme argued about whether to avoid battla, the
French army stood scattered north of Oudenarde, instead of moving to block the

allies from crossing the Scheldt. Marlborough, joined by Prince Eugene of
Savoy, whose army had not yet arrived in the area, marched his army 44
kilometers in 22 hours. As the Allies, with Marlborough commanding on the left
and Eugene on the right, were crossing the Scheldt in the morning of 11 July,
tho French finally deployed defensively on the heights north of Oudenarde.
An advance guard of British infantry and Prussian cavalry overran the French
advance guard north of the fortress, Lid the Prussian cavalry boldly attacked
the entire left wing of French cavalry before Marlborough and Eugene started
the general attack, at about 1400. Almost simultaneously, Vendame ordered

his men to attack. There was little plan on either side, and the result was
a long, confused, bloody struggle in which the allies held a slight advantage
due to the vigor, determination and generalship of their joint commanders. By
dusk Marlborough had achieved an envelopment of the French right, and, as
Eugene continued to press forward, the allies drove the French from the field
in the gathering darkness.

Significance: Vendome withdrew to Ghent, where he rallied his defeated
troops, repulsing an allied force of forty squadrons which Marlborough had
sent in pursuit. Thus, the French retained control of western Flanders
and regained a secure line of communications to France.

Sources: A.1; A.7; A.12.1; C.3; C.4.3.
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THE WAR OF THE SPANISH SUCCESSION

Malplaquet, 11 September 1709

In the Flanders Campaign of 1709 the Allied army commnded by John, Duke
of Marlborough, was opposed by a French army commanded by Marshal Duke Claude

de Villars. At the outset of the campaign the French stood behind their
extensive fortified Lines of La Bassete in the vicinity of Bethune. Marlborough

feinted against these lines and then moved to reduce the French-held fortress

of Tournai. Tournai surrendered on S September, and Marlborough moved on to

besiege Mons. Villars countered by moving to Malplaquet, southeast of Mons,
where he entrenched, knowing that this threat to the besieging forces would

attract the allies to attack him.

Leaving a small force to continue the siege of Mons, Marlborough and his
co-commander, Prince Eugene of Savoy, moved to attack Villars (9-10 September).
On 11 September the Allies advanced to the attack with Eugene on the right as
usual, and Marlboromgh on the left. The Allies planned holding attacks against
the French left and right with a main effort by English troops under Marlborcugh's

command against the French center, when French reserves were camitted to

oppose the Allied attacks against the flanks.

The Allied attack procee-d-d according to plan. Marlborough's main effort
penetrated the French center but was driven back by a counterattack organized

by Marshal Duke Louis Francois de Doufflers, who succeeded Villars when the

latter was badly wounded. The Allies, however, renewad their efforts and
were Pble once again to penetrate the French center. Boufflers thereupon

ordered a general withdrawal, which was carried out in good order. Casualties

on both sides were extremely heavy, and the Allies were unable to pursue.

Significance: The Allied victory, wv'ich was due to the absolute deter-
mination mid persistence of Marlborough and Eugene, had no result other than

to permit the Allies to continue the siege of Mons, which fell on 20 October.

Both armies then went into winter quarters.

Sources: A.1; A.7; C.3.
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AUSTRO-TURKISH WAR. 1716-1718

Peterwardein, 5 August 1716

An Austrian army caomanded by Prince Eugene of Savoy, encountered

a Turkish army commanaded by Iranad Ali Pasha at Peterwardein, Hkungary
(modem Yugoslavia). Eugene aeployed his army in a formidable position:

his left flank rested on the Danbe River, and his right was protected

by the fortifications and guns of the Austrian fortress of Peterwardein.

His front was protected by a double line of entrencments constructed

some 20 years before. These defensive arrangements were made necessary

by the numerical superiority of the Turkish army, but Eugene did not

intend to fight a defensive battle.

The Austrians opened the engagement on 5 August by attacking the

Turkish right center with infantry. The Turks counterattacked against

the Austrian center fiercely, achieving a brief success. Eugene,

however, reinforced his center and directed his left wing infantry

to turn right and take the Turkish counterattack in the flank. To

cover this move Bugeme ordered his left flank cavalry to charge the

Turkish -avalry opposite them. Tbe Austrian infantry overwhelmed

the Turkish infantry in the center, and the Austrian and Hungarian

cavalry charging on the left swept the Turkish cavalry off the field

completely. The Turkish comander was killed trying to rally his men.

Significance: The Turkish army was routed and entirely broken

up. Eugene capitalized on his victory by capturing the Turkish fortress
of Temesvar. This was an important prelude to the recapture of Belgrade.

Sources: A.1; C.10.
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Tffi WAR OF 7W AUSTRIAN SUCCESSION

Mo11witz, 10 ,.ri.l 174_1

In December 1740 a Prussian army cowmmaned by King Frederick II invaded

S1.1031a, precipitating the War of the Austrian Succession. An Austrian army

comralled by Count Adam von Neipperg concentrated in Bohemia to oppose
the invasion. The two armies met in combat at Nollwitz, when the Prussians

atteMpted to surprise the Austrians in their camp southeast of the Silesian

capital of Breslau. However, the Prussians experienced difficulty in forming

for battle, and the Austrian cavalry of Neipperg's left wing initiated the

engagement by charging and routing Frederick's right wing of cavalry. Frederick

was advised by Field Marshal Kurt Christoph von Schwerin to flee the field,

and the young king, much to his later embarrassment, did. The victorious

Austrian cavalry then wheeled right to crush the Prussian Infantry, but the
Prussians fought stubbornly and drove them off. The Prussian infantry then

advanced on the Austrian infantry and engaged them in a fire fight which

wore them down. At dark Neipperg withdrew from the field. Frederick
rejoined his army the next day.

Significance: The Prussian victory ended temporarily the Austrian threat

to the Prussian hold on Silesia. Frederick initiated a training progrui to

remady the defects in his army that had been revealed by the engagement.

Sources: A.2.3; C.S.
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TIM WAR OF ThE AUSTRIAN SUJCEESSION

Chotusitz, 17 *y 1742

In May 1742 Prussian King Frederick II fell back on Silesia from NWravia

in order to protect his line of conmwmications from the activities of the

excellent light troops of the Austrian aimy of Field Marshal Prince Charles

of Lorraine. The Prussians were camped at Chotusitz then the Austrians,
attempting a surprise attack, marched up to do battle. The Prussian cavalry,

however, seized the initiative and attacked the cavalry wings of the Austrian

army while the Prussian infantry fomed. These Prussian cavalry attacks were

pressed how vigorously and met with success. The cavalry of the Prussian

left wing broke through the Austrians opposed to them and swept into the

Austrian rear in pursuit. But these horsemen then went out of control and

took no further part in the combat. The Prussian right wing of cavalry broke

through the first line of the Anstrians opposed to them but was driven off

when it was attacked as it attempted to reform.

When the Austrians recovered from these shocks, they made an infantry

attack in the center. This was successful until the previously tmengged right

wing of Prussian infantry counterattacked and drove the Austrian infantry

back. At this point, Charles, seeing that he had failed to achieve the

surprise on which his attack depended, ordered a withdrawal.

Significance: Chotusitz and other setbacks induced Austrian Empress

Maria Theresa to make peace with Frederick, ending the First Silesian War.

Sources: A.7; C.5.
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THE WAR OF IME AUSTRIAN SUCESSION

Dettingen, 27 June 1743

English King George II led a aultinational British Allied amy up the

Rhine and into the Main and Neckar valleys against a French army commianded

by Marshal Duke Adrien M. Noailles. The two armies approached each other

in the Main Valley, between Hanau and Aschaffenburg. Noailles, far more

skillful than George II, soon had the Allied army virtually blockaded in

the Main River defiles.

At Dettingen on 27 June the Allied army advanced against the French

in an attempt to break out of Noailles's trap. The French were strongly

positioned: their right rested on the Main River and their left against

a chain of hills. French batteries on the far bank of the Main were

positioned to fire into the left flank of the Allied army. As the Allies

advanced they were fired on by the French artillery and met by a French

cavalry charge that came very close to overwhelming their left wing. King

George, fighting dismounted, led the English and Hanoverian infantry in a

counterattack that forced the French from the field. Noailles ordered a

withdrowal that degenerated into a rout, and many French soldiers drowned

trying to swim the Main to safety.
Significance: Noailles withdrew across the Rhine. Attempts by the Allied

army to invade France by crossing the Rhine were frustrated by George's

ineptitude. The opposing armies then went into winter quarters. Dettingen

was the last time that an English monarch personally commanded and led his

troops on the battlefield.
Sources: A. 7; A. 12.2.
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THE WAR OF THE AUSTRIAN SUCCESSION

Fontenoy, 11 May 1745

In May 1745 a British Allied army commanded by William Augustus, Duke

of Cuaberland, marched to relieve Tournai, Belgium, which was being besieged

by a French army commanded by Marshal Count Maurice de Saxe. Saxe prepared a

line of defense against the Allies five miles southeast of Tournai at Fontenoy.

MTe unimaginative Cumberland attacked this line on 11 May, making his

main effort in the center, where a massive ccluam of Allied infantry enjoyed

sowe early success in penetrating a portion of the French line which Saxe had

not fortified. Saxe, however, organized a counterattack of his infantry and

cavalry reserves, and this succeeded in first halting, and then driving back

Cumberland's column. Following this repulse Cumberland ordered a withdrawal.

"Saxe did not pursue.

Significance: Saxe followed up his victory by conquering Flanders.
Sources: A.2.3; A.7; A.12.2ý
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THE WAR OF T1E AIGTRIAN %=C.SSION

Hohernriedberg, 4 June 1745

An Austro-Scxon army commanded by Field Marshal Prince Charles of

Lorraine invaded Lower Silesia from Bohemia, marching toward Breslau. The

Austrians, unsare of the near presence of the Prussian army commanded by

King Frederick II, camped near Hohenfriedberg. Frederick marched quickly

and secretly against the Austrians during the night of 3/4 June, and before
dawn drew his army up in order of battle.

At dawn the Prussians struck, completely overwhelming the Austrians

and their Saxon allies. The Saxons, camped on the left of the Austrians,

were struck first and were routed by 0700 hours. The Prussians then drove

in the left flank and front of the main body of the Austrian infantry. By

0800 hours the battle was over. The combat was remarkable for the charge
of the Prussian Bayreuth Dragoon Regiment, which pierced the Austrian center,

capturing 2,500 men and 66 colors. The remmants of the Austro-Saxon army

fled to Bohemia.
Significance: Frederick had repelled the first Austrian attempt to

regain Silesia. He pursued the Austro-Saxon army vigorously into Bohemia.

Sources: A.I; A.2.3; A.7; C.5.
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THE WAR OF THE AUSTRIAN SUCCESSION

Soor (Sohr), 30 September 1745

In the fall of 1745 Austrian Field Marshal Prince Charles of Lorraine

made a second attempt to regain Silesia, marching against King Frederick II's
Prussians, who were positioned at Soor (Sohr), southwest of Landshut. Charles

made a surprise night march and gained the heights overlooking the Prussian

right rear by dawn, cutting the Prussian line of retreat. Under heavy Austrian

fire, Frederick responded by swinging his entire army around to face the

Austrians in a great right wheel. As this maneuver was being carried out the

Nrussian pivot suddenly advanced against the Austrian left wing. The result

was an oblique formation, overlapping the Austrian left. The Prussians
advanced resolutely on the Austrians, who had not expected an attack. They

smashed the Austrian left and center, and the dazed Austrians withdrew to

the northwest.

Significance: The second Austrian effort to regairn Sil~sia was defeated.

Sources: A,-; A.2.3; A. 7; C.7.
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THE WAR OF ThE AUSTRIAN SUCCESSION

Kesselsdorf, 14 December 1745

In October-November 1745 two Austro-Saxon armies advanced on Berlin

through Saxony. While Prussian King Frederick II dealt with one, his lieu-

tenant, Field Marshal Prince Leopold of Anhalt-Dessau (the "Old Dessauer"),

marched to encoumter the other, which was comnaded by Saxon Field Marshal

Count Rutowski. The two armies made contact at Kesselsdorf, just west of

Dresden, on 14 December.

The Austro-Saxons were deployed for defensive counbat behind a stream,

with their left flank anchored on a village. Leopold led most of his army

across their front from the Austro-Saxon left to their right and sent a small

force to drive in their left. When the Prussians were formed for the attack,

Leopold led thew, in prayer, then gave the perfumctory command: "In the name

of Jesus, march!" The Prussian lines then advanced deliberately and in just

two hours drove the Austro-Saxons from the field in disorder.

Significance: Dresden surrendered two days after the battle, and the

remants of the Allied armies (Frederick had also beaten his opponents) fell

back to the Bohemian border. On Christmas Day the belligerents signed the
Treaty of Dresden, which ended the Second Silesian War. Saxony paid Prussia

reparations, and Austria recognized Frederick's right to rule Silesia.

Sources: A.7; C.5.
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TE JAaBrTE REPELLIUC?. 174S VINE '4S")

Prestoovmn, 21 September 174S

Tcowraged by the success of the French against the english in
Flanders (see the Battle of Fotenoy) and mindful of the unpopularity
of King George II in Scotland and England, the exile Jacobite Prince

Charles Edward Stuart (the so-called Young Pretender) returned to
Scotland to lead a rising of Scottish Jacobites. In August 1745

Charles raised his standard at Glefinnan and recruited an armr of

Highlanders and disaffected Scots nobles. He subsequently took

Edinburgh with ease -- the Royalist army of Sir John Cope avoiding

battle -- but was unable to reduce the castle of the city, which

held out for the king.
Cope's army camped at Prestonpans, east of Edinburgh, and the

Jacobites marched out to do battle with it. On 21 September the

Jacobites surprised the Royalists, descending on them umxpectedly in

a wild charge. The Royalists barely had time to form before they were

overwhelmed by the Highlanders, who cut then to pieces. Those Royalists

who could, fled the field in disorder.

Significance: Cl•rles returned to Edinburgh and wasted six weeks
holding court and recruiting his army in preparation for an invasion

of England. The Royalists, meantime, gathered an army of 18,000 at

Newcastle; the Duke of Cumberland, King George II's son, returwd from

Flanders with his army. The Jacobite invasion (October-December 1745)

reached Derby, but Charles decided to turn back for Scotland, since the
Jacobites were opposed by three Royalist armies, each twice as strong

as the Jacobite army. The stage was set for the final battle of Qulloden.

Sources: A.1; C.1S.
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IM JAGOITE R .LIQi. 1745 (M-E '45")

Culloden. 16 April 1746
.The British Ryalist army, coc ed by the Duke of Omherlanr,

advanced from Nirn, Scotland, and engaged the Jacobite AY, co, ad

by Prince Charles Edward, at Culloden Nbor. The battle opened with a

cannonede, and the Royalist artillery quickly dumamted the poorly

served gums of the Jacobites. The Jacobite Highland infantry mas then
subjected to a prolonged boe mlt, while QCarles, sink in indecision,

mulled what to do. Finally, the Highland infantry surged forward all
along the line. This attack was net by concentrated artillery and

musketry and was defeated before it reached the Royalist line bvery4we,

except on the left, where the Stewarts of Appin broke into the ranks
of Barrell's Regiment. Barrell's was forced back on SGWhill's P.iMlt,

but in the ensuing nelee, the Highlanders were overco. 7Ie Woyalist
cavalry then advanced on both flanks, enveloping the remants of the
Jacobite army. The Jacobites were routed, but Omberland did not order

a pursuit.

SiSBifcance: (blloden was the decisive battle of "the '45." The
Jacobite army was destroyed, and Prince Charles Edard, after many

adventures, fled to Europe. The Royalist army occupied the Highlands

and by stern measures wiped out the last pockets of rebellion.

Sources: C.AS.
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n1E SEVE YEARS I WAR

Lobositz, 1 October 1756
Upon learning the intentions of the allied coalition organized

against him, Prussian King Frederick crossed the Saxon frontier and

occupied Dresden. The vastly outrumbered Saxon forces fell back to

the fortified cup of Pirna, on the Elbe, whero they were blockaded.

A substantial Austrian army commanded by Field Marshal Maximilian von

Browne was di:patched to relieve the Saxons. Frederick marched south

and met the Austrians at Lobositz. In a confused day-long fight,

obscured by fobg during the i.Drning hours, the Prussians attacked all

along the line: Prussian infantry on the left flank cleared Austrian

Croat light infantry from a hill on the Austrian right; Prussian

infantry in the center advanced directly on the town of Lobositz; and

the massed Prussian and Austrian cavalry clashed an the Prussian

right. Eventually, the Prussians prevailed and drove the Austrians

from the battlefield. Subsequently, the Saxons at Pirna surrendered,

and Saxony fell into Frederick's possession. The Saxon troops were

incorporated into the Prussian army.

Signtificance: The Austrians did not succeed in saving the Saxons.

However, the fighting spirit of the Austrians earned them the respect

of the Prussians, who grudgingly admitted that they were no longer

facing "the same old Austrians" they had beaten so often before.

Sources: A.2.3.; A.7; A.S.

p
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ThE SEM~ ThARS' WAR

Mwe 6 May 1757
Intent on capturing Prague, Prussian King Frederick sent his troops

against the Austrian forces located in a strong position to the east
of the city. His initial frontal attack against the Austrian right was
repulsed, so he sent his cavalry to envelop the Austrian right flank.
A gap developed in the Austrian fomation as the defwnders tried to

meet the envelopment. Penetrating the jap, Frederick broke the Austrian

army in two and threw it back into the city, which he invested.
ignifica.re: The battle resulted in the brief and unsuccessfUl

Prussian siege of Prague.

Sources: A.2.3; A.7M C.5.
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Ml SWEE YEARS' WAR

Plassey, 23 June 1757
In Bengal, India, British forces cominded by Robert Clive, pursued

the prmnch-sponsored Bengali army of Suraj udDuala and found them
entrenched on the far side of the Bhagirathi River near the village

of Plassey. Crossing the river, Clive bivouacked in a ango grove

only a short distance from Duala's army. Seizing the initiative,
the Indian forces moved against the British encaqaet, forming

a large semicircle around the British position and MRssing artillery

against the British left. The battle began with an artillery duel

that lasted several hours, and inflicted modest but nmacceptable losses

on the vastly outnumbered British force. However, a sudden rainstorm
wet the Indians' powder and denied them the use of their artillery.
Consequently they lauached a cavalry charge against the British position.
This was turned back with heavy losses by the British artillery, which
had protected its powder from the rain. Clive then ordered an advance
against the Indian enrenceirents. After repulsing an Indian infantry
attack, Clive made a frontal attack on the Indian position and
succeeded in driving the Indian force from the field.

Significance: The Battle of Plassey sealed the fate of Bengal,
which passed wnder British control.

Sources: A. 7; A.12.2.
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7ME SEVEN YWpS' WA

Kolin, 18 June 1757

The Austrian Field Marshal Leopold von DumI approached the besieged
city of Prague with the intention of relieving it; Prussian King

Frederick, to preempt him, collected an the forces he could spare

from the siege lines and attacked Daunts forces, arrayed on a range

of hills near Prague. The Prussian attack, intended to strike the
Austrian right flank, was poorly executed and instead hit the

Austrian center, exposing the attacking force to the full fury of

Austrian artillery and small arms fire. MeanMwle, the Prussian
cavalry of the left wing was attacked by the Austrian cavalry. The

timely arrival of Prussian infantry reinforcements prevented a

catastrophe. These reinforcements held off the counterattacking

Austrians, and the Prussians were able to withdraw in order from the
field, having suffered terrible casualties.

Significance: The Prussians were compe.Ued to left the siege
of Prague and evacuate their forces from Bohemia.

Sources: A.2.3; A.7`1 C.5.
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TMIE SEVEN YEARS' WAR

Hastenbeck, 26 July 1757

The British Duke of Cumberland, endeavoring to protect Hanover

from invasion by the French, established a defensive position on

favorable ground southeast of Hamelin. French General d'Estrees,

believing that the English were withdrawing to the north, prepared to

pursue, but on the morning of 25 July was surprised to find the English

army deployed in battle order. The French prepared an attack, which they
executed on the following day. This entailed an envelopment of the

English right flank and rear, made in conjunction with a frontal attack
on the English center. The French attacks were successful, and it

appeared to Cumberland that his army was in danger of envelopment.
In fact, counterattacking English units retook much of the ground lost

initially. Due to the "fog of war" neither commanding officer was
appris• of the situation on the battlefield, and both were ready to

believe rumors of defeat; consequently, both ordered retreat. But

d'Estrees soon learned of Cumberland's withdrawal order and sent his

troops back to Hastenbeck, which they orcupied without a fight. The

English retreated to a point beyond Hamelin, unwittingly conceding

victory to the French.

Significance: Cumberland's defeat at Hastenbeck was followed by

his signing of the Convention of Kloster-Zeven (6 September), which
entailed tha dissolution of his army and the abandonment of Hanover

and Brunswick to the French.

Sources: A.2.3; C.14.
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THE SEVEN YEARS' WAR

Rossbach, 5 November 1757

The Allied leaders lHildburghausen and Soubiso, who were advancing

on Berlin with a French-Allied army and being shadowed by Frederick's

weaker Prussian army, decided to attack the Prussians at Rossbach in

Saxony. Their plan called for an envelopment of Frederick's left flank
and rear, but the Prussian king had correctly discerned his enemy's

intentions. As three parallel Allied columns marched south, Frederick
pretended to withdraw his men from the ground east of Rossbach. His

cavalry swung wide to the east, while his infantry changed direction

to the south, screened by hills from the sight of the Allies. As a

result, when the Allied army completed its circuit around the original

Prussian flank and marched north, it was met head on by heavy Prussian

artillery fire, supported by infantry. At the same time the Prussian
cavalry charged into the Allied right flank, throwing the columns into
confusion. Prussian efforts were then devoted to attacking the enmy
mass in echelon, from the left. In less than one and a half hours the
Allied army was completely routed. In fact, most Allied casualties
were incurred during the Prussian cavalry pursuit.

Significance: Frederick's easy triumph at Rossbach left him free

to deal with Austrian forces that were threatening Breslau, in Silesia.

Sources: A.2.3; A.7'; C.S. - .. .-
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THE SEVM YEARS' WAR

Leuthen, 5 December 1757

Following Prussian King Frederick II's victory at Rossbach, he hurried

back to Silesia, where Prussian forces were hard pressed by Austrian forces

comanIed by Prince Charles of Lorraine and Field Marshal Leopold Daun. On

6 December Frederick marched to encounter the army of Prince Charles, which

was deployed on a five-mile front west of Breslau. Frederick. advanced in
a line of march columns, as if intending to strike the Austrian right and

center but, shielded by a ridge line, turned his colums :o the right and

marched beyond the Austrian left. Mbantime, Frederick's cavalry demonstrated

against the Austrian right. When the Prussian columns had advanced beyond

the Austrian left, they faced left, foming battle lines, and then descended

on the exposed Austrian flank. Benefitting from overwhelming numerical

superiority at the point of contact, the Prussians rolled up the Austrian

line, pushing the left wing of the Austrian army back on its center. The

Austrians fought bravely and managed to fore a new line at a right angle

to their former flank, but nightfall alone enabled them to escape.

Significance: Frederick, in Napoleon's words, had accomplished a
"masterpiece of maneuver and resolution." The Austrian army was shattered,

and the Prussians followed up by retaking the fortress of Breslau.
Sources: A.1; A.2.3;'A.7; C.5.
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TH .M4 YEAR4 7 IAR

Crefeld, 23 June 1758
In the spring and earl)y summer of 1758 the British Allied army

of Duke Ferdinand of Brunswick maneuvered against the French under

the Count of Clermont in the Rhinelt~ad. Clermont tooX up a stiong

d&fensive position at Crefeld and awaited the attack of the Allies.

The French were deploy"ci souahwest of the tova,, their front covered

by a dike and their left flank and rear covered by a long drainage

ditch. These were formidable obstacles to the attacker.

The Allied plan of attack called for main efforts against the

French left and left rear while demonstrations were made against

the French front and right in order to mask the real point of attack.

The initial demonstrations were successful. Clenmont was at first

unable to discern the true thrust of the attack, which he believed

would be on his right wing. However, as the attacks on his left and

left rear intensified, he correctly grasped the situation and belatedly
dispatched reinforcements to these areas. Despite initial difficulties

associated with crossing the ditch behind the French left and rear and

sone inconclusive initial struggles, the allies were able to bring

superior force to bear in this area and throw back the defenders. The

French, facing the danger of an allied envelopment, then withdrew in

order to the southeast to Neuss. There was no pursuit.

Significance: The French withdrew' across the Rhine River.

Ferdinand moved to reduce Dusseldorf.
Sources: A.2.3; C.14.
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TE SEVE YEARS' WAR

Zorndorf, 25 August 1758
In August 1758 a Prussian army commanded by King Frederick II

confronted a Russian azmy invasion commanded by Count Wilhelm Fermor,
across the Oder River at Kustrin (Kostrzyn), which the Russians were
besieging. Frederick feinted a concentration and river crossing at

Kustrin, then moved north in a night march and crossed the Oder
north of the town; he subsequently marched behind the Russian army,
threatening its line of communications with the east. Fermor raised

the siege of Kustrin and withdrew a short distance to high ground at
the village of Zorndorf, where he formed his army in an enormous square

and awaited Frederick's attack.

On 25 August the Prussians approached the Russian position from

the north but found it too difficult to assault on that face. Frederick
directed his army to swing around the Russian eastern flank and assault

the position from the south. The Russians, in their square, simply
faced about to confront the new threat from the opposite direction.
Following a prolonged artillery bombardment the Prussian infantry

attacked but were repulsed. When the Russian infantry on the right

(west) flank counterattacked, they were smashed by a charge of Prussian

cavalry commanded by General Frederick Wilhelm von Seydlitz, who had
led his men through a swamp onto the Russian flank. The Russians were

much reduced but forned a new right flank with reserves and repulsed
another attack by Prussian infantry and Seydlitz's cavalry. Fierce

fighting on the Russian right continued until well after nightfall,

and both armies sustained terrible casualties. On the following day
Fermor ordered a withdrawal. The Prussians were too exhausted to

I' pursue.

Significance: The Prussian victory, won at great cost, ended the

Russian threat for the time being.

Sources: A.2.3; C.S.
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nTh SEVEN YEARS' WAR

Hochkirch, 14 October 1758

Following the Battle of Zorndorf, Prussian King Frederick II marched

to southeast Saxony, where he confronted the Austrian army of Field Marshal

Leopold Daun. At dawn on 14 October the Prussians were camped at Hochkirch,

when they were surprised by Drum's army, which had surrounded their camp

and was approaching from all directions in battle order. The Surprise was

so complete that hundreds of Prussian soldiers were killed in their tents.

The Prussian army formed rapidly and fought bravely against overwhelming

odds. Finally, an escape route was opened and held by General Hans J. von

Zeithen's cavalry. This permitted the majority of the Prussian troops to

escape. The Austrians were so shaken by the intense fighting and their

heavy losses that no pursuit was made.

Significance: Frederick's losses were heavy, but he had avoided a

catastrophic defeat. Reinforced, he was able to check Daim's progress in

Saxony.

Sources: A.1; A.2.3; C.S.
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THE SEVEN YEARS'I WAR

Bergen, 13 April 1759
Duke Ferdinand of Brunswick, having received a reinforceent of British

troops, led an Allied army up the valley of the Min River to Bergen, near

Frankfurt am Main. Ferdinand's objective was to drive the French army of
Mrshal Duke Victor Francois de Broglie back over the frontier into France.

The French were based on Frankfurt and Wesel.

The French, alert to the threat, deployed on favorable defensive terrain
north of Bergen. Ferdinand attacked on 1.3 April in three echeloned columns;

his objective was to capture Bergen. The Allies made five successive attacks,
each of which was defeated by intense French fire and infantry counterattacks.

At nightfall the battle was sta•iwted. That night Ferdinand decided not to

renew the battle the next day. The Allies then withdrew nwulested to Rossdorf.
Sigificance: Ferdinand's defeat allowed the French to strengthen their

hold on the Main Valley. They followed up be seizing the crossings of the
Weser at Minden and installing their army ir a strong defensive position there.

Sources: A.1; A.Z.3; C.14.
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DIE SEVEN YARS, IWAR

inden, 1  gust 1759

With a French force moving nort~i to threaten Hanover one of Prussia's

ally states, Ferdinand of Brunswick moved an allied force to the northwest of
Minden to block the French advance. The French forces were positioned strongly
southwest of Minden. In order to draw them out, Ferdinand scattered his

forces nver a wide area northwest of Minden, leaving a small force north of
the town as a lure for the French. The French swallowed the bait and debouched

from their impregnable position in order to attack. Ferdinand immediately

assembled his scattered forces in preparation for an attack. In the course of

doing so, orders were evidently misunderstood, and Ferdinand's British

infantry launched a precipitous and unsupported attack against the strong French
left, which consisted of cavalry deployed in three lines. While artillery

played on the British, the French cavalry attacked. Three times the British
infantry threw back the attacks of the French cavalry, each time without
the assistance of their own cavalry which, to Ferdinand's disgust, remained

inactive despite repeated orders to support the infantry. Nonetheless, the

British infantry won the day. The French retreated toward Cassel under the

harassing fire of Ferdinand's British artillery.
Significance: The Allied victory saved Hanover. Ferdinand followed

the French army to the Rhine, where he checked his progress and sent reinfuorce-

ments to Frederick.
Sources: A.2.3; A.7; C.14.
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*iIC SEVEN YEARS' WAR

Kunersdorf, 12 August 1759
"Trapped between Austrian Field Marshal Leopold Daun's army and a substan-

tial Russo-Austrian force, Frederick II of Prussia moved to attack the latter
(which was entrenched in the sand hills just east of Frankfort on the Oder)

in order to prevent it fro uniting with Daun's army. Attepting a double

envelopment, his columns lost their way in the woods en route, and their
attacks were delivered piecemeal.. Thrown back at all points, Frederick
insisted upon continuing his attacks and lost almost 20,000 men and

172 guns in six hours -- the greatest calamity ever to befall him. Finally,

completely discouraged, he withdrew. Fortunately for the Prussians, the allies
were too sluggish to pursue.

Significance: Frederick's army was much reduced in numbers; however the

allies were also weak and demoralized and consequently failed to follow up

their success. The Russians -- short of supplies -- left for home.

Sources: A.1; A.2.3; C.S.
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IM E VEN YEARS' WAR

The Plains of Abraham (Quebec), 13 September 1759

In the summier of 1759 a British army, comunded by General James Wolfe

and assisted by a squadron of the Royal Navy, laid siege to the French fortress

city of Quebec in Canada. The forces defending Quebec were catmunded by the

Marquis of Mbntcalm. The French defended an almost impregnable fortress,

which stood high above the St. Lawrence River. For two montb all Wolfe's

efforts to gain a foothold were foiled. Then a lightly guarded footpath

winding up the precipitous cliffs just north of the city was discovered.

During the night of 12/13 September Wolfe moved a large part of his army by
boat up the St. Larrence close to the path. The men disembarked and proceeded

up the path to the Plains of Abraham, north of the walls of Quebec's landward

fortifications. Mantcalm reacted by marching his amy out of the city to do

battle.
On the morning of the l3th the two amies met. The British were drawn

up in a line at the plateau. The French advanced in assault columns, covered
by Canadian militia skirmishers. The battle was decided quickly by the

excellence of the British musketry, which mowed down the heads of the French
columns and scattered the remaining French troops in disorder. Both Wolfe

and Mbntcalm were mortally wounded in the exchange of fire. The French amy
Swithdrew behind the walls of the city, which capitulated on 18 September.

Significance: Wolfe's victory broke the backbone of French resistance
in Canada. The British grrisod the city In April 1760 a French atteept
to retake the city was repelled.

Sources: A. 7; A.12,2.
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THE SEVEN YEARS I WAR

Maxen, 21 November 1759

As part of a series of moves and counter-moves involving the Prussian

and Austrian armies south of Dresden, Frederick ordered one of his corps to

hold the plateau of Iaxen. The Austrians attacked this unsupported force

with overwhelming strength, and after a brief battle, the Prussians surrendered.

Significance: The unwise decision to station an isolated corps at

NMaxen cost Frederick 14,000 men (largely POWs), urther weakening his already

depleted force.

Sources: A.2.3; C.S.
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THE SEVE YEARS' WAR

Warburg, 31 July 1760
on 31 July 1760 Prince Ferdinand of Bnmswick, coiu" = Allied ax

of British. lHmnoverians, and other Germans, marched to d battle with a

French aray comuaxed by the Chevalier Du Wia, which was cmqW it-st

of Warburg in Hesse, Germany. The French were caed an a 1a e, leU ruid

running northiest fran the town of Warburg. The Allied oppryw c h s

covered by an early morning fog.

The Allied main effort achieved substantial surprise. Miile a fuactln

of the Allied army demonstrated against the French center, the main attw*

was made against the French left, which was enveloped and drivm saedwmst

down the ridge. After a brief but intense resistance Du Nzy ordred a

withchawal. As this was being carried out the French wmo attachied by the

British cavalry. Led by Lieutenant General Sir John N. rnabuy, the cmretry

swept across the ridge in a tremendous charge, capturing 1,SO0 -m uad 10

guns. This was the Ode grace.
Significance: The sweeping British victory shattered the cohesion of

the French army and redeemd the honor of the British cavalry for Lord

Sackville's disgraceful behavior at Minden. The French were pursued from

the field. Ferdinand, outnumbered as usual, drove the French back to the

Rhine.

Sources: A.1; A.2.3; C.14.
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TH SEME YEARS' WAR

Liegnitz, 15 August 1760

In early August 1760 Prussian King Frederick II marched into Silesia

from Saxony. Three armies of the anti-Prussian coalition opposed him -- two

Austrian, camned by Field Marshal Leopold Daun and General Baron Gideon

Ernst von LaWudn, and one Russian, commuiled by General Czernichev. Frederick's

situation worsened then these three separated armies began to close in on

him. At Liegnitz an 15 August Frederick discovered that the forces of Daun

nd Laud= were close enoqgh to cooperate against him and that Czernichev too

ws close by. In a rinrkable night attack made against Laudon's army,

Ftdw-ick cut his way to safety along the only road open to him.
. I .: frederick avoided a trap that would have led to the

dstmctim of his =rW. Mum Cz*rnichv retreated (he was tricked by a

Prussim strawgW), only Duan' s force remained to be dealt with.

Sourcs: A.1; A.2.3; C.S.
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EM SEVEN YEARSI WAR_

To-au, 3 November 1760

After capturing and ransacking Berlin (October 1760) the Austrian army

of Marshal Leopold Datu withdrew from the city to a formidable position on

high ground near Torgau, west of the Elbe. Frederick II of Prussia, advancing

from the south, planned to move half of his army entirely arotmd the Austrian
right, through dense woods, and attack the Austrian rear. General Hans van

Ziethen, with the other half of the Prussian army, was to make a simultaneous

frontal attack. Through a combination of human error and bad weather, Frederick's

wing became disorganized. Surprise was lost, and the Austrians regrouped

their forces to meet the threat. Meanwhile Ziethen opened a preature attack.

Frederick, assuming Ziethen was assaulting the main Austrian position, threw

his own forces in piecemeal. For two and a half hours all his attacks were

repulsed. By dusk all of Frederick's reserves had been committed, and

Ziethen's force had finally reached the position from which they were to

have laumched the planned initial assault. So they attacked once again,

while Frederick renewed his assaults despite the darkness. Austrian resistance

finally collapsed, and the Austrians withdrew across the river.
Significance: The two armies had fought each other to exhaustion. The

campaigns of 1760 were ended and the armies went into winter quarters.

Sources: A.2.3; A.7; C.S.
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THE ANWICAN REVOUrTICAY WAR

Bunker Hill, 17 June 1775

In order tn put pressure on the British in Boston, during the night

of 16/17 June and the morning of the L7th, a force of about 1,200 men

under Colonel William Prescott moved to occupy Breed's Hill on the peninsula

Charlestown, across the Charles River from Boston, and constructed a redoubt

a breastwork reaching part way northeast to the Mystic River. Lieutenant

General Thomas Gage, conwzAer of the British force in Boston, could not

countenance American artillery in range of British vessels in Boston
Harbor, and, in addition to a constant naval bomardment, sent a force

under the command of Major General Sir William Howe across by boat to
destroy the American position. British light infantry and grenadiers
attacking on the patriot left were driven back by accurate musketry, and
a frontal assault up Breed's Hill also failed, as the defenders held their
fire until the attackers were in close range. A second charge in full

force also failed, suffering almost 50% casualties. Reinforced by about
400 more troops, Howe led a third charge against the fortifications, with
bayonets fixed. Overwhelmed, and with more British soldiers coming in
from both sides, the Americans gave up and fled back across Bunker Hill
and the narrow Charleston Neck, back to the heights beyond.

Significance: The British victory had been won at great cost in
casjalties to the assaulting force. However, it merely restored the
situation as it had been prior to the night of 16/17 June. The American
Provincial Army had fought well in defense frm behind breastworks,

proving itself a formidable adversary to the British regular troops.

The bravery of the Americans boosted morale throughout the colonies. The
siege of Boston continued until March, when General Washington ordered

Dorchester Heights fortified in an operation similar to that by which

the Provincials had fortified Breed's Hill. This compelled the British
to evacuate the city (17 March).

Sources: C.1; C.l1; C.13.
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AMERICAN RE~VLUrIONARY W~AR

Quebec, 31 December 1775-1 'anuary 1776

At the beginning of December, after a gruelling march through the

wilderness of Massachusetts and Canada, Colonel Benedict Arnold reached the

vicinity of the British stronghold of Quebec where he was joined by Brigadier

General Richard Montgomery, who came downriver from Montreal. Their objective

was the citadel of Quebec, and they proposed to reach it by attacking
from the north and south of the Lower Town, built on the bottom land

around the base of the cliff ami fighting up through the Sault au

Matelot, a narrow, crooked street, to the narrower and steep passage

to the Upper Town. Meanwhile diversionary attacks would be made on

the western walls of the Upper Town. In command of a mixture of British

Regulars, British and French-Canadian militia, and British sailors

was Lieutenant General Sir Guy Carleton.

The attack began at 0400 on 31 December 1775, in a howling blizzard.

Montgomery's men trudged two miles before reaching and forcing two
unguarded barricades. Beyond the second was a house occupied by a

few Canadian militiamen with a 3-pounder gun. A blast of grapeshot
from this instantly killed Mntgomery and eleven others. A second blast,

accompanied by musket fire, sent the attackers fleeing.

In the north, Arnold uas wounded as the attackers approached the

first barricade, and command passed to Daniel Morgan, who led his riflemen

in a violent attack through three barricades and into the Sault au

Matelot. There, by prearrangement, they waited for Montgomery, giving

Carleton time to man the barricades and gun positions that made the

buildings in the Sault au Matelot a series of deadly little fortresses.

Morgan's men attacked at dawn and at considerable cost pushed ahead house

by house. But Carleton sent about 200 men around through the Lower Town

to enter the Sault au Matelot behind the Americans. Trapped fore and

aft, the Americans surrendered.

Significance: Reaching Quebec at all had been a great test of
endurance. The plan of attack was clever, but it was beyond the capabili-

ties of the attackers to achieve. After the battle Arnold remained nearby

and waited for reinforcements that never came and prepared for a British

attack that never was made. Eventually it became evident that Canada could

not be won for the American cause.
Sources: C. 6.
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THE AMERICAN REVOU & AKY WAR

White Plains. 28 October 1776

In mid-October 1776, General George Washington began to move his troops

from Harlem Heights to White Plains, where he could block a British move from

the shore of Long Island Sound. There he reorganized his army into seven

divisions, one of which was left at Fort Washington in Manhattan. The British,

under General Sir Wlfliam Howe, delayed to establish a supply base at New

Rochelle before approaching the White Plains positions. On 23 October they

started to move, and on 27 October encountered American outposts about four

miles south of White Plains.

The American defenders were deployed in a shallow curve oan a line of

low hills, stretching from a millpond on the loft to the Bronx River on the

right. The British force was initially met by m Awican delaying force, posted

behind stone walls, about a half mile south of the main position, which held up

the British for about an hour, and then withdrew as planmed to the main position.

This gave Washington time to improve defenses on Chatterton's Hill, across the

Bronx River, at the right end of his line, and sen. reinforcements there, to

raise the strength to about 1,600 men.

Howe, believing that Chatterton's Hill was the key to the American position,

sent a force of about 4,000 men, British and Hessian, up the west side of the

Bronx River to take it. Attacking up the slopes from the south they encountered

stubborn resistance, but when British units swung around to attack up the

western slopes, the American militia broke and fled, and the Continental

soldiers could not long hold the position. Washington then withdrew his forces

and with the rest of his line took up new positions north of the town.

Significance: The American forces had succeeded in delaying the British

advance, giving Washington time to withdraw to a planned position.

Sources: -. 6.
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THE AMERICAN REVOUTIOARY W

Trenton, 26 December 1776

With morale at a low ebb and iittle hope of holding his army together

through the winter unless something were done to improve it, General George

Washington decided to cross the Delaware River from his cups on the west

bank and strike the Hessira garrison at Trenton, New Jersey. With a force

of 2,400 men he would cross the river about nine miles above Trenton,

while two smaller forces crossed, one south of Trenton, to cut

off retreat in that direction, and the other north of the town, to

prevent retreat toward Princeton. Neither of the latter forces crossed

the river or participated in the battle, having been discouraged by the weather.

It was miserable weather, cold, with sleet, on Christias night when the

crossing was made. At about 0400, the Americans headed toward Trenton.

Dividing his force, Washington sent one division, under Brigadier General

John Sullivan, to attack from the south, while the other, under Brigadier

General Nathanael Greene, attacked from the north. Although it was 0800

when the order to attack was finally given, much later then Washington had

planned, the Hessians had been celebrating Chris'as and their coumaimder,

Colonel Johann Rall, was confident that in such bitter weather no attack

could come. Most of the defenders, of whom there were about 1,SO0 man,

were still asleep in their beds when the attack began.

Pushing in from north, west, and east, the American forces prevented the

defenders fran organizing a resistance, although they turned out quickly

and formed up east of the town. After a short, chaotic clash, the three

regiments surrendered in scarcely more than an hour. There were 996 Hessian

casualties. The remainder of the garrison, including some British light

cavalry, escaped.

Significance: This stunning victory boosted American morale throughout

the colonies. Washington gained full support fram the Continental Congress

to raise more infantry, set pay rates, and appoint and promote officers.

The British on the other hand took immediate steps to reestablish their

positions in the area.

Sources: C.6; C.11.
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THE AMERICAN NSVOU)TIOt4ARY WAR

Princeton, 3 January 1977

At the end of Deceber General George Washington led his small

force across the Deltare River to Trenton, as the first mve of an

attempt to drive the British, under British General Lord hiarles

Cornwallis, from New Jersey. On 2 January the bulk of the British

forces proceeded from Princeton to Trenton, their advace repeatedly

challenged by soldiers of an Aerican detaclmnt at emry creek and
defile. By the time they reached Trenton Washington had established

his amy south of Asunpink Creek. During the night Washington led his
men out of their camp, evading Cornwallis, to attack Princeton, where three

British regiments, under Lieutenant Colonel Cairles tmehod, had been left behind.

In the early morning of 3 January two regiments and som light

dragoons of .mahood's force proceeded toward Trenton with some supplies

for Cornwallis. One regiment, the 17th Foot, met a brigade under the

camandi of Brigadier General Hugh Mercer at a hill not far from Stony

Brook, and just south of Princeton. The British, armed with bayoets,

of which the Aericans had few, badly cut up Mwrcer's brigade and the
militia of Caialader, which arrived to help. Washirgton himelf,

coiin= up on a scene of demoralized American troops, rallied the m, and,
when more American troops cam up, counterattacked. The British fled, pursued

along Stony Brook, and many of them were taken prisoner. In the meantime

another American column, commnded by Major General John Sullivan, had encow-

tered the other two British regiments on the outskirts of Princeton. After a

brief resistance they retreated Lnto the town, pursued by the Americans.

Many surrendered; others escaped into the countryside.

Following this battle Washington took his men into winter quarters
at Morristown.

Significance: T1his victory helped Washington keep his army together.

Soon after it, General How removed his forces from New Jersey, ending

the threat, to Philadelphia.

Sources: C.11; C.12; C.13.
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TIE AMIRICAN REVOUCrI1aY WAR

Freeman's Farm, 19 September 1777

On the morning of 19 September, Lieutenant General Sir John Burgoyne

with about 6,000 men advanced south on the west bank of the Hudson River. He

was about five miles north of the cup of the American army at Beais Heights,

24 miles north of Albany, -Burgoyne's objective, and directly in his path. The

American commander, Major General Horatio Gates, had 1,200 Continentals,
comrmaned by Brigadier General Benedict Arnold, SOO riflemen under Colonel

Daniel Morgan, and several thousand militia of varying quality. Burgoyne's

force proceeded in three columns, the right, including light infantry and

grenadiers commanded by Brigadier General Simon Fraser, the left under Baron

von Riedesel, and the center with Burgoyne himself in command.

As the picket in front of Burgoyne's column entered a wooded ravine

just beyond a clearing known as Freemn's Farm, they were surprised by Morgan's
riflemen, whose accurate, aimed fire drove them back to the main body

and the shelter of the farm buildings on the far side of the clearing. The

pursuing riflemen in their turn dispersed when the redcoats, hastily dranm up,
fired a few volleys at them. The British troops moved into the clearing,

about 900 of them, and advanced toward the woods, only to be greeted by aimed

fire that picked off officers whenever they were spotted. An attempt by Morgan's

men to infiltrate the British right flank was repelled by Fraser's am.

At 1400 Brigadier General Enoch Poor's Continental Brigade was sent to

reinforce Morgan's am. Six times the combined forces attacked, six times the

British rallied and counterattacked, driving the Americans back. Burgoyne's

force was taking heavy casualties; Morgan and Poor were being fed militia

reinforcements throughout the afternoon. At 1700, when the British situation

seemed hopeless, Baron von Riedesel arrived, leading two regiments of Bumswickers

in a bayonet charge, which surprised the Americans and drove them back into

the woods, abandoig the fight.
SiNificance: Although Burgoyne lost about 600 men, killed and wouided,

because the Americans left the field he considered it a British victory and

decided to attack again.

Sources: C.6; C.lI.
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7W1 AMERCAN MHff DION ARY WAR

Germentown, 4 October 1777

Following the British occupation of Philadelphia on 26 September 1777,

General Sir Wiflim Howe set up his headquarters in Germantown, about six

miles north of the city. At down on 4 October, General George Washington's

amy, having moved from Worcester Township, 16 miles northwest of Gementown,

during the night, muoched to attack the British at Germnton. His plan, too
complicated as it turned out, was for oem colum of militia to strike the

British left near the Schuylkill River, another column of militia to attack

the British caup from the rear, while a center colum of regulars advanced

down the n@m street of Germantown to Market Square, and a fourth column of

regulars attacked down the Mill Road to join the third at the square. To

increase the problem of coordinating the action of the four columns, a heavy

fog filled the area as the colmns advanced toward Germntown.

The action started just after daybreak, when the leading elemets of

the center colum encountered a British picket. Behind it British light

infantry soon turned the encouater into a geeral battle. As the Americans

pushed ahead, six cOanies of British infantry sought shelter in a strongly

built stone house known as Chow House for its owner, Attorney Genril

Benjamin Chow, and diverted a disproporvio•te mount of Amrican effort in
a fruitless attempt to capture or destroy the building and its defenders.

The battle in all areas was hotly contested, as the units of the four
American columas attempted to achieve their objectives with little coordination.

The Americans seemed for a time to be winning, but in the end they v•trw,
without accoplishing their purpose.

Significance: Although Germintown was a British victory, the Amrican

soldiers had for the most part fought well. The battle ws vised by the

French Foreign Minister, Count (Carles de Vergemnes, as of considerable

importance, and it helped to bring French support to the American case.

Sources: C.11; C.13.
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*4BRCAN RBV0UfIWIM WAR

Bemis Heights, 7 October 1777

At 1100 on 7 October, Lieutenant General Sir John Burgoyne, having

fortified his position nar Fremn's Farm, deployOd his troops &bout
a half mile in front of the fortifications constructed since the first

battle, to initiate an attack on the American positions on Bhmis Heights.

Informed of the British movement, the merican crander, Major Geroeal

Horatio Gates, ordered his forces out, Colonel Daniel tn.rgs, with

rifle1en, light infmntty, and militia, striking toward Sin trasr's

men on the British right flank and rear, Brigadier General Dwch Poor's

Continentals hitting the grenadiers umder Major Acland on the British

left, and Brigadier General Ebenezer Learred's brigade moving out in

the center, all augmented by militia units. Although Brigadier General

Benedict Arnold had been relieved of commi, he nevertheless dshe

in to lead the attack in the center.

First Poor attacked. His charging men wr greeted by repeated
volleys and bayonets. The strength and determination of the attackers

caused =Wny casualties, and whem, after about an hou of close and heavy
fighting, sj or Atand was fatally wtinded, his ru srnderid. On the.
left the Aericans swarmed from three sides, forcing Fraser to fall beck.

Arnold led Learned's men in the center and overcome the Geimns under

Brmn van Riedesel, who retreated in total disorder, in spite of Fraser's

attempt to rally them, an attempt that cost him his life. One of the

British redoubts held, but the other fell to an attack by Morgan and

Arnold. When darkness fell, the British troops retreated to their

fortified camp, having lost 600 men to the Americans' fewer than 200.

The next night the British quietly started nving north, only to be cut
off by the pursuing Americans, whb surroundad the British at Saratoga,

and on 17 October Burgoyne surrendered.

Significance: The Battle of Bai HeigIrts and the surrender that

followed it constituted the first major victory for the Americans in

the war, and as such it gave a great boost to morale. Bven sore important,

it caused French King Louis XVI to approve a formal treaty of alliance

with the American side, and he was followed by most of the nation- of

Source: C. 11.
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SAMERICAN REOUWINONARY WAR

ft!9rth Court House, 28 AM 1778

In late June the British amy coed iIby General Sir Honty Clinton

was moving slowly across Now Jersey. headed for Seedy Hook and Now York.

on a roughly parallel mute Geneml Georgp Wshigton had followed, waiting

for a chunce to interfere. On 28 June a detacdh t from Washington's force,

cmmrned by Major Guwral Charles Leeo, mull,1 d the rear elemnt of the

British column colnded by Iumtmonut General Berl Cormallis h abcat a
mile and a quarter east of Freehold. Cormallis, wrmd by an early

moring clash bebow Aerican units wAn British, had dram his forxe up
in line of battle to samit the Aerican attack. Ie's troops cm up but

with no plan for coordinated action, and although sm units mgpd the

British, when Corwallis' s me began to adva=. Lee ordered a general retrmat.

Pursued by the British on a broiling hot day, the Amricom withdrw slowly

and in considerable confhiwA until Washington arrived, dismissed Lee, nd

organized a line of defense, at the smm time ordering the rest of his amy
to come up. The naxt four hours saw attacks an cowiteattacks in the hot

afternio. Washington's line held against repeated atteto by Clinton to
break it. A final attmpt by Wsiton to asslult Clint•'s position Was
aborted W=e the edhmted troops fell victim to the heat. Neither side

could claim victory.
Significance: Clinton movd his ma out driing the wact night and

proceeded to Sandy Hook and evacuation to Nw York City by sea. Whokington

marched north to White Plains, where his amy rT*ainYd until 1781.

Sources: A. ; C.ll; C.13.
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MIEAMERICAN ERUYCNANW WAR

Caln, 16 haLut 1780

Having lost an opporbwaity to surprise the British army' wider General
Earl Conrallis at Cmden, American Major General Horatio Gates deployed the
forces of the Smutern Deparu Jat,, of whaich he had recently taken comaud ,
outside Cmdm,, on either side of the rood to the town in an are of sparse,
pir* woods, flanked an both sides by swomps. Prom, left to right Gates put
Virginia militia, North Carolina militia,, and his Continental troops from
Delaumr and Mmryland. To the left and rear of the Virginia militia were
cavalry and monwted inantry, aid behin the center was the 1st Maryland
Brigade of Continentals. Gates and his adjutant, Colonel Ofth Wiliems, were
behind the center,, and Major Gmneral Bumo Jcbma do Kalb commnded the
right wing. Cornwallis arrived an deployed his florces * with British
Regulars on the right, Tobry infantiy an the left, two battalions of infantry
and some cavalry in reserve.

nThe British Pagulars adiuced, fired a volley, them charged with
bayonets fixw:. The Amrican militia bre end wa,. and the munated units
behind tiva al.so fell back. Gates too departed In haste. willim took command
of the lIst MnvylalA Brigade, since its commaer also had -dRIsaIe"re and
brought it fowau to ailp do Kalbj, time Continentals aims were, left on the
field. But the Brttish drove n~ wedge bebesen the vm American forces, and,,
himmerine at the MarylAzwrs from both sides, drove than off. Althouh
w~t=*aered four to wne and surrounded by Briti-sh troops, de Lalb ordered
a bayonet charge. After intense hen-to-hand fighting d6 Kalb fell,, mortally
wounded, ual the sruviving Americans surteMder&Vid.

Significance: MArircsm losseE wer6 very heavy. Gates was replaced by a

more capable coo.mier, twjor (,meral Nathanas Grew.e, and the series of
events that led to Yorktow began.

Sources: C.) C. 13.
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TIE NERICAN REV IONARY WAR
Cow , 17 J _m,,,y 1781

Early in the morning of 17 Jumzy, Prigadier General Daniel Morga,

with a detachment from the azW of General Nathansel Grew and a body of

militia under Colonel Andrew Picku=, drmw up his m in line of battle In

a clearing in the woods of nortlastern South Carolina, to uait the iminient
arrival of British Lieutenant Colonel Bwmstre Tarleton =ad his aey. WMran,

aware of the fact that his militia could not stand up against British regulars,

planned his battle on the assmption that these troops would tuw from the
field after firing a few shots. He deployed his troops in a river bend, so

they could'not run too far.

The British arrived and drew up in line of battle about 300 yards fr

Morgl's skirmishers at about 0630. Fifteen mimates later they started to

move forward. In rapid succession the British took heavy and accurate fire

from the American militia riflen, who then broke and fled, and ftm Picken's

militia, who after firing twice, also left the field, at first in orderly

fashion, then in same confusion, as orgpa had expected. They won prsud

by British dragoons, but American cavalry uder LieUrtet Colonel Willim

Washington drove them off. Morman's third line, Resulars from Virinia

and I-rylad, fired, then slowly withdrew toward the crest of the hill., wes

following 4rogia's instroctions, they turned and fired into the faces of the

British soldiers, then about 30 paces nmy. This stopped the British attack.

Meauwhile MerPn had rallied the militia in the river bnd, thin seat th

back into the battle on the right of his line. As Pickens's militia samaed

in from behind the hill on .the right of the American line, Washington's mounted

troops charged and drove into the British line fron the American left. The

battle was over by about 0800.

Simnificance: This brilliantly planned and executed battle deprived

British General Earl Coruwallis of most of his light troops, an ntable

hanicap when he subsequently tried to catch Morgan and American Gweral

Nathanael Greene. CowVn was the first of a series of British disasters

that ended British plans for controlling the south.

Sources: "C.11; C.13.
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7M! AIERCAN REVLUUG4ARY WAR

Guilford Couac-house. 1S March 1781
xajor Geeral Nathanam Greene returned to North Carolina from Virginia in

Mkrch 1781 to conftont General Earl Corwallis, who has pursued his as far as the
Dan Fiver in Jnuary. Groen selected the place for the first battle, the
southern slopes of the ridge upon, which sat Guilford Courthouse. He drew up
his force in three lines, the North Carolina militia in the front line with
200 Virginia riflen, sm CO ental infantry from Dslmre, Colonel Henry
Lee's Legion of light infantry and cavalry on their left. In the second
line was the Virginia militia, and in the third the Virginia and Mkryland

Continentals. Greene was following the same plan Norgan had used at Cowpens.
CorMwallis W&s 12 miles way when he learned of Greene's approach,

and early in the mornig of 1S Murch he hutened to confront him, with his
British and Hessian troops, all Regulars.

Tno battle began at 1330 hours. Te North Carolina militia fired bwo
volleys, then fled as the British charged, with bayonets finxd. The British
pushed back Lee's troops on the far left as the rest of the Amoricans fell
back to the second line, which finally cvda"d. The Cmtimmtals poured
heavy fire on the advancing British left, while the British right am halted
in heavy fighting. Greene failed to woploit the advutas, uad the battle
mwug back ii forth until Cormnallis order gropedwt fired into the midst
of the struggle, causing the Aricans to fall beck. Wen Cormallis ordered
a final asault, Grewn ordered his mm to withdra.

Significance: Although Cmmrallis could clain victory, he had lost about
28 percent of his amy. LbabWe to afford another surh battle, he withdrew to
Wilmington. Later he took a circuitoms .,te to Virginia and Yorktown.

Sources: C.12; C.13.
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AMMICAN REVMJ0UfIOM MAR
Ho k.rkl°S Hill, 2S April 1781

On 19 April MaJor General Nathmnael Groom, with about 1,S00 men,

of whom 1,100 were Continentals, took up a position on Hobkirk's Hill,

overlooking Cmdaen, South Carolina, to await the arrival of reinforce-

ments. Cmien was hold by approximately 1,S00 mn, commanded by Colonel

Lord Prancis S. Rauwdo.

On 25 April awden, with 900 men, surprised Greem by striking
at his outposts below Hobkirk's Hill. tle a light infantry unit

coruited a delaying action at the foot of the hill, Groeo deployed

his army, with the Maryland Brigade on the left and the Virginia Brigade

on the right, and his dragoons and a small maber of militia in reserve.
In the center he placed his four guns. Pamon, approaching, realized

that the wider erican line overlapped his, and prmtly sent the

units in his rear to th ends of his line, so that they overlapped the
Americans.

Padon was still deploying his troops when Groom's artillery
opened fire and the Cntinentals charged. The British line opened
fire, the 1st Maryland Regiment halted to fire a volley, and the rest

of the American line faltared. When Pi ordered his am to charge

the 1st Maryland broke and ran, followed by the 5th Maryland and the

4th Virginia. While the 5th Virginla, one coqmny of the 1st Maryland,

and the light infantry covered, the dragoons cam up and rescued the
guns. Greene managed to rally his troops and form a new line at the

top of the hill. But Rudon decided to withdraw, and Greene did rot

attempt to follow him.

Sizrdficae: Both sides lost heavily. Ultimtely, beset by supply
problems and problems with mutiny mong his troops, Radon left Camden.

Sources: C.6; C.13.
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7M3 AMECAN REVLIFONMOMY MAR

Eutaw Soring, 8 September 1781
In late Atugst-early Septumber 1781, American General Nathanl Grene,

with a small army of Continentals and militia, advanced into the region near
Charleston, South Carolina, controlled by British forces. A British force
commnded by Lieutenant Colonel Alexander Stewart, camped at Eutaw Springs on
the south bank of Butw Creek, barred Greene's approach to Charleston along
the Santee River Poad. Before dam on 8 Sept er the Aric&A force moved
to attack Stewart. Warned by deserters of the Americans' approach, Stewart
sent out a reconnaissance party that was attacked and thrown back. This gave
him time to form for battle, and to send out a delaying force, which attacked
and slowed the advancing Americans in a bloody encounter. Greene deployed his
forces in the thick woods and advanced toward the British position, approaching
to ",Athin less than SO yards before being halted by British fire. A short time
later a bayonet charge by Stewart's left forced the militia units of the center
and right of the American line to flee back toward the North and South Carolina
Continentals, who, moved up to fill the gaps. A general advance at GreomI's
order pushed the British back, until Steart coUnterattac•d with his reserve
infantry, and the Continentals fell back. Another Aericazn attack again
disrupted the British, but ma Ipetuous charge by a cavalry uwit without
waiting for the acc~uiying Infantry was disastrous, and the unit suffered
heavy losses. Another American attack caused the majority of the British to
flee, but the pursuing Americans halted as they cae up to the British comp

and stopped to loot. It was the British who realized first that the bilk of

the American army had ceased to pursue. Both sides rallied, the British to
attack and the Americans to attempt to hold them. The battle ended with the
Americans withdrawing into the woods, both sides having suffered heavy casualties
and too weary to continue fighting.

Significance: Although technically Eutaw Springs was a drawn battle or

a British victory, Stewart had lost more than 30 percent of his army, and the

next day he withdrew to Charleston. Thus Greene accomplished his objective.
Sources: 7A.7; C.6; C.13.
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T1M FPZWNO REVLIUTIOARY-NMPLM IC WS: lIM WAR OF THE FIRST COALITION

Va w, 20 September 1792
Early in August 1792, even as the Paris mb was storming the Tuileries,

an allied army uider the command of Karl Kilhelm, Duke of Brunswick, a Prussian

ganeral, representing an alliance of the Holy Roman bpire, Austria, Prussia,

Russia, Sweden, and Sardinia, advanced slowly into France for the purpose of

restoring royal authority there. The army included sow 42,000 Prussians,

30,000 Austrians, about 6,000 Hessians, and about 2,000 French emigres. On 1

September Verdun was captured.

The French Assembly had raised several hundred thounand troops, almost

all raw recruits, and positioned them along the borders of France. Opposing

the Duke of Brunswick's advance was the Amy of the Center, under General

Francois Kellermn, with field strength of about 25,000 men. The largest

French force was the Amy of the North, in northeastern France and southern

Belgium. Heving replaced the Marquis de Lafayette as its comnder with

General Charles Dlouriez, the French Assembly ordered him to halt the Duke

of Brunswick's invasion.

With part of his army Dturiez hastened south to join Kellerman. He

soon found that the allied army was betwom him and Kellermn, and closer to

Paris than he was, as he took up a position near Valmy, where he threatenied

the allied line of communications. By a circucuitous route Kellerman Joined

him in mid-September, bringing the combined strength to about 36,000 men.

Early in toe morning of 20 September, in a dense fog, the allied army,

about 34,000 strong, approached the French defensive positions. Dumouriez

had deployed Kellerman's troops in front, on high ground on both sides of

the shallow valley of the Auve River, and placed his own in depth to the

rear. As the allies approached, French artillery, which had been sited to

cover the principal roads, opened fire. Brunswick deployed his troops across

the valley, just below the high ground at Valmy. As the fog lifted the more

numerous and better-trained allied artillery opened fire, causing casualties and

confusion among the inexperienced French troops. Kellerman, despite having

his horse shot from under him by a cannonball, railed his shaken men, and

they held their positions. In previous engagements the raw French troops

had fled under artillery fire; so Brunswick ordered his cannoneers to intensify

their fire. But to his surprise the French held their positions. The

artillery fire trailed off on both sides.
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Amazingly Brunswick failed to order his infantry into action. His amy
remtined in front of Valsy for a week. Neither side took the initiative.

Brwiswick then decided to go into winter quarters and withdrew, first to

Verdum, then to Luacbourg.

Significance: The inconclusive cannade of Valm saved the now French

Republic from near-certain disaster. There was no organized force that could

have prevented Brnmswick frm reaching Paris.

Sources: K.1; A. 7; 'A.4; D;M.1. -
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THE FRENc REVOLUTIONARY-NAPOLEONIC WARS: THE WAR OF THE FIRST COALITION

JeLappes, 6 November 1792

While the main allied force under the Duke of Brunswick was invading

eastern France via Verdun, a smaller Austrian army advancing from the Austria
Netherlands, under General J.P. Beaulieu, laid siege to the French city of

Lille. After Brunswick retreated from Valmy, Dumouriez took his troops

north to deal with this threat. As he approached, the allies abandoned thei_
siege of Lille. With nearly 50,000 men, Dumouriez advanced on Austrian force

defending Mons, in southern Belgium. To cover the city, the local Austrian

commander, Duke Albert of Saxe-Teschen, had about 13,000 troops, well entrenc

in strong redoubts near the town of Jemappes just west of Mons.

Dumouriez approached this fortified area on November 6, and decided to

attack at once. His plan was to combine a frontal assault of the Austrian

defenses with an envelopment of the Austrian left flank. The flanking force,

however, failed to perform as expected, and the battle was essentially a free

assault of a fortified positionx. The French were inspired by the recent
victory at Valmy, and attacked with a vigor and gallantry that surprised the

seasoned Austrian defenders. After several hours of often hand-to-hand combs
the badly outnrbered Austrian withdrew from their positions. Teschen then

abandoned Mons.

Significance: This victory, following so soon after Valmy, temporarily
cleared France of invasion threat, and added to soaring French morale. The

allies withdrew to Brussels, and then further east, behind the Meuse River.
Thus most of Belgium was handed to the French without further battle.

Sources: A.1; A.7; D.7.1.-
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THE FREN REVOLUTIONARY-NAPOL.ONIC WARS: THE WAR OF THE FIRST CXDALITION

Neerwinden, 18 March 1793
Early in March 1793 Prince Friedrich Josias of Saxe-Coburg, with an

allied amy of about 40,000 men, crossed the Meuse River near Liege and began

to march into central Belgium, in an attempt to recover from the French the

Austrian Netherlands, as Belgium was called. French General Charles Dumouriez,

who already was invading Holland, with a slightly larger amy, quickly moved

to oppose this advance.

Dmoturiez advanced vigorously eastward from the Dyle River and drove the

Austrian advanced units back from Tirlemont on the Great Geete River. The

Austrians withdrew behind the Little Geete River, and took up defensive

positions on a line north and south of Neerwinden. Dumouriez's force advanced

in eight attack columns, the one on the left having been given the mission of

turning the Austrian right. The French advanced vigorously, and their elan

gave then early successes, despite the greater experience of the Austrian

troops. However, the Austrians soon recovered, commanded by the Archduke

Charles. The left wing of the French army collapsed. Although the French

were able to hold the Austrias elsewhere, it was evident to Dmonriez that

his left was too seriously threatened to permit any hope of victory. Both

armies bivouacked on the battlefield, and early the next morning the Frwndh

withdrew to Tirleaemt. With his amy melting away through desertion, Dumouriez
soon had to withdraw further, and had to give up most of Belgium.

Significance: Neerwiuden demonstrated that the rma French levies could

not stand successfully against seasoned troops, and that elan could not by

itself bring victory. Dumouriez was accused of treason by the National

Convention. He tried to turn his army against the Convention, proposing to

march to Paris to restore the monarchy. His troops refused, and he fled to

the allies. So disappeared from the stage of history the man who had saved

France at Valmy.

Sources: A.1; A.7; D.7.1.
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THEM FRENCi REVOLUTIONARY-NAPO IC WARS: THE WAR OF THE FIRS' COALITIONq

Hondschoote, 8 Sep-tember 1793

The allies drove the French from most of Belgium in the months following

Neerwinden. During July 1793 the allies crossed the frontier into Frince,

capturing Conde and Valenciennes. Soon after that, an Anglo-Hanoverin Army,

under Prince Frederick Augustus, Duke of York, besieged IDnkirk. A Dutch

force under the Prince of Orange was on the border linking the Austrian and

British forces.. The French Army of the North, nearly demoralized, retreated

to Arras, uwder its new commander, General Jean Nicolas Houchard.

The Convention sent reinforcements and ordered Houchard to raise the

siege of Dunkirk and to drive the British into the sea. In late August he

advanced north toward Dunirk with an army of 42,000 men, and attacked the

principal force of the Duke of York, some 13,000 troops covering the siege,

just east of Dunkirk at Hondschoote. The French deployed in several attack

columns and assailed the more disciplined English and Hanoverian troops in a

series of uncoordinated but vigorous frontal attacks. A French effort to turn

the defenders' left flank failed because the columw given this mission became

lost. By force of numbers, however, the Duke of York was driven back, and

had to give up the siege of Dunkirk. He retreated in good order but had to

abandon all of his siege artillery.

Houchard, who had not distinguished himself in the battle, failed to move

against the British with sufficient vigor to take advantage of the victory
he had won. Instead he turned south and successfully attacked the Duke of
Orange at Menin, east of Valenciennes, a week later. But again he failed to

pursue.

Significance: The elan of the French Revolutionary soldier was clearly

demonstrated. Houchard had finally ended the series of French defeats, and

had stabilized the frontier. However, his lack of agressiveness, and failure

to exploit his victories, angered the Convention. He was relieved of command

and executed.
Sources: A.1; A.7; A.15; D.7.1.
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7TIO FRENO RMUnICNARY-NAPOLEONIC WARS: THE WAR OF THE FIRST COALITION

Wattignies, 15-16 October 1793

Following the Battle of Menin, Houchard was replaced as crunader of the

French Army of the -North by General Jean Baptiste Jourdan. The French War

Minister, General Lazare Nicolas Carnot, a member of the Committee of Public

Safety which was virtually the ruling body of France, soon joined Jourdan and

became virtually a co-commander. He brought with him the Camiuttee's orders

to relieve Maubeuge, then under siege byanAustrian army under the Prince of

Saxe-Coburg. To protect the siege force of 30,000, Saxe-Coburg deployed

about 23,000 troops, who would meet the French army of about 44,000.

Secret plans had been made for the French garrison, more than 40,000

strong, to break through the siege lines as the French army •ttacked from the

west, but the effort fizzled.

The French approached through a forested area, and when they attacked

on 15 October, they achieved some surprise, from which the disciplined Austrians

quickly recovered, however. The Frer.ch forces, attacking in three columns,

with min efforts on the flanks, were poorly coordinated, and were -thirown

back, first on the flanks, then in the center. The French right reached

Wattignies, on a plateau dminating the battle area, but was repulsed. After

night fell, Carnot and Jourdan reinforced their right flank, reducing the

strength of the tuo other elements of the Army, and at dawn on the 16th the

attack on Wattignies was renewed. With more than a two-to-one superiority,

French elan triumphed over Austrian discipline, and in the afternoon Coburg

ordered a withdrawal. He gave up the siege of Maubeuge, and pulled back

across the Sambre.. After some inconclusive maneuvering the two armies went

into winter quarters.

Significance: This battle, like Hondschoote and Menin, demonstrated an

amazing will-to-win of the new French levies, inspired by patriotism, and
disciplined by terror at all ranks. (The guillotine was on all minds.) At
Wattignies, too, this raw army first demonstrated a capability to maneuver.

The raw recruits, amalgamated with a few surviving veterans -- mostly

officers of the old army -- were becoming a formidable fighting force.

This was due largely to the administrative genius and leadership of Carnot,

a stern and. umcompromising soldier of the ancien regime. His efforts, and

their results, caused him to become known as the "Organizer of Victory."

Sources: A.7; A.15; D.7.1.
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Mh FREN~CH REVOLrIFINARY-NAP)LBt4IC WARS: ME WAR OF MhE FIRSr CIDALITIOi4

Fleurus, 26 June 1794
In June 1794, General Jean Jourdan was placed in commnd of the newly

designated French Army of the Sabre and Meuse, about 75,000 strong, and

crossed the Saobre River into Belgiun to attack the allied army cumimded by
the Prince of Saxe-Coburg. He invested Charleroi on 12 June, and in a

fiercely contested fight, drove off the allies at Hooglede on 17 June.

As Coburg prepared for a renewed effort to relieve Charleroi, its garrison

surrendered, on 25 June. Jourdan hastily deployed'his army just north of the

city to meet Coburg, who had about 46,000 men. Although merically inferior,
Coberg (not yet aware of the surrender of Charleroi) was confident that the

quality of his army was nach higher than that of the French.
The French army was deployed in an arc, with the right flank curving

back to rest on the Sambre River near Fourchies and the left curving back

to a small tributary. Coburg reflected this deployment by forming his army

in five widely separated columns whose fronts -formed a huge semicircle. At

down on the 26th all five colums moved against the French positions in frontal

attacks.

Initially all five allied coliums were successful. The inadequately

disciplined French, who had won victories (with superior nuibers) by virtue

of elan on the offensive, were not able tohold firm under the steady volleys

of the attacking Austrian and Prussian troops. However, the French situation

became critical at only one point, the village of Lambussart, south of

Fleurus. Jourdan threw in his reserves there, and in a desperate fight

stopped the attackers.

Late in the afternoon, Cobourg learned of the surrender of Charleroi.

He decided to stop the attack -- which might have been successful if pressed

harder -- and withdrew, leaving the field to the French. After spending a

few days to rest and reorganize, Jourdan pursued into central Belgium.
Significance: The French victory gave increased confidence to leaders

and troops. The allies, dispirited by their failures, began to withdraw frw
Belgiun. The English embarked for home, while the Austrians and Prussians

withdrew eastward across the Rhine River. In following months the French

overwhelmed the Dutch, and by mid-winter they had consolidated their control

of Holland. The climactic event took place early in 1795, when French cavalry

captured the Dutch fleet, its ships frozen into the Texel anchorage.

Sources: A.8; A.l5; D.7.1.
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IME FREWN RO=IOMARY-WALMOPNIC WAM: T WAR OF THE FIRST CALITIC?

Lodi, 10 May 1796
After defeating the Piedmontese Amy, General Napoleo Bonsparte tuned

northeast to advance against General J.P. Beulieu's Austrian amy, which
was deployed on the north bank of the Po River. Bonaparte sought to have
his French Amy of Italy envelop Beaulieu's amy by d strating on a wide
front along the river and then crossing the Po at Piacenza an the Austrian
rear. The maneuver was well executed, a classic dewnstration of the futility
of a cordon defense. But Beaulieu managed to elude Bonaparte's trap by making
a hasty crossing of the Adda River and withdrawing east. Beaulieu left General
Sebottendorf and a force of 10,000 at Lodi to delay the French. Dosparte,
who had pushed his army hard in order to overtake the hastrians, made it
to Ldi on 10 Way. Seeing that Sebottendorf had deployed his infantry
and artillery to cover the approaches to the bridge at Lodi, Bonapat
sent cavalry units to search for a ford in order to envelop the Austrian
positions. He also positioned 24 gums on the west bank, south of the
Austrians, in order to cover the advance of his Infantry. A frona
assault failed, but Bonaparte himself led a second assault, which drove
the Austrian defenders froute bridge. A counterattack nearly reained

the bridge, but the arrival of two more French divisions decided the issue
in favor of the French. The reinforcments broke the center of the
Austrian line. Then the French cavalry, having located a ford upstream,
arrived on the Austrian flank. Sebottendorf wisely called retreat.

Sianificance: Bonaparte failedto achieve one of his major objectives,
the envelopment of Beaulieu's ary. Nonetheless his quick crossing of the
Po River and subsequent rapid march along that river assured the fall of

Milan. Bonaparte's leadership and the bravery in the assault of the
Lodi Bridge inspired both his officers and men and wn him their unmstinting

admiration.

Sources: D.4; D.6; D.23.1.
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ThM FRHEH RIVOU1TI24AR-NAROLBCNIC WARS: THE WAR OF THE FIRST MXUA1LIfG

Castizlione, S August 1796

On S August 1797 Count Dagobert 1wier's Austrian AiW occupied a

strong defensive position along the heights overlookin Castiglione,

on a front that extended 8 kilomters from N1bt bWolm, beside the

main road to ?Nuta, east to Solferino. Nepolen famqrt hod already
ordered Gemnral Jeo Seourier to mrch his division from Nscaria

northeast to the Castiglicim-Matua road, behind Onxmr's left fi.mk.

The remaier of bD prte's plan called for two divisims to launch
a holding attack on the Austrian front. Feinting a retreat, these

divisions would entice the Austrians to counterattack, causing then

to over-extemnd their 1lne. At the propitious nmnt Sernier's divisin

would fall on the Austrian ear; this would be follomd by an assault

of Wkrner's left flank at Mbote Madolano by thr battalions of grmadiers

supported by horse artillery and cavalry. The i retreat ws

perfectly executed, but the attack on the Austrian roa ws lauched

too soon. Wuser wit yrw his advawing soldiers to the high ground
and lad his secmu line move to his rear to ftm a second front. Nase-

theless Bonaparte's cobined arm task force pnetrated the Mmet
Medolano sector. On the French left grenadiers drove the defdles

from Solferino, forcing Mnser to order a gumnral withidraal.

S e: Through the victory at Castiglionm the Frenh kept
control of northern Italy, and the Austrians failed to relieve the

siege of Nhntua. However, not only was the attack on Waser's rear

premture, one division proved insufficient to bar the Austrian
retreat. Nor did Daruperte achieve a complete breakthrough on the

Austrian right as he had planned. The youmg Freh general had noie-

tholess defeated an accomplished tactician and had developed a tactical

plan that would serve him wll in future uagemns.

Sources: A.7; D.4; D.6; D.23.1.
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'flU FREGI REBMLffIONAR-NAPMUC WARS- 7W WAR OF IMU FInr aDALfTichI

?brelml. 11 A!sst 1796

on 10 Jraw 1796 Frech Genral J.B. JOwden crossed the MdW River
at Dusseldorf, an lured the Archda Charles =A the win Austrian am
in Gsinavf Sa fraim the French mai efot TWiO days later Pramh
Genral Jeaw V. femo bean crossium the Rhine at StrsbMr taking
advantae of the Austrian respots to Jowdma's feint. Carles hurried

south to oppose him, but Nmremu's larger army forced him to withdw

slowly uard the Dhe River, hitimr Jomdan began to , across

central Gsrmny.
Charles halted north of the Dwabe, bet-'on Mat and

and turned to attack Mnbemu, plming than to vin against MJad•n.

He had about 40,000 mm; Noreeu hod about 43,000.

Before dan on U August the Austrian army alwsced north from the

INuAbe, its four cors, each about 10,000 am, in parallel colinms, their
progress slowd by heavy rain. Soon after daybreak they m moat erd the
Prl•.h, stretched along a fron of about 40 kiltmeters, from Haida la

th•ough Nereshein to Nbrdlingai. The distme, cmbind with rain,

prevented Charles's left flank corps from accollsbing its mission of

attacking the flank of the French right wing. The three other Austrian

corps were initially successful, but they were too far apart to coordinate

their actions. Progress was slow in rain and on axdy roads, and by dark

the Austrian attsw... Ad bogged down. It was a dram battle, in which

Charles had only partially accomplished his objective. HIweve, lozremu,

failing to realize the Archduke's strategy, was badly shaken by the
battle, and temporarily halted his advance. The next day Charles withdrew

and crossed to the south bank of the Danube.

Significance: The Battle of Neresheim significantly slowed the

advance of Moreau's amy into central Ger=Wu, and gave Charles an

opportunity to c t,, cc: i or defeat Jourdan. He promptly seized
the opportunity.

Sources: A.1; A.M5; D.7.1.
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IME FRENC2 R U=IQWCIAY4APWJLt4IC XAP: TIE wAR or. UM FIMT COAITC

&TAzbunL 3 eg .r1796
AZchiuk Camrles,, with 27,000 man crossed the [wube River at

Ingostadt an 14 and 15 Aigut, ammi.ardwd north to try to ouxt prexwh
General J.D. Jowdenls line of caiGaIMa and ;eSUP s destro hiS

army. JWurdn, wh was rursuiig AntriuOmnes Ale81 OMM& H.
Wrtansl.bmn east of Powg sear"ed of th* aVpr`OMCk of Charles on
the 22dj, an hastily began to retreat. Charles bony adofated his
rehruaord at Anerg an the 24th, the s th dy that Prinh GUral

Jean Victor Nmresu attacked and defeated Lataw at Prismbw.
But Charles was now between the two French armies, NAm his &Vmy,

united with Wart~ansebmn's. was superior In strsgth to tha of Jmwdmn.
hlalizizag that Jmwdmr was retiring toward azzbarg, awl" alSO
inrched directly West, South of the French arq, anid his @&vmvoed
guard reached IMn'zhrg an 1 Septber, befor Jowdui -- closely
pirsued by *rtanslebmn -- arrived. Then Austriaus quiddy ovar
the French garrison. 7he wain French amid Austrimn armie conere
on tIwuzburg on the 2,1, anid prepared for battle.

7he Fren~h line was approxiintely 20 kilometers long, orteniiag
northeast from M~wburg to the W~in River near He1iligenthal. Although
all of Wartonslebea's troops had not yet arrived, Charles advanced from
the south andi east agaist the Frumh, as soon as the fog hod lifted
on the morning of the 3d. For Several hours the outcome was in doubt.
By noon the Frenach left wing was actually tueatmiing the Austrian
bridges Over the ?.kin River,, across whaich Ib~ztenlebealls troops were
still pouring. Ibwever, a skid-aftermoon counterattack, just west of
the river, drove the French back to Heiligenthal, and soon rolled

up Jourdan's left wing. Jourdan had no reserves, whiile Charles still
had fresh troops coming across the river. Jourdan witiirew.

Next day the French began a hasty retreat to the Rhine, closely

Pursued by Charles. ?4mreu, learning of Jourdan' s defeat, also retreated
to the Rhine. 'The French invsion of Germany had been turned back.

Significame: -In a brilliant campaign, worthy of comparison with

that beiWg fought in Italy, the Archduke Chales had, with inferior
forces, frustrated the French effort to bring the war to a conclusion
by invading Germany.

Sources: A-1; A.7; A.15; D.7.1.'
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TEPRWOMI REQUWG4AYAPOLEa4ic wARS: TFE WAR OF 7ME FIRST CO~ALITION

a. 15-17 I!M~er 1796
After a n4it march along the south bmk of the Aige River

bamirte's force crossed the river at Rco on te morning of 1s

*mmv r. uMerul Ar Ibseam's division michld mrtbmt to Porcl.e

in oider to cover th rem. Gairpi aaries A er 's 11 division

ftxcls eanst to the Alpone River, and then north to Arcola. The
division ws to cross the Alpone at Arcola nd march north to Villaeno,
to =ace Aintrim Dam Joseph d'Alvlntzi's vqytraimns, forcing

Alvintzi to 'omtmt-urh and mat the Frwmh an a narrow, arshy
front that would ngsate tho Amstrims' •merical superLority. Alvintzi

hod deployed .000 men and e11-positionmd guns covetiog themproch
to the bridge at Arcola. Frontal assmlts failed for tuo days to take
the bridge. Ch the third day, wile assma attacked at the bridge,
Aaagreau's force Crossed the river below Arcola, ad a ftacht of
cavalry rode to the rear of the Austrian position, blowing bugles.

Fearful of being enicled; the Austrian troops broke and fled.
Sgifican.: lDmpne's bold offensive thrust ambled hm to

occupy a position betrmen two inwrically superior fmores. Alvintzi
dispersed his force following this battle, sotat the French had
superior umbers everfwhere. Dwaparte's plan and emecution of it
were textbook exmpls of the use of tactical offensive to fulfill a
defensive strategic objective.

Sources: A.1; A.7; D.4; D.6; D.23.1.
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I EFRENI -E LIIONARY-NAFL IC KOS: 7M WAR OF 7M FIorS OYLITICN

Rivoli. 14-15 Jaguary 1797
On 14 January 1797, Austrian Buron Joseph d'Alvintzi launched a

six-column attack on General Napoleon Damuparte's position an the
Rivoli plateau. Alvintzi sent three colmns to attack frontally, two
colums to envelop Bomaparte's flanks, ind a sixth column down the east
bank of the Adige River to cross behind the French positions mad reinfoe
the Austrian garrison at obnma.

Nipoleon met the frontal assault with amo division under General
Bartheley C. Joibert. On the left the Frech troops were driven beck.
BYn the Austrian colin was threatmeing the Prench right flank. At
that stage Massena arrived with rein Fonaits, which enveloped the
Austrian troops on the right. The frontal attack was driven off, and,
in a cownterattack, the French pushed the Austrians back bqymi the
village of San Giovarmi. Troops redeployed from the center and well-
aimed artillery fire scattered the Austrian attackers on the left. Hkving
thwarted the Austrian offensive, Napoleon sent a force south to prevent
the column from crossing the Adige. The following day Jouhert repulsed
another Austrian attack on Rivoli and pursued the attackers, capturing
between four and five thousand Austrians and three guns.

Si i e: The repulse of the Austrian attack on Rivoli and the
sbsequbent rout of the bulk of the Austrian AZW spelled the ruin of
Austrian efforts to drive the French from northern Italy.

Soures:' A.7; D.4; D.6; D.23.1.
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ME RER-NAUPOLBIMC WM: IM EGYPTIAN CAWAIGN

ri 21 Auly 1798
After mor than three weeks of ardwmus marching through desert

terrain from Alemdria, Genral Donhpam e and four divisions arrived

In the vicinity of Cairo on 20 July. The next day Bonaparte attacked
the .meluke army of Iaed Boay. Half of the Pruch force deployed
in infantry squares to mnet the onslaught of the eluke cavalry.

the 4meluke horsemn were repulsed with heavy losses. ?sMawhile

Bmaparte dispatched his rwiming two divisions to assault the
4miuke fortress at the nearby village of Mabeh. With the

support of naval gunfire from the Frnch flotilla on the Nile, the

Frenh Infantry stormed and captured the fortress.

S i ,cazvce: The Frenh victory led to the collapse of

?wmluke resistance and the capitulation of Cairo (23 July 1798).

Sources: A.1; D.4; D.6; D.23.1.
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'1SHH Rw IMy~NRY-?ML1XWC WARS: WAR OF WIE SBOMID COALITION

Stockach Is 25 Marich 1799
After the Treaty of Campo Formio, France remained at war only with Great

Britain and Naples (allied to Britain). However, in late Dedember 1798
Czar Paul I of Russia entered into an alliance with Great Britain, creating
the Second Coalition. soon joined by Austria,, the Vatican~and Naples.

Early in IMarch 1799, Gm~ral J.B. Jourdan crossed the Rhine River at
KWh and Huningen,, and advanced on a broad front into southrn Gemany through
the Black Forest. At Ostrach on 23 March, he wasnot aniddefeated by a
superior allied army under the Arch~duk Charles. Jourdan fell back west of
Stokacho just north of Lake Constance, followed by Charles. Jour-dan had
40,000 men,, Charles over 60,000. Oni 25 March,, as Charles was sending about
half of his amyf in three coliuins on a recormaissance in force west of Stokach,
Jourdan decided to start an attack of his ownl, with his main effort on his
left, to drive the Austrians into Lake Constance.

The two armies met in a meeting wenggment at dawn. The numerical
superiority of the French quickly forced the Austrians to the defensive.
They fell back,, and Charles sent back for the remainder of his army.
In intensive fighting, imuch of it in heavily wooded areas, with units
scattered and not able to coordinate readily with each other, the French
almost overwhelmed the Austrian right wing. Charles took coimuond on that
wing himself, and then when reinforcements arrived, in mid-afternoon,
counterattacked. It soon became evident to Jourdan that he had not been
able to win the surprise victory he had anticipated. He ordered a general
withdrawal.

Si~qficance: By seizing the initiative, Jourdan almost succeeded in

defeating the superior Austrian army. However, by coolness and excellent
tactical leadership Charles saved the day. Jourdan retreated to the Rhine.

Sources: A.1; A.7; A.l5; D.7.1.
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M1 REVQMtMlOtARY-NAPOLEONIC WAIRS: THE EGYPTIAN CAWAI(?4

Mount Tabor, 16/17 April 1799
In mid-April 1799, while beseiging the Turkish fortress of Acre,

General Bonaparte was informed that a Turkish relief army was moving

to the aid of the garrison. Bonaparte dispatched a force of 1, SOO men
cimnnded by General J.P. Kleber to counter this threat. Kleber discovered

that the Turkish relief force was 2SOOO man strong -- too nmmerous for

his wall contingent to defeat. He therefore formed his ti~rts in infantry

squares for a1l-around defense and sent a message to Bonaparte for help.

Bonaparte made a night march to reinforce Kleber, and on 17 April the
recombined Prench force defeated the attacks of the Turks by infantry
and artillery firepower. The Turks were routed.

Significance: Bonaparte' s prompt reinforcmnt of Ileber' s

beleaguered force saved the detachment from sihilation. The Turkish
attempt to relieve Acre was thwarted.

Sources: A.1; D.4; B.6; D.23,1.
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THE REVOLUTIONARY-NAPOLE(.IC WARS: WAR OF THE SECOND COALITION

Zurich I, 4 June 1799
In mid-M.y 1799 the Archduke Charles brought part of his army from

Germany, and took command of Austrian forces in Switzerland. In late May he

forced French covering forces back into their defenses at Zurich, where

General Andre Ma.ssena had about 25,000 men to hold a line saoe 8 kilometers

long. On 4 June the Austrians attacked, sending about 26,000 men :against

the French entrenchments, while another 8,000 rarticipated in a vide turning
movement. Another 8,000 were held in reserve, and never comitted. The

French repulsed the frontal attack. The enveloping force was contained

and didn't get into the battle.
Despite his successful defense, Massena knew that the Archduke could

bring overwhelming strength against him, and he mistrusted the restive

Swiss population of the city. He therefore withdrew behind the Lismat
River, and the Austrians decided not to push further after him in view of
their extended line of coummications.

Significance: Although tactically successful at Zurich, strategically
Massena had been driven out of central Switzerland. Minor and inconclusive
operations continmed through the early summer.

Sources: A.1; A.7; A.15; D.7.17.
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ME REVOU ONARY-NAPOLBONIC WARS: WAR OF THE SE(XD COALITION

Novi. 15 August 1799
Following three major French defeats earlier in 1799 (Magnano,

S April; Cassano, 27 April; and the Trebbia, 17-19 June), Russian
Field NMrshal Aleksander Suvarov had almost driven the French out of
Italy. With about 60,000 men in early August he pushed south from
Alessandria toward the Bocchetta Pass and Genoa. The French Army of

Italy, now commanded by General Barthelemy C. Joubert, was only 35,000
men strong. However, Joubert held a strong position across the Serivia
Valley at Novi. The line was 13 kilometers long, and Joubert did not
hold out a reserve.

As the Austro-Russian army approachad, early on 15 August, Joubert

attempted to seize the initiative by launching his own attack. However,
the numerically superior Austrians and Russians soon regained the
initiative, and began to advance. As the left-center of his line was
being threatened, Joubert galloped forward to steady his troops and

received a mortal wound. Moreau immediately assumd command, and succeeded

in re-establishing the position.

By mid-afternoon there came a lull in the battle, with the French

still holding all of their positions. Suvarov now cammitted his reserve
against the French right, on the Serivia River. The fresh troops, added

to the already numerically superior force engaging the French on this
flank, were too much for the defenders. They fell back, slowly at first,

then in considerable confusion. The whole French line then collapsed.
Moreau withdrew the remnants of his command through the Bocchetta Pass.

Sisnificance: This battle virtually completed the allied reconquest
of the territory that had been won by Bonaparte in 1796 and 1797. The
victor of this campaign, Suvarov, demonstrated that the reputation he
had gained fighting the Turks was well-deserved. It was, however, his
last victory.

Sources: A.1; D.7.1.

I
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THE REVOLUTIONARY-NAPOLEONIC WARS: WAR OF THE SECOND COALITION

Zurich Ill, 24-25 September 1799
In September 1799 Marshal Aleksander Suvarov, commanding a largely

Russian allied army, was sent from Italy to Switzerland to drive the French

army of Marshal Andre Massena back into Prance. General Alexander M. Korsakov

was in Switzerland, with about 40,000 allied troops.

Learning of Suvorov's move, Massena sent a force of 12,000 men under

General Lecourbe to block the St. Gothard Pass, through which he expected

Surarov to come. He himself, with about 35,000 men, advanced against Zurich,
which was held by Korsakov with about 25,000 men. On 24 September Massena
drove back a Russian covering force and, by a combination of power and

deception, fought his way across the Limmt River at Dietikon, in a brilliant

river crossing operation. His forces rapidly converged on Zurich on both

sides of the river. By evening the city was encircled, and part of the
Russian army was isolated northwest of the city.

Korsakov collected his remaining troops, about 15,000 men, and next

morning attempted to fight his way out to the north, toward Winterthur. The

Russians fought stubbornly, but the French ovewhelmed them by the vigor of

their attack and drove most of the Russians back into the city, where they

surrendered. By evening the reminder of Korsakov's army was completely
routed and fleeing in disorder.

Meanwhile, Suvarov was fighting his way through the St. Gothard Pass,
at great cost. When he learned about the disaster at Zurich, he fought

across the centeral Alpine spine, to meet the Archduke Charles (who had

returned to Switzerland after learning of Zurich). But the great soldiers

could not agree, and while they were arguing, Czar Paul withdrew fr.n the

coalition.
Significance: Massena's overwhelming victory at Zurich ended all major

hostilities in Switzerland, and completely ruined the allies's strategic
plans. Charles stopped his advance through Germany, and returned to secure

southern Geray against a possible further thrust by Massena.
Sources: A.1;.A. 7; A.15; D.7.1.
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THE REVOLUrIONARY-NAPOLEXONIC WARS: WAR OF THE SECOND COALITION

Moski-ch, 5 May 1800
On 9 October 1799, General Napoleon Bonaparte arrived back in France fron

Egypt. A month later he had seized control of the French government, with the

title of First Consul. He attempted to make peace with the allies, but was

rebuffed. He thereupon began to raise a new army in France -- the Army of the

Reserve -- and at the beginning of 1800 surveyed the strategic situation.

General Jean Victor Moreau had an army of about 130,000 men in Switzerland
and upper Alsace. Opposite him in southern Germany was an Austrian army of

140,000 under General Paul Kray von Krajowa. After his victory at Zurich,
Massena had been sent to Genoa to take over the remnants of the Army of Italy,

about 40,000 strong, and to try to stop, and if possible throw back, the

Austrian army of about 100,000 men, under Baron Michael Melas, pressing toward

France in northwestern Italy. While Bonaparte was pondering whether he should

take the Army of the Reserve through Switzerland to cooperate with Moreau

against fray, or to move into northern Italy to cooperate with Massena

against Melas, he received word that Massena had been badly defeated, and was

besieged in Genoa, while Melas was marching along the Riviera coast to Nice

and France. He thereupon decided to go to Italy, and ordered Moreau to advance

into southern Germany against Kray.

On 25 April Moreau's army began to move across the Rhine from Kehl to
Basel. On 3 May the Austrians were driven from Stokach. The next day the

two main armies confronted each other near Moskirch. On the morning of the

5th the French army advanced northeastward in a broad line of columns. The

rightmost colum was given the mission of turning the Austrians' left flank,
near Moskirch, and thus threatening their line of commication to the east.
In turn, Kray put his main effort on his right, to threaten the French line

of communications. The battle flared throughout the day along the entire

16-kilometer front. But the principal actions took place around Moskirch.
By evening that place was in French hands, and Kray felt obliged to retire

to the east.

Significance: By these successes at Stokach and Moskirch, Moreau had

secured his own line of commuications both through Switzerland and along the

upper Rhine to Alsace, while the road to Bavaria was now open to him. Although

the opportutwdty was clear, he was slow in exploiting it. However, Kray

was equally dilatory. So the campaign continued to move slowly eastward.

Sources: A.1; A.7; D. 7.2.
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Mh FREN REVOLUfIONA~r-NAPOLECUIC WARS: WAR OF THIE SECM1D C(ALITIal

Marengo , 14 June 1800
In the spring of 1800 First Consul Napoleon Bonaparte received

word that Austrian General Baron Michael Melas had overwhelmed French

forces in Italy under General Andre Massena. Massena was besieged in

Gemna, and elas was advancing along the Riviera coast into France.

Napoleon decided to take his small Army of the Reserve across the Alps

into Italy, to cut Melas's lines of communications to Vienna and force

him either to surrender or to fight desperately, under unfavorable

circumstances, to restore his coamumications.

With 37,000 men Bonaparte crossed the Alps at the St. Bernard Pass

between 14 and 24 May, brushing aside small Austrian forces that were

guarding the pass, and surprising everyone. By 7 June Napoleon had

captured Milan and Pavia, cutting the Austrian line of coamunications.

Learning of this, Melas, who had reached Turin, advanced toward Alessandria,

which he reached on 13 June. There he assembled 34,000 men.

Thinking Melas was still at Turin, on the 13th and 14th Bonaparte,

who by this time had about 32,000 men, advanced toward Alessandria on

a broad front, his divisions widely scattered to collect provisions. About

midorning of 14 June, Bonaparte's main body of about 18,000 men • qwctedly
was struck by Melas, who had about 31,000 men on the battlefield. Napoleon

rallied his surprised troops and fell back slowly in a defensive battle,

having sent messengers to bring his other troops to the battlefield. By

1300 contact had been broken and Bonaparte fell back farther to reorganize

and await the arrival of General Desaix's corps.

Melas, thinking he had won the battle, ordered his troops in march

fonuation and began slowly to follow the French. By 1700 Bonaparte had

assembled more than 28,000 men, and he attacked the unsuspecting Austrians

in front and flank. In less than an hour the Austrian army was shattered,

its remnrants fleeing back into Alessandria. The next day Melas surrendered.

Significance: The Second Italian Campaign was virtually a one-battle

campaign. Bonaparte's bold thrust into northern Italy made the outcome

almost a foregone conclusion. His carelessness on the morning of the 14th

nearly cost him a tactical defeat, but his strategic success was hardly

threatened. His calm and his quick reaction soon overcame the temporary

disadvantage, and he won a tactical victory as resounding as his strategic

success.

Sources: A.7; D.7.2.
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7MH REVLtJICINARY-NAPOLEONIC WARS: WAR OF INE SECOND COLITION4

Hohenlinden, 3 Decemb~er 1800
Between IS July and 13 November an armistice held the armies of France

and Austria quietly facing each other across the Inn River. With the armistice

over, Archduke John, with about 83,000 men, plamId to cross the lower Inn

and throw his army astride the line of commnications of the French army of

90,000 men, under the cummnd of General Jean Victor Mreau. Because of bad

weather, cold rain and snow, the Austrians, in three columns, moved slowly,

and M4oreau promptly met the threat by ordering his army to assemble in the

vicinity of Hohenlindmn. By the morning of 3 December Noreau hod only about

half of his army under his personal control. The advancing Austriar= had

cut off the reminder, which lay to the south.

However, more by good fortune than design, in aid-mrnIing the French
corps of General Richepanse, about 10,000 strong, coming up from the south

to join the main army, found itself apr h the flank of the corps of

Austrian General Kollwrath, part of the lefthand Austrian colum. Although

realizing he was outnt.bered, Richepanse attacked, hoping to break through

to join the main army. However, he accmplished much more. The whole left

wing of the Austrian army was thrown into confusion, and began to withdrw.

Richepanse continued to advance to the north, mnd attacked the rear of the

Austrian central column, then engaged in fierce conflict at Hohenlinen.

The center of the Austrian army began to dissolve, and the battle was soon

over.

Significance: The Battle of Hohenlinden left open to the French the

road to Vienna. Moreau began to march east, with additional French forces

from Switzerland and Italy converging with him against the Austrian capital.

On 25 December Austria, sued for peace, and withdrew from the alliance. The

War of the Second Coalition was over.

Sources: A.7; D.7.2.
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